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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTTON 

The title of 'thin tbeein explains the original intention 

Of the writorg namely to survey the offensive and defensive 

armament in use in Bronze Age France, based on exiating co- 
says. Howeverl the lack of broad studies on groups of arms 
and armour, and in many cases the inadequacy of specific 
recording has made this impossible at the presentt without 
an enormous amount of basic classification. The background 

of the bronze weapons in also severely limitedt since actuftl 
contexts for the specific items, if knownt are normally con- 
fined to the 

' 
provenance only. Few weapons occur in associat- 

ion with other objects; settlements with weapons are very few 

and-almout all without definite stratigraphical evidence, and 
the numbers of graves cantaining swordst apearat etc. in very 
scanty. Use has therefore to be made of bronze boards of 
various sortst in wbichýtbe value of associations for the 
weapons is often equivocal, and of typological classificationg 
a method which seems well documented in factt but only useful 
for broad comparisons. Since these methods are forced on 
the prebictorian of 

' 
the French Bronze Age# it is essential 

that detailed studies-exist for the artifacts. 

recently the Position bat) greatly improved for the western 
part of France, but there has been no adequate correlation 
with actual weapons in the east or contacts with these. The 
east of France received settlement and influence from the 
Urnfield complex, and developed its own bronze weapons along- 
side intrusive materialf so particular study of these and 
their interaction with the'west is essential. Thus it was 
felt that more direct contribution to the understanding of* 
the Middle and Late Bronze Age wouldcome from a detailed 
examination of 

' 
the moot prominent weapon in usel namely the 

bronze sword. Apart from the intrinsic value of such a 
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large and expensive weapon, the sword appears to have been 

the most prized arm normally buried with its owner; it was 

also susceptible to varied typol. ogical dovelopmentg and in 

no other weapon in France in this so evident. As far an 

Possible the oworda have been set in their context among 

Other weaponet-but the situation regarding spearheads in 

France is virtually unknowng apart from Briard's recent study 
(1965). It has been assumed, as is the usual practicep that 

axes do not represent weaponal-but how far this is true is 

unknown in the preuent state of information. The known con- 

texts suggest woodworking tools, as they are rarely met with 
in graves anywhere. - 

Thus the span of this thesis includes all bronze 
-swords 

or 

rapiers with a length of more than c-35cm. until the develop- 

mont of Hallstatt swordst with particular reference to the 

later M. B. A. and throughout the Late Bronze Age. 

Swords have 
' 
received attention from various authors over the 

years. Chantre in 1875 produced, for the timet a most com- 

prehencivo and analytical work, with fine lithographical il- 

lustrations# in very large and sumptuous volumes. His lists 

of hoards and individual bronzes are still of some value, but, 

being unaccompanied by illustrations relating specifically 
to the entriest much is now unidentifiable. Chantro and Perrin 
(1876) were instrumental in, publiebing much of the material from 

"the late settlements in France and Switzerlandq especially 

,. _, around the Lac du Bourgety Gabriel and Adrien de Uortiller 

drew heavily on this in publishing their fflua4e Pr6historique 
(second editionP1903); they divided swords along with other 

material into their'DOorigen and Larnaudienne poriodst giving 

good illustrations for very many objects. Sword classification 
had received a great impetus outside France before this time 
by Monteliust publication in 1876; Evans' otudy. of bronze 

artefacts (1881) was aloo-much read and widely known in France. 
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Much the most important essay in sword classification came 
in 19031 when Naue had tackled the swords of most of Europe 
in Germanic stylep and divided them up into hie system of 
Typen. This became the moot usual work on which to assess 
the French weapons. A specific survey of great value was 
however effected in France three years before this, in 
Breuil's publication of the swords (and later# other bronzes) 

of the Seine Basin (1900) wbichl in this area, has not yet 
been supercededl at least in the detailed publication of finds. 
He did not of course know of Nauela classificationg but 
De"chelette based much of his ambitions and copious scheme 
for French Bronze swords on the latter author (1910,11; 199- 
210). Ddehelettela work on the Bronze Age in Francep in- 

cluding the weapon classifi 
' 
cationp has remained the standard 

work up to within the last few years; and in many ways it has 
deserved its longevityg since he recognised the 

' 
individuality 

of various French or western formats of sword manufacture Ue- 

Rixhoim, Rosnoent Rod-tangedworde). His work seemed to stun 
French archaeologists by its obvious efficiencyr andp apart 
from Coutil's workj nothing of any great stature was produced 
on French weapons for the next fifty years. Coutil is a much 
underrated worker, since his study of French swordsg, published 
from 1926-289-is the best single work on this topic to the 
present. He described a great number of individual findal, 
many of which were illustrated (unfortunatelys on. minute 
scale); and. tbis, taken with his studies on the Bronze Age 
in Normandy (192) 

' 
and various other publications (e. g. 1914) 

supplements Dechelettels_synthesis of weaponry with much Of 
the background. detail lacking in that author. Subsequent 
destruction of much of the material covered by him in the 
Second World War has perhaps unfairly higblit the inadequacies 
in hie work, which is of much value. 

In tbe, west, Micault and de Lisle contributed to the knowledge 

of bronze oworde, in Brittany M83) with a catalogue (unfortunately 
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very scantily illustrated) of bronze swordej and boards 
containing these. De Lisle0a classification of sword types 
is accurate and virtually that in use todayp while many of 
his perspicacious remarks about bronze hoards have unfort- 
unately been ignored over the last 80 years. Since then, 
apart from specific publications by various autborst knowledge 
of, the Bronze Age in West France has been due to L. Maroilleg 
and above allq in the last few years# P. -R. Giot and J. Briard. 
There has been no single counterpart in the east; Millotte 
has done moot in various publications in the last twenty 
years to elucidate the S. E. Bronze Ageg supplemented on a 
regional basis by HattpZumsteintVignardt and Courtois. Specific 
studies of swordi"bave come from Bl-anc(1955) and more recently 
Bonnamour (1966) and Coffyn (196691967), while publications 
of individual hoards by Cordier et al. 196291963; Millottep 
1958,1960) have added to the information. In the last few 
years there has been an 'explosion# in studies of the French 
Bronze Agep of which the beet work is undoubtedly that by 
Briard on the Breton and Western Atlantic Bronze Age (1965). 
He has drawn on Cowen's typologieu of bronze swords (1952,1954t 
1955) for much information on flange-bilted weaponst partic- 
ularly about the origins of carp's-tongue swords. The present 
writer has also used Cowen's publications as a basic for study 
of flange-hilted swords in East France, supplemented by more 
recent finds. Muller-Karpela classification of cast-hilt 
weapons(1961) is taken as the definitive work on many of the 
imported swords of this class, with specific lists and examples 
quoted by Sprockhoff (1314934) of general use. Correlation 
with British material has been facilitated by discusbion with 
C. Burgess. 

It is hoped that a surer typological footing may be given to 
the material by tbo following study of French bronze swordap 
Particularly in the East which has largely been omitted by 
Briard. It is the intention of this preacnt work to follow 
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I 
the extension into the South-East of Atlantic sword types# 
to access their interaction with intrusive Urnfield elements, 
and describe the manifestations of peculiarly "Western' 
traditions in sword manufacture along the routes which are 
evident from the patterns of sword distribution. The main 
aim is assessment of the extent of sword production of 
'Various cultural backgrounds, the local forms taken by 
these exotic weapons, and finally the construction of a 
framework of-relative dating to which single swords can be 

assigned, a firof step towards a fuller picture of armament 
in Bronze Age society. 
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CHAPTER 

ATLANTIC RAPIERS AND RELATED GROUPS 

Treboul and-Cheylounet Sworda 

The Tr6boul groupt characterized particularly by its large 
cast-hilt 'rapiers' has been known for some time# and has 
received considerable attention since the time of blicault 
(1883) and Uchelette (1910). Various authors have contrib- 
uted to, the. classification and dating of specific hoards 
or weapons (e. g. Sandars, 1957), but none so much as Briard 
and Giot in, niimerous fairly recent publications# especially 
Briard (1965)Chapitre, VI). Ile has laid out finds from all 
the known. Treboul hoards, discussed the range of artifacts 
found, and has illustrated many of the swords. It is there- 
fore unnecessary to deccribe these in detail since it would 
largely involve repetition of Briardle study, but specific 
points about the sword connectionst typology, and dating 
need some discussion. 

Briard (1965#79ff) dates the whole Tr6boul group to Bronze 
Moyen 119 after Hatt's chronologyj and seen the main origins 
for the series in the Armorican Tumulue group of his Bropze 
Ancien III and Bronze Moyen I. The occurrence of flanged 
axes in Treboul boards as well as blade-flanged simple un- 
looped palatavea with square stop-ridge suggestsp as he assertat 
a continuance from the later Tumulue ceriest with a develop- 
ment of the more complex midrib and some shield pattern types 
also in the hoards, 

- 
The contemporaneity of the earlier forms 

is illustrated by the maltiple mould from Plumieuxp with 
'Simple flanged axe and straight-aided palstave with stop- 
ridget midrib, and flanged blade (ibidtfig-30). The rapiers 
include the large cast-hilt versions (probably as much swords 
as rapiers) with bronze hiltap blades exactly similar but 
with organic hilts, and smaller versions of theset either 
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plain or decorated. Some of 
, 
these daggers with four rivets 

in the hilt approximate to Trump's Group I rapiers (19620 
80-841fige-1-4), and a few are known as well outside the 
Breton area, quoted by Briard. One from the Oise at Pont- 
St. -Maxence (Durvin$l96lp214-6jfig. 2) should be added to 
theset and suits the relationship with small Trieboul daggers 
better than that with Atlantic trapeze-butt rapiers which 
Deem to owe more to the Late Tumulus (Hagenau typo) two- 

rivet rapiers. 

The large weapons with cast hilts have already been referred 
to as 'rapiers' but as Briard points out (1965l88) they are 
much-beavior and broader than the Atlantic trapeze-butt 

rapier of the Foaillea series and renemble these only in a 
general nense. They must have been used in a thrusting 

movement since the hilts are very short and difficult to 

grasp. Probably their development as very impressive looking 

weapons against an Early Bronze Age dagger background sug- 
gests the real reason for the construction rather than their 
functional capabilities. 

Although their origins from Early'DronzeAge daggers can be 
demonstrated On tYPOlOJ-; ical grounds the large rapiers have 
parallels which demand mention. Butler and Bakker (1961) 
in describing a board from Ommersebans in the Netherlands 
draw attention to the similarity between'the Plougrescant, 
Beaune and Ommerechans swords. These enormous weapons# far 
too large to be hafted (and could only have been used with 
two hands had they been) are all unpierced for rivetst and 
are virtually identical in forn and cross-aectionq like a 
'smaller version from Kimberleyollorfolk (Greenwellgl90293)- 
Butler also mentions a ribbed object - 

from tbe'board which 
looks like an ingot (? ) (or bronze biliding) of the variety 
ceen in the Ve'maison and Cannoo-Ecluee hoards (see Chapters 
Rod-tanged Swords), which must be Bronze, D/11a Al date# 
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offering another parallel for dating the Ommerschans blade. 
A loose find in the River Waal at Nijmegen reported by Butler 
is a classicIr-e6boul bladep which further strengthens Tr-eboul 

contacts with this area; and more northerly associations are 
implied by the'Deaune 

, 
type blade fragment quoted by the same 

author (1961,203) from N. Jutland. 

Briard illustrates contacts with N. Germany in' the shape of 

a Wohlde dagger (1965t'105') from La Vicomte'-sur-Rance, and 

another from Montcontourp and Butler (1963, passim) quotes 

many instances of contacts between the N. Geman/Scandinavian 

area and Britain and France. Among these are axe types, noted 
by Driard. But Butler's attempt to ascribe the Zwaagdijk 

and Wolfbagen rapiers directly to the Treboul series is surely 
incorrect (1964t37-439figs. l-2), since the characteristic 
cross-sectiong blade shapep decorationt length, and flat- 

topped butt profile is completely absent. Par more likelyp" 
if parallels are to be sought# is a connection with lozenge- 

section N. German rapiers with multi-rivet buttsp shown 
extensively by Hachmann (1957ge. g. Taf-3893, etc-). Likewise, 
Butler's remarks about Mont-St-Aignan (see below; 1964t39) 
being related to Zwaagdijk are*incorreett since he was un- 
aware of Hundt's technological study of this rapier (1962). 

His general idea of some sort of connection between Trdboul 

rapiers and the Northern series must however be likely; 

several possible daggers/short swords can be suggeatedt for 

example Virring (HachmannP1957jTaf. 27tl)t Lockstedter Lager 
(ibid; tTaf. l4#3'9)- Various of the different characteristics 
of Tr6boul rapiers can be seen on blades of assorted form in 
the 17orthorn area (Scandinaviap N. Germany), but particularly- 
On S6gel derivative daggerst which usuallyhave a 4-riveted 
buttt ogival outline and 'teardrop' incised pattern (ibid-v 

Taf*38-40). Tracing contacts with the North at this time 
leads to other interesting possibilities as Treboul prototypes; 
the best of which, in respect of section and shape# is the 
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'horýýd, ýfrom Kelibia (ibid. Taf. 62ti-6). But all the blades 

ozliaohmannle Taf. 62 show features of Treboul weapons - 
t 'dýgger from, Annedal (no-7)t almost identical to the he/ 

41ungarian Kelibia board, is from Swedenj but could from its 

shape be almost a Tr6boul rapier. Although none of the cast- 
hilt short swords from the North shows the characteristic 
Iscoiloped' cutout of the Treboul rapiers the two short 
iworda/rapiers cited above have patira remains on their butte 

of this form (Virringg and more-characteristically Lockstedter 

Lagerp Mound 74; IIachmannrl957j*Taf. 14,39)-, This last also has 

a midrib in the upper part of the blade of a rounded formp 

changing to a ridge nearer the, point; but, unlike Treboul 

rapiersp has three pendant triangles hatched at the butt. 

Just how far one can carry these comparisonst or'how valid 
the similarities may be, is uncertaing even though the pre- 
dominantly earlier dates of the Northern specimens would suit 
There are significant connections, mentioned earliert in trade 

of palatave ,a 
of-variouo sorts (Butlerql963j48ff-) between the 

North and the Westt including Francel and the finds described 

by, Butler (1961). Until more work is'done on direct connect- 
ionot and more finds are made this problem must remain un- 

colvedt and the Northern, origin a good possibility. With 

an eye on other connections than the Northt the find of 
#Cypriot' daggers or spearheads at Plougerneau (ftiards, 

1965t6O-l)v but of a much earlier date is notablep being 
imported up the Atlantic seaboard presumably; the amber space' 
plate Briard mentione (ibidvlO7) from Lesconict may however 

only speak for more Northern connections. Sandars (1957,62) 

mentions some Swine daggers similar to Treboul rapiers, and 
Bockaberger. (1964,23, fig. 26: 36) shows a classic Swiss Trveboul 
blade exported from Drittany. or copied faithfully locally- 
These seem to lie on a thin S. E. . area of distribution, marked 

also by the Rh6ne at Lyon - Treboul rapier (Holate#1942). 

Thus although Briard's typology for the Triboul rapier seems 
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substantially correct$ the possibility of Northerng and 

ultimately Hungariant influence via Sbgol daggers and der- 

ivativea (with organic and caot-hilta)p seems to have been 

undorrated so farg but more work on thin specific topic may 

elucidate thin furthor. 

Holate(1942) was the first author to devote specific attention 
to a class of swords or rapiers with cast hilte which he 

called 111-Yeatliche Vollgriffechwerter". In this group be in- 

cluded all vicapons with what Coffey called a Iscolloped' 

cutout of the lower hilt (1913#58)p and this comprises Treboul# 

Cheylounet and several weapons of varying forml found in 

Gemany. Muller-Karpe (1955) added others to the groupp but 

caw the S. W,, German group as distinct from the specifically 
Wostem types (TreboultCheylounet). The most recent study 
of these swordep with further additions to the numberap ban 

been by Hundt (1962)t who considered them from a technological 

standpoint. Ile ban in fact clarified the typology not so 
much as a reault of classification of various aeries of the 

weapons# an by publiahing drawings of, X-ray photographs of 
the sword hilta. This was his main object, and to determine 
the casting methods used in the production of the hollow 
bronze hiltao 

Among all theae weaponat two different series stand out. The 
first is based on the Tr6boul/Cheylount, ti-pecof blade# seen 
in'a less extreme form in the Atlantic. %rapeze-butt'rapier 
and its cast-hilt versions, 'Theahoulders are. squarG and 
the butt drawn out laterallyp while the scolloped cutout is 
broaderl flatter and more exaggerated than the other series. 
The second series of weapons is characterised by a generallY 
narrower butt, without the-flat broad ehouldertit and'by a 
high arched cutout with only a'small central-semicircle and 
'Wings' which project down the side-of'tbe blade*, Included 
in thin latter group are swords with a simple arched cutout 
(8*9. Spandau; 11undttl962, Abb-3v4)* From Hundt's X-ray 
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illustrations it is immediately apparent that second series 
weapons are constructed like rod-tanged swords of both types 
(q. v*)j and since the latter show such cutouts in the patin- 
ation it in assumed that the cast-hilt swords occur in this 
horizon. They will be considered more fully under rod- 
tanged swords. 

The first series seems to have as its common factor the use 
of a broad-butted blade, either of general Trieboul formt or 
the narrower shape of a trapeze-butt rapier. The riveting, 
whetherjunctional or decorative# on the but ts varies from 
eight graduated rivets (Treboul); six# sometimes graduated 
(Cheylounet); and fourt or in one casel twog usually grad- 
uated (cast-hilt Atlantic rapier). These diversions corres- 
pond broadly to other typological differenceop noted variously 
abovel but most marked in two spheres of manufacturet namely 
the size and shape of blade, and decoration on the weaponso 
Briard's figures of Treboul swords should be compared with 
figs, AjBj the two swords from Le Cheylounet, and ihe shapes 
and decoration of Jugnes (ChantrePI875,109, fig-80; COut*lP 
l928prl-IIpl4)9 St. -Pol-de-Lizonne (Dordogne) CA*de Mortillett 
1910#115-9#fig-52) and Reugney (D'oubs) (Millotte#1958t9tPl- 
VIP73)- (These have not been illustrate'd from the author's 
drawings since it is unknown bow accurate they are; the 
drnwing of Le Cheylounet reproduced by Briard (1965, fig-33t6) 
after Dechelatte is an example of inaccuracy drawn out and 
ocaled-to large size - so badq in fact, that for some time 
the drawing was presumed to be of a quite different aword)., 

These Cheylounet type swords all have decorated bladeag with 
longitudinal channels forming ribs down the centre to the 
POintp SPlaying out, in three cases at the butt to a decoration 
of triangles. Of the five swordsq three have decoration on 
the butt of the hilt-(Le Cheylounett Jugnes#Reugney) in a 
frame patterat and the same three are hatched'or channelled 
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on the hilt* The use of herringbone cross-hatching and 
chevrons on Le Cheylounet and ReugneY is paralleled by the 
same motifs on some of the cast-hilt rapiers (see below) 
particularly-Gradhof (IIundt; ql962, Abb-4: 1-3)9 and also on 
St, Genouph (ibidjAbb, 4: 5j6j9)-and Mont-St-Aigaan (see below). 
By contrast# Briard records no decoration on Treboul hilts 
apart from dotting around the butt and rivets of one specimen 
(19651fig. 260)* 

Cheylounet weapons have been termed $swords$ (above) because 
of their length (Jugnes, 87 cm*t Le Cheylounet (undecorated 
specimen) 81 cm. ) and the blade construction which does not 
taper, so markedly as the Treboul or Atlantic trapeze-butt 
rapiers with cast hilts, and has. a. low multi-ribbed cross 
section.. but with broad edgess A curious feature of at least 
three Cheylounet swords is that they curve in markedly below 
the shoulders like Treboul rapiersp but then recurve out 
again; this effectively gives them a broader blade with a 
sort of Iricassolo fty thin method of construction should 
have evolved is uncertain; there is no independent date 
for the swords since none are aosociatedl except with each 
other (Le Cheylounet; the M: Fourviere's attribution of a 
pair of bracelets to these is puzzling. )t so influence from 
awords, with such a ricasso, could be posoiblet if the Cheylounet 
type continued long enough* This sort of blade in however 
seen on Spanish, SoWeatern stelae (Almagro, 19669passim)t and 
the connection was noted by A. de Mortillet for the Defesa 
stone (1910415-9; Almagro#1966pfig, 16)# referring to the 
sword from Ste-Pol-de-Lizonne 

* Several of these stones have 
broad-butted swords with small pommels depicted upon them - 
in low relief (Almagrotl966jLamoVjVIjXII (Defesa)PXIVtXXVI)# 
and the copper blades serving'presumably-"as-models for these 
have been found from the Argar culture (Savory, 1968t1981 
Pl-50). Daggers'with four rivets in a rectangle also occur 
With these -a classic Rosnoen riveting method, but at a 
date according'to'Savory much too . early for tbesel and in 
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fact too early for rapiers or swords in France at all (19689 
199: "fifteenth century or later"O Almagrole Bronze II 
(1966j204) and his date for the Alemtejo stones at 1000-800 
is comewhat too late# but on average if a date in between 
those authorc is ectimated for the later El Argar expansion 
then tho Cheylounet nworde would seem to imply come connect- 
ion with S. Spain. The largely S. France distribution of 
Cheylounet weapons would oupporttthie (Briardpl965tfig-34). 

The origins of Cheylounot swords should probably be seen 
within thin General complex of western rapier typest with 
a basio, poccibly in Treboul weapons* Both Cheylounet swords 
and-the-cast-hilt rapiers chow frequent decoration on the 
hilto and butta# and in the former type# on the blade; it 
in suggested that this might derive from the cant-hilt Early 
Bronze Age dagger, as seen in the Rhone area, where various 
triangle decoration occurs on the hilt and blade. This is 
supported possibly by Ifundt's conclusion that casting methods 
from triangular cant-hilt daggers were carried over into the 
production of the rapier hilts (1962#56-7). The date of the 
swords must be later than Treboul weaponog parallel with the 
trapeze-butt rapierc; how long they continued is not certainy 
but if the blade basal curve can be considered a ricasrot 
possibly until the production of Atlantic loaf-shaped swords 
(q-", r*)* 

The cast-hilt rapiers resemble the other two types in general 
form of hilt, but differ by having less of an exaggeratedly 
scolloped butte The St. Genouph hilt (IIundtjl962pAbb*4*-5f6) 
is also narrower than Tr6boul or Cheylounet butts in proport- 
ion and shows the less extreme arched cutout# suggesting a 
typological progression towards the second aeries hilts 
mentioned above. Like them the central cutout arch is 
less broad and shalloworl and although this tendency is less 
evident on Abbeville (Briard#1965ifig-33#4; see below) it 
is noticeable on the butt of the Mont-Ste-Aigrum specimen 
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(fig. 2, see below). This would seem to be due to the narrower 
butt for which the hilt was designedl and it reaches its 

logical culmination in the second. serice hilts9 designed, 
largely for rod-tanged swords (q. v. ) (Ilundt91962, Abb. 2,2-4)ý 

The Fiffer rapier (ibidgAbb. 291) is slightly different from 
the others, resembling the Heitersheim, weapon (ibidgAbb- 1) 
in having a plain curved butt; this latter rapier has, a 4- 

rivet butt construction more typical of Northern weapons 
and with the hilt sbape may be an import to Germany. The 
Niffer hilt although showing characteristic decoration, as 
far as can be determined from the bad drawing, may copy 
Northern swords or be a Western weapon of exceptional form 
for this type. 

The connections and affiliations of tbelvoestliche Vollgriff- 

schwerter' now seems fairly clear. Taken as a whole all 
swords with a scolloped butt outline led to some confusion 
in dating; this was inevitable until tho'clarification of 
their internal construction by Hundt (1962) and Muller-Back 
(1959) by X-ray photography. Thereafter they fell into two 

series# one of which lies within the sphere of Atlantic 
rapier types (most of which, had organic hilts of a similar 
patternosee below)p Trbboul and Cheylounet weapons; the 
othert rucceeding# series seems to be directly associated 
with rod-tanged swordsp and thus of, an early Urnfield date. 
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ATLANTIC TRAPEZE-BUTT RAPTERS 

These have been divided into two classes, depending on the 
blade cross-section: 

-rib cross aection 

Noailles series - broad buttp high cross-section$ narrow blade 

Around Amiena (Somme) 
Artannes-(Indre-et-Loire) floard 
Chinon (Indre-et-Loire) (fig, l) 
Fort-Ilarrouard (Eure) 

Lbguer at Plouleclh (C. -du-11. ) 
Loire at the Pont d'Amboice (Indre-et-Loire) 
Loire at the Pont d'Amboise (Indre-et-Loire) 
Le Mesnil Martineart (Somme) 

Mont-St. -Aignan (S. -Mar. ) Hoardf 2 rapiers (fig-2) 
Noailles (Oiae) (fig-3) 
Pordic (C. -du-11. ) 

St. Genouph (Indre-et-Loire) Hoard 
St. Quentin (Aisne) r 
Seine at Paric (B. M. f WG 125) (fig-4) 
Seine at Paris (Ashmolean, 1927-2228) (fig-5) 
Seine at Paris (Aahmolean, 1927-2229) (fig. 6) 
Somme at Pont-Rimy (Somme) 

Rouen series - narrow buttl low cectiony broad straight blade 

Camon (Somme) 
Doubs "at M-olay (Jura) 
Glicy (so=e) 
L6ire at Thouarg (L. -Atl. ) (fig-7) 

probably Loire (L. -Atl. ) 
Lyon (Rh6ne) (fig. 8) 
Moselle at Belleville (M. -et-M. ) 
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Nagu6e (M. --et-M. ) 
Sabne at Ray-sur-Sa6ne. (H. -Sa6ne) (fig-9). 

Schelmenhofstadt (Bas-Rhin) 

Seine at Criquebeuf (Eure) 
Seine at Oissel (S. -flar. ) 

, 
Seine at Paris (Ashmolean9l927-2230) (fig-10) 
Seine at Pitres (Fure) (fig. 11) 
Seine at Villeneuve-St. -Georges, 
probably Seine 

Claes II - oval hollow-ground cross-section 

Near Amiens (fig-12) 

probably around Amiens (Somme) 
Caen (Calvados) 

Camp do Bblifontaine (So=e),,,,, 
Cond6 - cur - Noireau (Calvados),, 
Etinehem (Somme) 
Fort-Harrouard (Bure) 

Gliey (Somme) 

Loire at Nantes (L. -Atl. ) 3 rapiers (fig-14) 

probably Loire (L. -Atl. ) c. 52 cms. 
Roue (L. -Atl. ) 

Sali4s (Jura) 

Saone 

Sabne at Auxonne, (H. -Sabne), 
Seine at Lee, 

-Andelyo 
(Eure) 

Solente, 
-(Oise) 

Find Circumstances: Three h oards-contain rapiers (Artannes,, 

Mont-St. -Aignant St. Genouph)p, or. e is, known from a-, 1 

grave (Nagube)v and oeveral, fragmento were collected 

at Fort-Ifarrouardl, a settlementr; site. The rest are 

single finde. 
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Form: All-'the weapons in the group have a more'or less 
broad trapeze-shaped buttq usually. with two rivets 
in the upper part and sometimes with two notchee to- 

wards the shoulders. Some rapiers have notches in'place 

of the rivet holespa, nd the great majority of weapons 
have either a tapering or straight bladeg although a 
few leaf-ahaped blades are known. The 47 classifiable 
examples have been divided on the basis of their 

'blade croso-sectiona; the two classes correspond 
broadly to Trump's Groups II and III. Her Group I, 

most of which are under 35.5 cmo. (1962,80-4), have 

very few counterparts in Prancep and as they seem 
to be related to Treboul weaponat have been considered 
with these. 

Class I rapiers are distinguished from other varieties 
in general by a 3-rib blade cross-section# but which 
may vary markedly in-particular cases. The average 
length for 24 complete swords in Class I is 47.8 cm*t 
but there is considerable variatingg since the longest 
is 68.7 (Lyonpfig. 8)t and the smallest 35 cms, (Sýine 

at Pitreco-figell)s Briard (196506 ff. ) is the only 
French author to devote much space to ouch rapiers 
with trapeze butts# and discuss connections with 
other countries, including Britain. He does not 
attempt to subdivide the group; unlike-Trump's 
(1962) claosificatinn of British weapons# which bear 

close resemblance to, the French exampleop but which 

are3aid out by her in a comewhat bewildering array 
of classes. In 1968 she simplified her former scheme 
by combining Wandsworth and Chatterie class rapiers 
in her Group, lIp and Barnes and Corrib weapons in 

her Group III. This would leave four varieties in 

Trumple, Group II: Wandswoth/Chatteriop Thetford, 

Keelogue and Mortlake. I have included all swords 
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with flat'or'oval crosBý-section in Class II (catalogue 

above), and this would include Mortlake weapons 
(Trump's Group II), but three classes still remain 

in her scheme for the 3-ribbed rapiers. It would. be 

desirable if possible# to classify rapiers by their 

functional characteristical particularly by their 

handling or performance in usep as well as by tech- 

nical differences. Trump has chosen to differentiate 
Wandsw(rth/Chatteris rapiersp and Thetford weapona 
(1968,214-6) onAhe feature of rivet holes (punched) 

and rivet notches (cast)* This no doubt will el- 
ucidate the technological background, to, these# but 
does not lead to any explanation of the-varying widths, 
weights and cross-nections of French rapiers# which 
would undoubtedly affect their use* It is proposed 
therefore to amalgamate Trumple rapiers with high 

narrow 3-rib cross section into one series, (her 

Wandsworth/Chatteris and Thetf6-rd classes) for the 
French rapieral and to name them Roailles rapiers for 
the Bake of convenience. The eponymous weapon (fig-3) 

shows the characteristics, which feature a broad 
trapeze-shaped butt with two rivet holes (or rarely 
notches), but normally no shallow notches lower 
down. The blades taper strongly from the curved 
shouldersp and usually conform to the cross-section 
of the Noaillea weapons although thinner and broader 

blades do occur, such as that from Chinon (figol)o 

This rapier seems to be an intermediate form between 

the Noaillea aeries and the remainder of Class I 

iveaponsp which form a separate type of rapier al- 
together. 

Several rapiers form part of the collection in Rouen 

Museum, from various find places in the Seines Coutil 

(1928#passim) has described these sketchilyg and 
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his illustrations do not show theAnteresting 

character of the weapons * These# and most of 
the remainder of the Class I rapiers have, a 3- 

rib cross sectiong but with a broader blade# no 
that the section appears like that from the Seine 

at Paris (fig*10). The butt shapea are variablev 
but they are never as broad in proportion-to the 
blade as Hoailles rapiers# and are normally much 
narrowerp separated from the blade top by a low 

shoulder* The blade itself is noticeably-more 
straight-sided# with a more rounded point; in fact 
the weapons are less specialised stabbing rapiers 
and suggest that the edge could have been used in 
attacko They represent an interesting development 
of the Noailles rapier cross-section, for while the 
low profile 3-rib section remainsp adding rigidity 
to the bladep the edges and broadery and thinner 
than the other series and enable the edge to penetrate. 

Trumpdoea not seem to have a class corresponding to 
the Rouen group just deecribedl., her nearest type 
Keelogue weapons (1962988)q with lozenge cross- 
section and graund edges. Four rapiers in the Group 
correspond to Keelogue rapiers; -Glisyl Plouy6p-and 
two of uncertain provenance, one from the Seine, -', 
and the other from the Loire. However,. -one of the 
characteristics of the Rouen rapiers seems to be a 
narrowing of the buttp. similar to Trumple criteria 
for the Keelogue class. (1962p68). Thin-is seen in 
the rapiers from the Seine, -at Villeneuve-St. -Georgen 
(Po de Mortillet, 1908, fir, 65) and Paris (fig-10)t 

which'ie virtually a short sword rather than a rapier. 
The remainder of these Class I weapons in the Rouen 

aeries show a lengthening as well as narrowing of 
the buttp and most possess a pair of, notchest in 
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the butt near the shouldersl below the rivet holes* 

A further development of these rapiers is in the 

length of the blade - four in the Rouen series are 

over 60 cms.: Nagu6e (Sandarsql957v83vfig#l8)P 

Douba at Molayj Loire at Tbouar6 (fig-7) and Lyon 
(fig. 8). The Doubs at 111olay specimen (D6chelettep 

1913#Pl. XIX91) has almost lost the appearance of a 

specifically thrusting owordg since the blade is 

broad and strong and would probably be suited to 

slashing VAIows. The cross-aection appears similar 
to the Nagude specimen, which is almost identical 
but lacks the extra butt notches of the Mrolay weapon* 
Both are reminiscent of a rapier/sword dealt with 
under Rosnoen swords from Ray-sur-Sabne (fig-9), 

which is a hybrid weapon close to both types. They 

resemble the Ray-sur-Sao"ne example in the narrow 
shoulders# and arca. 1most exactly the same length 
(64,5165; Ray-sur-SaAne = 64 ems. ). It would appear 
that there is some influence perceptible from swords 
in the area of E. Prance at this time, either from 
Rosnoen swords or early forma of Urnfieldj rod-tanged 
or Rixheim, weaponae 

I 

Two other rapiers/swordo remain to be mentionedi 
one from Lyon (fig. 8), the other from the Loire at 
Thouari (fig-7), and both of similar length (67 and 
684.7 cms. ). They roeemble each other closeln with 

a wide 3-rib section and raised midrib, notches and 

rivets in the buttl and straight-sided bladeao They 

are impressive weapons; the Lyon example weighs 535 gro 
(1 lb- 3ozo. ) and must, like the other specimen, 
have felt quite a different weapon in the hand from 

the Roailles rapier (coo abovc)p which weighs 255 

grz. (9ozs. )* Even though the IToailles rapier is 

10 cm. shorter the difference in the proportionate 

weight is remarkablep since it weighs less than 
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half the weight of -the other, and the weight is 

distributed quite differentlyl largely towards the 

butt. The Lyon and Thouare weapons would best - 

suit tho deccription of swords made in the tradition 

of rapiers. 

Class II rapiers differ moot markedly from the above 

weapons in their croes-ooctiong which is lenticular 

with hollow-ground edges The central portion. is more 

often slightly rounded bjxt a flat 
, 
central area to 

the blade is co=on. The butte are variable in shape, 
although conforming to the generalttrapeze form of 
rapiers, The group. of finds from the Loire at 
Nantes (fig-14;. Briardjl965tfi9*31) show both narrow 
and wide buttep normally with no subsidiary notches. 
Trump's Group III correoponds to these rapiers (19629 
89 ff. ), but she has recently amalgamated her Barnes 

and Corrib classes# simplifying the whole scheme (1968, 

219). This would leave three classes of oval or 
flat-nection rapiers in her scheme for Britain (Mort- 
lake (her Group II)p Barnes/Corrib and Lisburn)# two 

of which occur in France as no Mortlake rapiers are 
known, 

Only two weapons are known from France, which would 

correspond to Trump's Lisburn class (1962#91)* These 

are a dirk. from the Sabne at Auxonne (Chantre, 1875, 

Pl*XVI92) and a weapon (strictly not a rapier) from 

the Conýde-sur-Noireau hoard (see Rognoen sworda) 
(Coutil#1921ofig*1979), The Auxonne dirk has two 

rivet notches in the sides of a trapeze-shaped butt 

and oeems a typical Lisburn Weapon. The oword from 

Conde-our-Noireau has the same sort of buttl with 

broader and more pointed shoulders, and a leaf- 

shaped blade of oval hollow-ground crosS-section. 
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The characteristics might equally or better fit 
Trump's Cutts class rapierol which she states are 
influenced by Ballintober swords (1962992-3)p and 
its position in a Roanoen hoard would better suit 
the attribution to this class* Lisburn rapiers 
do however occur at a relative date comparable to 
Roanoen swords at) shown by the two examples found 

with the Eriewell probable rod-tanged sword (see 

below; Briscoe and Purneos#1955,218, PloXXXIII) 

which most likely was being used contemporarily* 
Since the Eriswell tanged sword seems a French 
export, the broad notches on the two Lisburn dirks 
upon which Trump comments 

, 
(19089221) are not un--,;,, - 

usual when seen-in a French context of the related 
rod-zanged sword from Triancourte This hasp apart 
from the long recurved tang, two fears' abovp sloping 
shoulders in-the same manner as the Eriewell dirk 

and rapier, and therefore a presumably similar form 
of haftinge 

Trumpts Barnes/Corrib class has counterparts in 
France# but only in a general eensel sincel as 
remarked above# the variation from one to another 
is sometimes large* None have blades which taper so 

strongly as rapiers in the Noailles Class I examples 
(ace above), most are straight-sided and as Trump 
(1962089) has commented# they are better suited to 

cutting* Such a blade shape seems to reflect the 

s=e sort of tendency towards a cutting weapon seen 

in Class I rapiers; like them there are ex=ples 

with narrow butts# more of a feature of Rosnoen 

swords* It seems likely that these rapiers are the 

predecessors to the narrow-butted cut and thrust 

Rosnoen weapons; cortainlyl they have the same bladet 

cross-section and profile# and must have been used 
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in a similar manner*, Howeverv most of the specimens 
known only have two rivets at the top of, the butt and 
no subsidiary notches. at the base which are found on 
many of the later 3-rib rapiers# The weapons also 
chow a shortening of the blade which Trump has noticed 
in Barnep/Corrib rapiers; the average. lengths of 8 

examples over 30 cm* is 39.9 cm., eignificantly shorter 
than Class I* 

One weapon which seems inter-mediate between Classes 
I and II may suggest contemporanoity for part of both 

- Seine at Paris (fig. 6; Achmoleanpl927-2229)o This 
has the upper half of 3-rib and the lower part of 
oval hollow-ground sectionp benefiting no doubt from 
the advantages of both. The ribbed upper blade would 
be strong and rigid and the broad-sharpened lower 
half in well suited to use with theedge. Howoverp 
the oval cross-section is seen on many of the two- 
rivet daggers and a series of 3-rivet dirks found 
sporadically in 17f. Pranceg so it seems that typoloýical 
prototypes exist for Claus II alongside Claus I 
(similar to Trump's Mortlake class). 

Distribution: Pig. 15 shows) the coastal and riverine distrib- 
ution of both clancesl virtually identical to the 
succeeLng Atlantic types of bronze swords in thic 
area* Class I-rapiers have been divided, into their 
Hoailles and Rouen series and mapped separately; 
Class II is mapped'as a whole'. All three types are 
spread over much the came area but Class I has a 
marked concentration in the Somme/Seine Basina and 
in Indre-et-Loire. The Roailles series conforms 
exactly to these areas with only one outller in Brit-_ 
tany; most-surprising is the group in Indre-at-Loiret 

which forma w-ceparato set of finds quite distinct 

from the, other series. Finds of later swords do occur 
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in Indre-et-Loire but in fewer numbers for each type# 

and scattered alnng the Loire in the Touraine region* 
Of the f ive Noaillos. RgEly two from the Pont d'Amboise 

are very alike wAh/the same crose-section (Bastient 
l966jCCLXr1qfig. 2: 1j2)1 Artannes (Cordior#Millotte, 
1961pfiga. 1,2) and St. Genouph (Hundt, 1962tAbb-4) 
are close morpbologitallyt but the Chinon weapon (fig, l) 
is somewhat different * It has a 3-rib upper blade 
and lozenge lower blade section with more of a cutting 
sword profiles It is difficult to say whether these 
rapiers reflect the work of one bronze founder or more 
general activity in the area; or indeed imports* 
Whatever the reasons for this isolated group it seems 
likely that communication was carried on along the 
riversy in this case probably the Loire via Loire- 
Atlantique or possibly through to the Seinevia the 
Loing. This latter route is better documented at 
a later periodt for the distribution of Atlantic 
leaf-abaped awordeq but throughout the era of those 
Atlantic types the main route was almost certainly 
up the Loire from its mouthp since the river would 
probably have been navigable as far as Orleans at 
least (Larousse Universol 2(1923)82), There are$ 
however# no other Roailles awordo anywhere near the 
small Touraine group apart from one outlier in ' 
Brittany; the weapons from Loire-Atlantique are ex- 
clusively Class II except for one Rouen series rapier 
(Thouaritfig*7) and a probably Keelogue class rapier 
(Briard, 1965#fig*32#3). Comparison with Briard'G 
(1965) fig-34 shows how the users of these rapiers 
must have skirted Brittanys where Trbboul weapons 
were popular before and during the trapeze-butt rapier 

phase; they occur aguin in the Seine and Sommo. Many 

of Trump's Group II (3-rib) rapiers come from the 

Thamest so again the pattern Of contacts between the 

Thames/Seine/Somme areas asserts itselft to be seen 
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in later types. 

The Rouen aeries - broad rapiers with 3-rib_aection - 
show the came scatter in the So=e and Seine, but in 

even fewer numbers# with one in Brittany and two in 

the Loiro mouth. Howevers six occur in the Last of 
France at it is moot interesting to note that, four of 
these are over 60ems; and all are'oturdyvicapons - 
Lyon (fig*8)pDoubs at Molay, Ray-sur-Safte (fig*9)t 

Vagu6es It is likely that the increased length im- 

pliea a, responso of the makere to the longer blades 

of Rixheim and rod-tanged swords and possibly the 

earlieot flange-hilted Urnfield weaponal or cast- 
hilt Urnfield swords: all occur inthis area of the 
Saone/Rhone valley and to the North* 

T Class II raplerc# especially those over 30 cmst chow 
a more markedly Western distribution, although a few 

occur in Ilom=dy and Picardys There are in fact very 
scanty numbers of* these so that too, ruch import cannot 
be attached to present diatributiony but there seems to 
be a relatively high density at the mouth of the Loire. 
Three are known from the Saone/Doubs area, and one of 
these 'Saftel (Mouton, 19549fig*30,25) is leaf-shaped* 
This may imply a response to the first, leaf-shaped 

swords but with only a single example from this area 
it must remain uncertain; there is however the tyP- 

ological change in Class I Rouen'series rapiers which 
tends to confirm the development* 'Such an example 
from Britain is mentioned by Trump (1962p89)e 

Originst Relative Date: Trump (1962980ff. )Ihas discussed 

the probable origins of trapeze-butied rapiers in 

Britainp with various forms contributini; to 
, 
the 

development of the weapons* There seem to have been 

two main oerieo from which the rapiers developed -: 
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in the North-West of Prance the Treboul-group was 
flourishing probably before and during part of the 

span of trapeze-butt rapiers, In East France there 

was the tradition of the Tumulus dagger on which to 

draw# with the German prototypes providing the trapeze- 

shaped butt and the somewhat later two-rivet round 
and trapeze butt daggers using the characteristic 
hafting method seen on later rapiers* Many daggers 

and dirks with varying croes-sectione and normally 
4 or 2 rivets in the butt are known from E, and He 
France, with the Hagenau series perhaps the best 
known (Schaeffer#1926pIpfige. 66#67). Br'euil'(1900-1905) 
has n: 6ted some from IT. E. Prancep and'there are numerous 
daggers and dirka in the Evano collection (Ashmolean 

Museum) from Southp East and North-East France., These 

vary between the classic Tumulus 4-rivet pattern and 
trapezoidal butt (ep., Schaeffor, 1926gl fig. 66yD#B; 
Hillotto9l96OoPloVt49; 1963pPl*XV, 21)p and those with 
a round or less extreme trapeze butt and two rivetsp. 
often with a midrib (ep. Millotte, 1958tPl. V, 54955p56; 
l963tPl-XV912p2Oj23)- It is not intended to discuss 
dirka and daggers in detaill but hoards such as Ar- 

nave (Ariege) (CartailhacpI898g666-79fig. ) show a 
development towards the rapier form ina horizon which 
seems earlier than that associated with long rapiers* 
Two daggers were found with inter nlin narrow-waisted' 
flanged axes with slightly splayed cutting edge similar 
to those found in Treboul hoarda; one of the daggers 

with a round butt and 2 rivets has a tapering blade 

with possibly a 3-rib section# which would point the 

way towards Noaillea rapierao Central ribs are . 
common on the cmall daggers$ and the characteristic 
3-rib Noailles cross-aection might arise from a 

charpened dagger, which would ansum a central rib with 

an arris each side. I)aggors with a trapeze butt do 
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of course continue contemporaneously with rapiers and 
other swords; Courtois citea four from E, French hoards 
with a 2-rivoto and 2 notches pattern (1960,73pfig. 2692)* 
Oval croso-coction daggers also occur, possibly as 
prototypes for Clans II rapiers: ono fine specinen 
14cms. in longth'ia in the Evans collection, from the 
Seine at Parieg and looka like a miniature rapier* 

How far the trapeze butt rapiern stem from Tteboul 
weapons is uncertain, since there is little evidence, 
to chow any geographical or typological overlapping 
of the types* Trump's Group I dirke are very rare in 
Francel and chould probably be seen as Trbbbul offshoots 
at least in Francof since several similar dirka occur 
in the Breton hoards (Briard#1965jfiga*26j29)* The 
pattern of four or six rivets on the smaller plain 
Triboul blades is quite a different form of haftingg 

, and on most of the Trieboul specimens there is a charact- 
erictic cross-seotion and inciced decoration: on the 
Whole they seem to represent a harking back to Early 
Bronze Ago weapon forms rather than the developments 
of the Middle Bronze Age rapiers. It is however pos- 
oible that the strongly tapering long blades would 
have affooted rapier development in the Atlantic 
sphere to come extent, apart from the possible parallel 
influence from Germany Ololate, 1953,2-6)týwhere length- 
ening Late Tumulus blades provided the main impetus* 

Similarity betiveen the Trieboul and trapbze-butt types 
ic very noticeable in the bronze hilts found on four 

of the latter variety# and on many of the former 

weapons* It had been assumed that as three of these 

weapons (Bt*Genouphl? lifferpYont-Sto-Aignanp fig. 2 

showed four rivets in the hilt butt they were broad- 

based rapiers like Trump's Group Ip and with various 
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other cast-hilt weapons were classified separately 
as Owestlicbe VollgriffachvieTter" (Ilolate, 1942; 
MUller-Xarpe#1955). Since Hundts study of various 
of these weapoxio (1962) it has become evident that 
the French examples must Just be cant-hilt rapiers 
and not a separate J; roupj as the St. Genouph rapier 
is a classic Roaillec series specimen with trapeze 
two-riveted butt (ibid, Abbe 495-9)9 His X-ray photo- 
graphs show that the outside two rivets are not 
functional in the-same sense as the two large ones in 
rivet holes# but only press against the sides of the 
butt. The Rouen aeries. ewords with two, large rivCts 
and two small notdhes must have been hafted in this, 
manner but in organic material, hence the loss of the 
two outer rivets. From Hundtts study it thus seems 
likely that the other case-hilt rapiers conform to 
this pattern; apart possibly from Abbeville (Briardt 
1965, fig*33#4p after Go and A. de, Mortillot, 1903P 
Plo M 1119839) which although of the two rivet format 
has a much broaderbbutte 

Apart from the Abbeville rapier# the other three cast- 
hilt examples have decorated hilts. Hundtte drawing 6ý 
Sts Genouph (1962pAbbe4: 560)v the most accurate to 
date (since it wan performed after cleaning)l shown 
the intricate chevron, oval, hatched and dotted patterns 
on the hiltq similar to some of the=otifa on the Mont- 
St-Aignan rapier (figo2) and on Cheylounet swords (see 

above)* The Hiffer rapierp known only from a bad 
drawing (Zumsteinjl9669142jfig#52) an the weapon isIost, 

conforms to the hilt shape of the other examples, but 

narrower and with aimpler decoration# although again 
reaembling Cheylounet aworde in the radial butt decor- 

ation. Lost of the decoration on the Mont73t-Aignan 
has been obliterated by carbonates or scratching# but 
it ueema to have a hilt divided by horizontal bando 
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(like the other two), botween which are three-line 

chavrona for at least the two top bands, 

The most marked characteristic common to the hilts of 
Trbb6ul and trapeze-butt rapiers in a lower'margin 
of -3-archod'form, or what Coffeý'(1913,58) calls 
Incollopod's Three of tbo four cas't-hilt French 
rapiers have thin 'formp and it must have been the 
atandard shape for organi6'hilts on many rapiers 
of all typeng since rapiers with copper carbonate 
deposits or a groove following the original hilt are 
Itnown from several areas# far apart. Coffey (1913P 
figs. 5607#60) shows various examples, with hilto 
extnnt or dinappeared; Tntmp (1962t figo9) shows the 
weapon from Mortlako, (better drawing in British Museum 
B. A. Guide (1920) figellil; nee aloo fig. 11#2); while 
Butler (1963tfigs*3203) shown two from NoGermany. 
Finally# among tho French exampleop 8'have visible 
traces of the lower hilt edge of 3-arched pattern; 
one# Moselle at Belleville (Mi1lottol965; Pl. IIP3) 
has an ogival arched basel like those seen on Rixheim 
and possibly come rod-tanged swords (qov. ). So 
when haftedl it would seem reanonabio to suppose that 
these rapiers looked like the cant-hilt examples, all 
with 3-archod cutout* The broad butt of the hiltr 
even widor than the blade base (to extrapolate from 
the X-rayed examples) would be an efficient from# 
acting againot the thumb and fingers in a thrusting 
weapon, yet narrower and easier to use with a alash- 
ing otroke than the Trýeiboul very broad hiltoo 

As mentioned above, three rapiers occur in hoards and 
one in a grave. The inhumation burial under Tumuluo 
VII at Naguft has been described and discussed by 
Sandara (1957039102peta, 

, 
); it contains as an import- 

ant aid to dating a long heavily ribbed pin (ibid. # 
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fig. 142) and broad tweezers., The pin is very like 

a specimen from Tumilun 4 at Schelmonhofatadt (Schaeffer# 

l926jI#12sfig*3#n) and it is interesting to note that 

at thin site both Tumuli 2 and 3 contain 2-rivot round- 
butted rapieral both unaaeociatedo One of those in 

of the low 3-rib, section (Rouen series) type (ibidp 

fig. 679c) but badly damaged like the-other rapier* 
The pin Schaeffer suggests may be from the inbiixation 

grave II in Tumulus 4- if not the dating*eVidence 
would hinge on the two Goispolsheim bracelets found 
there# and Sandars would put both these and the pin 
into her trzmaitional phase-period V (1957,80)o Her 
map of Nagubo pins (ibid. 062, Wap VI) shows an area 
of distribution along the Rhobne/Wne Valley =d into 
Alsace and S*GerManyp much the same as the succeeding 
collared pins-, it also ties in well with, early cast- 
hilt sword imports# The cross-section of the Nagube 
rapier/sword would nuit a late datey within Sandars' 
Transitional phase# einceýthe lozenge section resembles 
rod-tanged swords closely and, it seems that they show 
a Middle/Late Bronne Age, Transition date. So the 
Nagube grave seems to be a blend of intrusivolUrnfield 
forms on a Middle Bronze Age background. 

The three boards mentioned above containing rapiers' 
are of variable use in dating. The hoaxýd from 
Artannes-sur-Indre (Cordierptlillotteol961,143-5i 

figs. 112) has partly dinappearedp with an earlier 
dravyi ý showing the , full content of a flanged axe ng 
with broad cutting edge# three palataveal a socketed 
axes a apoarhead,, a massive bracelet and a t. wisted 
broken 17oailles caries rapier. Two of the paletaves 

were unlooped, the other had a aide loop and all 
three had a sort of trident pattern or rib on the 
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blade. These should probably be dated to Broholm's 

period II or Uontelius III (Butlergl963960ff*) which 
would suit the trapeze-butt rapiers in the west lying 
typologically'at the end of the Triboul series and 
before Rosnoen owordee' The Artannoo board is however 

not strictly reliable in a direct association of the 

rapier with the other objects# since there was a 
socketed axe found among the contents with rib and 
concentric circle decoration* As Cordier and MillOtte 

state (1961#145) this cannot be earlier than Bronze 
Final III (see also Briard, 1965, Chapitre XIII) and 
thus the deposition of the board must be of this date. 
Such a mixture of types in not of course surprisingo 
since many hoards by definition will contain earlier 
and later objectop but it removes any certainty of 
contemporaneity for the contents* 

The same situation is to be found. in the St. Genouph 
hoard (Cordier# et al*# 1960p122-7tfigo. 8410) where 
the contents are of manifestly different dates. 
Like the Artannes hoard# it is likely that an earlier 
group or hoard of objects was embodied with otlier 
artifacts when redeposited at a later date# but this 
is only one possibility, The later aspect-of the 
hoard is shown by winged and socketed axes including 

and adze, a brcken carple-tongue awordg a socketed 
dagger also relating to, the carps-tongue comPlexI 
and two hollow-cast bracelets with angled flat 
terminalog of a type known particularly from E* 
Prance and Switzerland (Courtoisjl960Ifigs*48-53)9 
The other horizon# corresponding to Mont-St-Aigaan 

and British hoards with rapiers would include the 

plain unlooped palstavest possibly the spearheads 
d maybe the other decorated braceletst but this 

is only interesting in 00 far as it corresponds to 
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hoards, which seem deposited within a narrower dating 

threshold, 

Mont-St-Aignan (fig-2) originally had ten paletaves 
associated in the hoard with the cast-hilt rapier 
mentioned abovel and another rapier with notches in 
the butt belonging to the Noailles series. Eight 

palstaven are extant in Rouen ? Juoe=g two with shield 
decoration$ two with shield and line# and four with 
o=ament of radiating lines on the blade; all are 
unlooped, All these axes are characteristic NeFrench 
(Butler#1963g65) and British types (Smith#1959#paýiaim); 

moot of the British counterparts occur in Omament 
Horizon hoardop as Trump states (1962,88-9) and seem 
to run on until the earliest leaf-shaped sword imports* 
The Trench evidence is so thin, with only this one 
certain hoardp that not much can be decided about the 
duration of rapiers except what can be determined 
through typology* Briard (19659104f: f) draws various 
parallels with rapier and palotave types in other 
countries, after Butler (1963,59ff) who has shown the 
broad trade patteme of various palstaves of French 
origins or connections. Several separate areas can 
be delimited for the French and British axes (Smith 
1959111aps 20; SaVorv, 1948#figso4,5)9 across-which 
trapeze-butt rapiers are spread as seen above. The 
date of these weaponsp stemming partly frrm Trieboul 

and Late Tumulus weapons must lie within what Butler 
(1963) calls "Atlantic Middle Bronze industries" 

which he correlated with Honteliucle Periods II bo 

and III in the Northo and Bronze 0 to Ha Al in So 

Germany (ibidjPl*XXI)o Briard's relative dates are 

similar - he would equate the Triboul, group with 
Hatt's Bronze Moyen II and rapiers with Bronze 

Moyen III* This approximates to Sandurs' period IV 
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(1957#5)t with a Transitional date (Period V= Bronze 
C and D) for ITaguee. Thus the Middle Bronze Age 
trapeze-butt rapier seems to continue UP to the 
growth of Rocnoen swordop particularly in the vvestp 
and the earliest straight swords in the East (IIa, 
typc, RixhcimjRod-tangedp and ROSnOen), P 
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ROSNOEN AND FRENCH BALLINT6BER SIvMDS 
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ROSROEN AND FIRENCH BALLINTODER SWORDS 

ROSNOEIT SWORDS 

This group of swords has been defined by Briard (1965#151)*t 

the following examples are known from France t 

Bwords with rivet notches 

1 around Amiens (Somme) 

2 around AmienB/Bourdon (Somme) 

3 le Bru at-St. Joachim (Le-Atl. ) 

4 La Chesine at Vantes (L. -Atl. ) 

5 Condb-sur-Noireau(Calv. )' Hoard 
6 Cornospital (Morb. ) Iloard* 
7 Corseul (C. -du-N. ) 

a Eaucourt-sur-So=e (Somme) (fig. 1) 

9 Fort-Harrouard(Eure-et-Loir) Settlement 
10 Fourdan (Morb. ) Iloard 
11 Xurgoff (Morb. ) Hoard 
12 Xergoustance (Fin. ) Hoard 
13 Larnaud (Jura) Hoard 

14 Loire at Nantes (Lo-Atle) (49.5cm. ) 

15 Loire at Nantes (L-Atl. ) (48*5cm. ) 

16 Loire at St. Anne (L-Atl. ) 

17 probably Loire (L-Atl. ) = Pour swords 
18 Longueville (So-et-14. ) Hoard (fig-2) 

19 Les Morandais (C. -du-N. ) 

20 Oise at Compleigne (Oise) 3 swords 
21 Oise at Creil, (Oise) 

22 Oise at St. -Leu-d'Easerent (Oise) 

23 Penavern (Fin. ) (fig-3) 

24 Penhoat (rin. ) (fig-4) 

25 Poix Warne) 

26 Ru-Caoudal (Fin. ) 
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27 Saone M: Tournus (fig-5) 
28 Les Sauvageons (C. -du-N. ) 
29 Saxon-Sion/Gugney (M*-et-14. ) 
30 Seinel at Villeneuve-St. Goorges 
31 Thiant (Nord) 
32 Vilaine at Gue de Baud (I. -ot-V. ) 
33 Provenance unknown M. I. f. p6r)iay 
34 Provenance unknowng probably Loire-Atlantique 

th Nantess four owords: 52,47*5,46j28, cms* 
35 Provenance unknown M: M*A. Hot 26.3 emse 

Swords with 4 rivet holes 

36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 

Cannes-E-cluse Hoard (figb 
Cond-e-sur-Noireau (Calvo) Hoard 
leseart-le-Chene (Calvo) 
Loire at Hanteo (Lo-Atl. ) 
Noailles (Oise) 
Oise at Crail (Oise) 
Penavern (Fin. ) Hoard (fig. 7) 
Penhoat (Fin. ) Hoard (fig. 8) 
Sabne M: St. Bonnot-de-Joux (fig09) 
Saone at Tournus (Sabne-et-Loire) 

probably Saone 
Seine at Charenton 
Seine at La Rocbetto, (So-et-M. ) 
Seine at ; er, '--Andelys, (E4rc) '. Uig.. 10) 
Seine at Rouen (S. -Mar.. ) 
Seine at Rouen (D. -Mars) 
ISfiine - et - Oise, 
Provenance unknown M: Musee do lArmee (fig-11) 

Provenance unknowng probably Loire-Atlantiquer5lem- 
Provenance unknown# M: M*A. N. t 34.2 cm. 

Iloard (fig-b 6) 
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Swords with 6 rivet holea 

56 1 Marne 1 
57 Marne at Port-la-Binson(Marne) 
58 'Seine'# 58cmo - 
59 Seine at Villeneuve-St. -Georgeo 

(fig. 12) 
(fig-13) 
(fig-14) 

(fig. 15) 

flybrid-Poenoen swords and trapezoidal rapiers 

60 Loire at Cbantenay (L. -Ati. ) 
61 Saone at Ray-sur-Seone (11*-Sabne)(fig. 16) 
62 Seine# between Grande Couronne and Oissel(S. -Maro) 
63,64 Provenance unknowng probably Loire-Atlantiqueq 2 

swords 49.5p 29.5 eme. 

Find Circumstances2 Thirteen Rosnoen hoards are knowng 

containing various numbers of swordsq one being 
located in a settlement site. Another settlement, 
Fort-Harrouardp yielded several daggersp one remade 
from a awordp and two dirks with notched butýs. The 
rest of the swords are single-finder many from rivers 
as a result of dredging* 

Form: Rosnoen swords are defined as weapona having a straight 
or tapering bladep with a method, of hafting which 
utilicen two to six rivets in, notches or holes in a 

short tongue-like base. This base or,, butt io,, nor- 

mally elightly broader than the blade, and usuallY 
forms an elongated trapezoid, more or lesup rounded. 
The trapezoidal butt is commoner in the H-West of 
Francep while in the East a rounder and narrower 

profile predominates, sometimes with no broadening 

at all. 

About 95 swords or dirks of this type are known, 
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from about 70 different find-places; of thesel the 

majority are provided with four rivet notches in the 

butt# this method being twice as common as the use 
of rivet holes. In a few caseo it is difficult to 
decide which method has been ucedl but in this study 
a notch is taken as less-than a semicirclepand a bolep 

whether complete or pulled outq more than a semicireleg 
in circumference. Most swords are clear examples of 
one sort or the otherl but it is not known how much 
significance should be attached to the use of either 
hafting methodq since weapons of both varieties turn 

up in hoards alongside each other* The use of rivet 
holes would seem, much more efficient than notches 
aloneq if any lateral pressure was to be applied to 
the buttl such as would occur during a slashing stroke. 
Perhaps the notchess and the trapezoidal rapiers, 
suggest a method of use more akin to a rapier than a 
slashing sword, that isp a thrusting movement-with 
a straight withdrawal, when there would be only in- 

't cidental lateral movement. 

The average length of all the complete swords in the 

group is 51.6 cm*; allowing another 10 em. from the 

shoulders for a haft. This corresponds well to Cowen's 

average for Nenzingen swords: 61 cm. (1955,64), with 
which the Rosnoen group must be at least partly COn- 
temporary. Roonoen notched weapons tend to be slightly 
shorter than those with 4 rivet holes - 51.2 as against 
52-71 but there are insufficient numbers of riveted 

swords complete to make the difference meaningful. 
Those with 6 rivets - four swords onlyg'three complete 

- measure 58cms average, and here the difference needs 

more attention since the method of hafting is go much 

stronger than other Rosnoen weapons. Six rivets are 

usedt in holes, in, three pairs aboveleach other# 
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probably to compensate for the longer bladel'and 

maybe also to allow the sword to be used as a cut- 
and thrust weapon without the rivets pulling out 

sidewaysq or the haft splitting an on a notched 
sword. 

The croas-eection of these swords is remarkably 
uniform With a few exceptions it corresponds to a 
len ticular shape with punched edges', manifested in 
the blade by a smooth central area# slightly conVext 
and edges normally referred to as 'hollow-ground'. 
In fact the edges were probably hammered into this 
shape but the term has been retained an convenient. 
These hollowed edges run from the point to within a 
few centimetrea of the shoulders, or broadest part 
of the buttp where they stop and are replaced by a 
blunt area or a milled ricasso. The croon-section 
described above is to be found on the majority of 
weapons over their whole rangep but on a few specimens 

-the conatruction is slightly different. Particularly 
in the easterly part of the weapon's distribution the 
cross-eection corresponds to that of Rixheim swords 
(to which these must be related)p with, a lozenge pro- 
file and slightly raised midrib. The rib has been 
formed by two narrow chiselled grooves running parallel 
down the centre of the bladep creating a midrib between 
them. On two swords from the Saone (M: TournuB, St. 
Bonnet-de-Jouxtfig. 9) this can be seent but the rib 
potere out a third of the way from the butt and the 

section then becomes lenticular. But on the sword 
probably from the Sabne W: Langres) the midrib con- 
tinueo to the pointp as on. Rixheim and Monza weapons; 
it in also decorated with outlines in the Rixheim/ 

Monza manner (Kimmigpl, 954rfig-9802). A slightly 
thicker sword but with a section made in the same 
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manner is known from Penhoat (Finistbre) along with 
several other swords and fragments in a board (fig. 

' 
8). 

Such a crýpss-oection is unusual in the Weut and maybe 
owes its origin to E. French owordeq but an entirely 
West French feature-, is the way the two incised lines 

curve outwards woll below the buttt as if they were 
hollow-grinding grooves. On swords from the Seonej 
it will be rememberody the lines curve outwards just 

under -the butt and must have terminated under the 
haft wings. Most of the swords known thus have a 
plain area below the haft before the hollow-grinding 
starts. In many cases the edges of this area are 
milled to form a ricaosot or are blunted$ but others 
seem to have fairly sharp edgesp duller than the blade 
but probably sharp enough to cut the user if handled 
carelessly. For example, in the Penavern hoard (Briard, 
1958,24ff. )t two swords# noo-26 and 27p have sharp 
ricassip one is notchedq the other riveted. Both 
would seem to have been in usep since TTo. 26 still has 
4 rivets in their holes (so the sword must have been 
hafted) and the tang bent; no-27 has the upper butt 
brokeng In the same hoard there are daggers with blunt- 
ed ricassit and four swords with milling of various 
sorts. It is difficult to offer any explanation why 
a feature so obviously useful as a milled ricasso sbould 
be omitted on many swordst especially when they occur 
in the same board. Much the same situation is seen 
in the hoard from Penhoat (Briard, 1961#25f)t where of the 
five sword ricassip one is milledt two bluntr and two 

sharp (figs-498). When milling does occurt it is in 

a simple formp either straight across the edge# or 

angled, presumably for decorative effect; in the Pen- 

avera boardt both sorts occur. There is little doubt# 

boweverg that many more of the swords must have bad 

milled ricasair since the edges deteriorate fasteetp 
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and are frequently missing or oxidised so badly that 
detection is impossible without removal of the pat-* 
ina. 

It has been suggested above that the use of notches 
in the butts of those swords would be better suited 
to a thrusting form of sword-play than a slashing 
style. But considering the blade forms of the various 
weapons in the groupq changes the outlook somewhat for 
their use as rapiers. Firntly, the makers of these 
swords must have been well acquainted with the trap- 
ezoidal Atlantic rapierp since it is most probable 
that the two groups are in part contemporary. The 
typological connections of the two and the chronology 
will be considered later; but for the moment, compare 
the blade construction and profile of the two groupst 
and the balance of the weapons when hafted. A rapier 
such as that from Chinon (see Atlanticrapiers Chapter) 
has a broad buttg and blade the same width as a 
Roonoen sword in the centrej but tapering to a finer 
point. 14"ost rapier blades correspond to this pattern# 
and few are of ctraight-aided or leaf-ohaped con- 
figurationt while many have a 3-rib croBs-section, 
adding greater rigidity to a narrow blade. The weight 
of the butt counterbalances the narrow blade and makes 
the point of the weapon easy to owing around; in other 
words there is little effect on the blade from inertia. 
A Roonoen blade on the other band is atraight-sided with 
a narrowplight, buttq so the effect of the inortid'of 
the relatively heavy blade would make the sword handle 

quite differently from a rapier. Alsog if the com- 
parison is extended to Nenzingen flange-hilted swords, 
a otraight-bladed varietyl it in evident that the two 

types would also balance quite differentlyl with the 

Rosnoen swords proportionately heavier towards the 
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point. The Nenzingen bronze flanged hilt would 

assist in counterbalancing the bladep while the 

Rocnoen haft was almost entirely of. organic matter. 

Assuming that this difference in handling-from rapiers 
is deliberate# It would seem to suggest that Rounoen 

swords may have been used in a cut-and-thrust mcainer 

of sword fighting. This differs markedly from the 

use of a rapier which is too light to inflict a Cub- 

stantiall penetratingp wound with the blade edgep and 

which is designed for use in a stabbing stroke only. 
If the makers chose to alter the format of the weapong 
it must surely imply a change in fighting technique,, 

since it is improbable to see a less efficient weapon 
being designed for the same job as a rapier. This 

conclusion does not however tally with,. tbe fact that 
the notches seem inefficient in with6tanding lateral 

pressurej if this was to occur during fighting. 

The extent to which substantial force was placed 
laterally upon the haft of the weapon depends in 
fact# on the material upon which the sword was being 

used. For examplet forms as disparate as the small- 
owordy and basket-hilted broadsword existed in the 

eighteenth century A. D., and their contemporary use 

was in quite different situations - one against 
defensive armament, and the other in a particular 

situation of personal combat against an unarmoured 

opponent. If a Posnoen sword is called a rapier it 

is surely because of a direct and misleading com- 

parison with more aturdyt beaviert nwords (e1g. 

Hemigkofen type) without regard to the background 

of its use. Whether amour wpa in use at this'period 

is not known in many caaest but there is at least 

one indirect connection with the use of greaves. 
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Hoard II9, found in the settlement of Cannes-icluce 
(Gaucher#Robert#1967) contained half a bronze greave 
with embossed decoration, along witho inter alial 
a piece from the blade of a rod-tanged sword of B1 
type (q. v. ). Hoard I from the same settlement con- 
tained a broken RoGnoen sword butt (fig. 6)9 a broken 
Bukova sword butt# and a B1 blade fragmentg an well 
as many objects common to the other 4oards suggesting 
contemporaneity. No helmets, shields, or other body 
amour are known definitely from thin date in France, 

. although it is possible that come sort of protection 
was in uset made of leather, wood or other organic 
material (see Coles91962). With this lack of evidencep 
the argument becomes circular, but it seems likelyl 
an stated above, that weapons would be developed to 
suit the situation. The swords in use suggest that 
the method of fighting wan cut-and-thruBtg and that 
it was in use against at least lei; armour and maybe 
body armour and shields an well. If sqp and the 
material used was of an impenetrable n4turet the' 
swords would not have withstood a slashing stroke. 
But they would be able to-deliver such against a non- 
armoured opponent. In any casep it must be prrpumed 
that. the hafting method was adequate for use since 
it was a matter of choice whether to use rivet notches 
or holes (both are known on rapiers) and twice an 
many swords have notches an holes. 

Distribution: The owords are mapped in fie-17t and as can 
be seen the finds stem largely from the North and 
North-West coastal and riverine area. A fcw finds'' 

are known in the East of the countryp largoly from 
the Saone valley. Following C. 13urgess (1960t and 
from conversations 1968) the swords known from Britain 

have also been mapped; these only amount to sevent 
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three-of, which-are from the Thamea. *It is suggested 
that all these are probably imports from France since 
the predominant sword type'lin Britain was leaf-shapedl 
doubtless derived from Ballintober swords (Trumpll9629 

90-1; Burgess, 1960). Very-few leaf-shaped versions 
of the Roenoen type'occur in France; it would seem 
that flange-hilted swords took over from these with 
a short butt without many intermediate examples. 
Those which do occur probably were imported from Ire- 
landp'-or were influenced by Ballintober'swords, of 
which there are about 24 in Ireland (Eogantl96597)- 
Unfortunately many of the Irish swords are unprovenanced. 
so a definite indication of their dintribution is im' 
possible, but they are less uniformly coastal and 
riverine than the French Rosnoen group (ibid. ). 

The French Roenoen weapons bave'been differentiated 
on the map by the presence of rivet holes or notches 
in the buttl although as stated earlierg-the two 
methods seem to have been functionallyAnterchangeable. 
A significantly different distribution appears in 
France for the two methods; the notches have an over- 
all spread, while tbe-rivet holes in Rosnoen swords 
are concentrated in the'Seine valley with a few out- 
liers to the West and South-East * This in-itself 
would mean littlej but when the British and Irish 
Ballintoberp Chelsea and Lambeth types are taken into 

consideration, it seems probable-that some connection 
with Britain must be implied by the adoption of rivet 
holen., It ist of coursel impossible to say which way 
the influence travelled the French swords may have 

caused the effect on British weapons - but in any 

case the use of rivet holes predominaten in Britain 

in all three typest and is almost always uoed on 
Irish specimens. There are even fewer Roanocn. swords 
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in Ireland than in Britain (if in fact thereare 

any definite specimens at all), so the; ancestry'of 
the Ballintober-sword in both these countries in 

puzzling. Typologically' the straight-bladed Roenoen 

sword would seem to be ancestral to the leaf-shaped 
weapons-9 so the best explanation at the moment would 
seem to be direct imports into the British Isles from 
France of'a few Lambeth (i. e. Rosnoen) swords. Laterp 

under the influence of imported flange-hilted'Erben- 
heim and Hemigkofen weapons, Chelsea and Ballintober 
swords would be produced by native founders* 

An interesting feature of the Rosnoen sword distrib 
ution is its similarity to that of earlier and later 
sword types. Comparison should be made with the maps 
of Atlantic trapezoidal rapiers and Atlantic leaf- 
shaped swordsp where the moot striking feature is 
the concentration of finds from the large rivers - 
especially the Loire, Seine and Sommet and their 
tributaries; and the Thames. In the cases of those 
sword types mentioned# and the Roonoen group# S. E. 
Britain and X. E. France seem to have been in close 
contact aver all three periods; andl in particular# 
boats must have gone direct from the Seine and Somme 
to the mouth of_tbe Them 

' 
ea* This would explain the 

preponderance of the use of rivet holes in British 
Roonoen/Ballintober sworda and in the Seine specimens; 
junt as in the succeeding period the Thames and the 
Soine form the main areas of round-shouldered Class lb 

and Ic (Burgessql960pClasn III) leaf-ehaped weapons. 

Brittany was also probably in dontact'w-ith Britain 

and/or Ireland at this time since the short rib 

characteristic of Chelsea swords (Trump9l962g9Opfiur. l9) 

and found on one British Lambeth sword (Burgesogl960) 

is known on four swords at least from the North-West 
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(Les Sauvageons; Penhoattfig-4; Loire at Nantes). 

Four of the few French Ballintober swords occur in 

the mouth of the Loire, and one of these also has a 

short rib, which again implies contacts with Ireland 

or England. Considerable activity must have been 

present in the Loire at this timep since there is a 
high concentration of finds at the river mouthl 
similar to the other rivers mentioned. Two finds of 
Posnoen (i. e. Lambeth) swords in Britain near the 
Irish Sea'area (PenardiAmbleeide) also suggest an 
Ireland or West England - Brittany contactj reinforcing 
the conclusions to be drawn from the Breton Ballintober 

swords, to be'considered below. 

FRENCH BALLINTOBER SWORDS 

Abbeville (So=e) 

2 Bailleul-sur-ThOrain (Oise) (fig. 19) 

3 Kerguerou (Fin. ) Hoard (fig. 20) 
4 Larnaud (Jura) Hoard 
5 Loire at Nantes (L. -Atl. ) 

6 Loire at the Pont de Pimil(L, -Atl. ) 

7 Loire at Le Portp Ilanten (L. -Atl. ) 

8 Seine at Pas de Grigay (Essonne) (fig-21) 

9 Seine at Villeneuve-St. -Georges (fig. 22) 

10 So=e at Abbeville (So=e) 

OTHER LEAF-SHAPED NOTCHED SWORDS# POSSIBLY BALLINTOBER 

11 Amboise (Indre - st - Loire) Hoard 

12 LIEcluse dc. -Mrýignac(L. -Atl. ) 
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13 Longueau (Somme) 
14 Mame 
15 Saone at Anse (Rhone) 
16 Somme, at the Port-dAbbeville (Somme) 

Find Circumstances: 
-, Three aworde, are known from hoardsq 

the rest arc .,,, ai: pgle, -Xinds. 

Form: Ballintober swords have, been defined by Hodges (1956) 
for the British specimens# and the Irish aeries has 
recently been, catalogued by Eogan (1965)* The usual 
British style of sword, has a short rectangular tang 
with four rivetsholeop broadening at the shoulders 
above a leaf-shaped blade. Three weapons conform to 
this pattern in France - nos. 1j9#10 - two from Abbe- 
ville (BrouilP1900ifig-3,23i Coutil$l9289Pl*1V#3t7) 
and the other from Villeneuve-St. -Georges (fig. 22). 
The cross-sections of the blades chow the usual 
variations thioughout this small group of swords; nos. 
9 and 10 bave, a simple lozengel while no. 1 has, the 
normal Ropnoen-pattern of a lenticular section with 
hollow-ground edges. These three weapons are 80 
similar to the British series that some sort of 
direct connection is likely between the countriest and 
the most plausible explanation would be that they 
represent imports fro; a Britain. 

The rest of the swords in tho definite Ballintober 
group are somewhat different, notably in the uoe of 
a much narrower tangj and rivet notches instead of 
holesp although in one case (Loire at Nantes; Briardt 
1965, fig-55,3) both are used on the same sword. They 

are somewhat shorter than Rocnoen weaponsp varying 
between 43 and 48ems, and differ from these by broader 

shoulders and in several cases a lozenge crose-section. 
Blades are undecoratedp apart from the sword from the 
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loire at Nantes (ibidjfig-5503) which has a double 
incised outline# similar to some Hemigkofen or other 
leaf-shaped flange-hilted swords. It seems likely 
that the makers of these swords intended to reproduce 
the shape of flange-hilted, swords' shoulders since 
all conform to this pattern except the weapon from 
Pas de Grigny (fig. 21). This sword is in a very bad 
condition, so originally the shoulders may have been 
pointed and broaderp but in other respects this is 
a characteristic French Ballintober sword. The tang 
on this weapon shows a central midrib, presumably to 
strengthen the bafto and this moulding can be seen on 
two other French swordspLe Port, Nantes and Larnaud 
(ibid, fig-55p2; Coutil, 1914pIII925). In this respect 
they resemble a class of British Ballintober swordt the 
Chelsea type (Burgeos, 1960 (unpublished); Trump, 196203)t 
which have short tibs., strengthening the tang and should- 
ere, and a'Ronnoen style of cross-section.. -The extra 
strength of a rib at the butt would presumably be 
necessary to take the force ofýslaahinj; blows on a 
flat blade section. Nine Chelsea swords are known 
from Britaing and one lambeth sword bas, a short midrib; 
these ten examples are aligbtly more numerous then 
the seven French swords with short butt ribs. Four 
of these last are Rosnoen weapons (see above)p but 
due to the small numbers it is not possible to draw 
any conclusions from the presence of this featurep 
except to say that it affords another example of 
French-British contacts. 

The second group listed above includes largely doubt- 
ful weaponap generally re-made from another, broken 
sword types. However, the sword from the Saone at 
Anse (Armand-Calliattl95791299fig. 293) has been design- 

ed as a aliebtly leaf-shaped Rosnoen sword, výith a 
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tang shaped like normal Roenoen examples. The cross- 
section is more similar to Ballintober swords, but 
the shoulders above a probably milled ricaneot are 
narrow and uncharacteristic; in many respects the 

weapon resembles another from Italy, with a heavy 
lozenge-section blade and four'rivet notches (Mont- 

0liusvl895t1YPl-'31#4)'- Other ýVvords in this series 
are re-uned blades, such as those from Somme# which 
have been filed down possibly from Atlantic Claso I 

owords and been provided with"two or four notches. 
The lbac6e d'Antiquitdo Nationales has several blades 
so used, one of which in from a Class II Atlantic 
sword, since there are several outlines on the lower 
part. Its provenance is Unýmowa (Bee Catalogue) 
and it is in fact a cast copy'of the actual blade; 
in ibis case it is impossible to te'll#but several of 
the swords appear to have been filed into shape quite 
recently since parts are unpatinated'. They have not 
been included in this chapter since their antiquity 
is unknown; one blade in the collection (Don Napoleon 
III, no-3609 from the Seine at Paris) has definitely 
been filed into a suitable handle for modem use 
the handle is tamisbed but unpatinated. 

Distribution: French Ballintober swordst of which only the 
11 definite specimens have been mappedq occur mainly 
in the same areas as their Rosnoen counterparts (fig-17). 

The unusual concentration of the rivet holes feature 
in Rosnoen swords in the Seine valley has been noted 
above, and it is interesting to see this pattern repeated 
for the present series. probably British 

swords come from the Somme and Seinot closest to the 
Thames where the main concentration of British weapons 
is to be found. 
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The remainder is scattered: four from Brittany/Loire, 
two from the Seine areat and two from the lower 
Seone region. There may have been more direct con- 
tact with Ireland/Yi. England from the Loire region at 
this timej since the British Ballintober swords show 
a slightly more extensive South-Weat distribution. - 
This may be on the England-Ireland route rather than 
necessarily implying contacts with the Loiret but one 
at least of the Loire weapons has the abort rib 
characteristic of the Chelsea swords (see above). An- 
other has two rivet holes (Loire at Nanteo)q which may 
possibly be a British feature. 

Origins and Relative Dates Roanoen and Ballintober swords: 
It has been mentioned above that Roanoen swords have 

-a more or less trapezoidal butt-platel similar to the 
much broader feature on Atlantic rapiers. Most of the 
examples in each group are easily classifiable into 
one seriec or tbc other, but several weapons are known 
which could be included in either. One of these is 
the sword from Ray-sur-Babne (fig-16) which has a three- 
rib cross-sections a rapier features but a narrow butt 
with two rivets and tro notches. The butt shape re- 
sembles most Rocnoen weapons# but the rivet holes and 
notches are arranged in a manner found on rapierspoloser 
together and following a curved line# rather than two 
holes directly above the notches like LeBoart-le-Chtne 
(Coutilpl921jfig. lp88) a Rosnoen sword. The blade is 

straight-sided and its length is c. 64 cm; it is a strong 
weapons more akin to a sword than a rapier. 

on 
Some of the same hybrid features are seen/a sword 
from the Seiney bet-neon Grande Couronne/Oiesel (Coutilt 
1928, Pl. II, 31) which has a slightly leaf-shaped blade 
and oval hollow-ground cross-section. The butt is 
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trapezoidalt with broad shoulders (the normal rapier 
shape), but-with four notches which suggest the Ros- 

noen mode of hafting. Briard (1965pl5lff) mentions 
several examples of wbat be calls hybrid Rocnoen/ 

rapiers# and most of these show come narrowing of the 
butt. The same process is'seen in the rapier from 
the Seine at Parts (M: Ashmolean, 1927-2230; q. v. ) 

whose shoulders are- only slightly broader than the 
unusually wide and heavy blade; the weapon, euggests 
more a short cut and thrust sword than a true stabbing 
rapier. Againt on the Seine at Villeneuve-St. -Georges 
rapier (q. v.; P. de LfortilletjI908, fig. 65) the butt is 
narrowp almost rectangular, but with a 3-rib cross- 
section to the blade, as with the previous weapon. 

On all these rapiers mentioned so far there are two 
rivets at the top of the buttq and two sballow, notches 
at the lower sides. These are discussed in the-, chapter 
on Atlantic rapierog and must have fulfilled a similar 
but less efficient-function as Rosnoen notches. It 
seems likely that they would serve as a prototypet 
and along with the narrower butt on some specimens 
would be carried over into the different type. The 
same applies to the blade cross-section since one- 
third of the rapiers known from France have the oval 
hollow-ground configuration usually associated with 
Rosnoen swords. These would fall into Trumr'. o Group 
III rapiers (1962989ff)1' of which therqý are many more' 
in Britain than France. It seems likely that the 
Roanoen blade cross-eection originated in these rapierst 
but rapiers with narrow butts usually have the 3-rib 

cross-nection. Since what dating evidence there exists 
for rapiers implies that they are earlier than Ponnoen 

swords, it would seem'that several features in various 
combinations were taken over and used to create the latter 

type. 
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Other-weapons may have bad a part in the ! origin of' 
Rosnoen swords. " In the hoardi-from Penavern (Briard, 
1958tPls. V-IX) a flange-hilted sword of Ila (Henzingen) 
type (Cowenol955) occurs alongside riveted and notched 
Rosnoen specimens. ' Its cross-section is similar to 
the rent; this in not uncommon for these sworday but 
the hollow-grinding does not normally stop short of 
the shoulders as in thin example. Thin seems-to be 
a Rosnoen attribute, since the hollowed edge on eastern 
weapons carries on up to the shoulders (Cowenj19559 
Abb. 1-3)- So this'-s'w'ord would seem to be a local versiont 
copied from the Urnfield'swords of South and East 
France and the other parts of their range. With the 
Roonoen sword the only example of this type in the 
Westg and very few from France, it does not seem 
likely that they represent prototypes for the Hounoen 
group. The latter would rather seem to be the western 
counterpart to the straight-bladed Urnfield swordp with, 
when hafted, a degree of similarity in handling. 

The origins Of ober swords are rather more 
obocurej particularly as there are so few known from 
France. The relative distributions of Rosnoen and 
Ballintober swords in 'Britain and France are notably 
reversed, since while there are over 90 examples from 
France of Rocnoen weaponeg only seven are known from 
Britain (Burgessvconversationg 1968). There are however 
about 34 Ballintober (Chelsea swords included) weapons 
from England, and about 24 from Ireland (Eogan9l965); 

while France has only yielded 11 recognisable swords 
of this group. It might thus be thought that French 
Ballintober swords are imports; in at least lcaoen 
this seems certainly true (see above) but', theý'otber 

examples look like native specimens. Perhaps the 

most plausible argument would be that British Ballintobers 

I 
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continued in use and popularity well after France was 
ucing'leaf-shaped sviorda of flange-hilted type. 
Certainly. it', , appears from the date (even though 
scanty)# that Ballintober ovords are later than 
Roanoen weaponat and probably stem from a fusion of 
these and leaf-shaped Urnfield swords. 

This process of development to a leaf-shaped award 
is perceptible in some of the Ronnoen exampleslal- 
though hare again it4a not certain whether it mani- 
feats a local development or as a result of imported 
weapons (see chapter Atlantic leaf-shared nwords) . 
It is more probable that the latter is the-case. In 
any case the leaf shapo in at most slight, neveras 
much as Ballintober weapons, 

Briard makes much of the similarity'between Rixheim 
swords in East France and Rosnoen swords in the West 
(1965072-3)t and in-par ,t he is doubtless correct* 
The same general construction is seen in both - 
straight blade and short butt# but there the similar- 
ity endst although intermediate weapons do exiatt 
such as he quotes (e. g. Prdpouxt-see chapter Rixheim 
swords). The blad e, construction of Rixheim swords 
differs markedly from Rosnoen weapons# and while one 
is an Urnfield weaponp based on S. Germany and 
Switzerlandl. the other is largely an. Atlantic phenom- 
enong based it seems on earlier trapezoidal-butted 
rapiers. Some influence certainly must have come 
from the S. E. France (Rixheim) area in the mode of 
fiehtingt, as both sword varieties would have handled 
similarlyt but as seen above, there was little change 
necessary in the lateAtlantic 'rapier' to produce 
the Roanoen aword. 

Much more similarity exists between Posnoen weapons 
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and the earliest form. of rod-tanged Monza, sviords9 with 

short tango or none. It is not entirely certain 
whether these should in any case be classed with 
Roonoen or rod-tanged swords, since the practical 
difference between the Seltz sword (q. v. ) and 'Sd^onel 
(fig. 9) is very little. A sword such as Vernaison or 
Saone above Pontoux (see Rod-tmiged rwords)bas two 

rivets and two notches, like the Rosnoen hafting 

metbodl and there seems little doubt that this type 
is a different manifestation of the same sort of 
sbort-butted construction seen in Rosnoeng Rixbeimo 

and to come extentg trapezoidal rapiers with narrow 
butts and wide blades. Or possibly, as discussed 
elsewhero# the effect of the round-butted Late Tumulus 
long dirke/awords manifested itself in different wayst 
in these weapons (Schaeffer, 1926, fig. 67t3u)o 

The relative dating of Roonoen and Ballintober swords, 
stresses the diverse situation in sword manufacture 
in S. E. France an mentioned above# but clarifies the 
N. W. French typology. The only indications of date 

are from the hoards, since both settlements with 
Rosnoen swords yielded no stratigraphical evidence; 
they have been laid out in tabular form in fig-10. 
Briard has described most of the Breton hoards in 
detail (1965053ff) but has omitted much discussion 

of Longueville. Since this publication of thece 
hoardal a find of two hoards from Cannes-EcluBe has 

thrown fresh light on the group, since one of the hoards 

contained Rosnoen sword fragments (fig. 6). It can be 

seen from the table that two different neries of objects 

occur from the hoards in different areas; the main 
difference from the Breton group being the hoards from 

Seine-et-Llarne and Jura (Larnaud). The Longueville 

hoard (Lamarre, 1945) contains as its most numerous 
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objects ribbed and decorated button oicklesp mostly 
broken-(at least 20 specimens), 5 fragments of median- 
winged axes, fragments of Rosnoon, Bukoval and rod- 
tanged class B swords. Among the bracelet fragments 

were characteristic transverse and angled'ehannel- 
decorated examples, ('Publyl type; TJiIlotte9l96OjPl- 
XVIpl2O)9 mock torsion specimens with plain ends, and 
a large heavily ribbed bracelet with everted terminals 
(Lamarre, 1945, no-31)-, which Lamarre sugges'ts'may be 

an Atlantic type. He states that a possible Atlantic 
import in the heaýv'y"_ribbed palstave fragment (no. 12)9 
but four fragments of decorated anklets of recurved 
spiral type andaa pin fragment with threaded collars 
(nos-45-8rW are classic S. E. -French/S. German typeol 
as are all the objects mentioned earlier. Sandare, 
(19579362#? Aap VI) plots the distribution of collared 
pin6 (including Longuevillo)t and they, show the same 
pattern as Urnfield sword imports into Francel partic- 
ularly cast-hilt ;! a A weapons (q. v. ) and Rixheim swords 
(q. v. )p from B. Germany and 11. Switzerland all along 
the Sabno and Rh6ne valleys. The anklets, which 
Lamarre calls pendants (19459111) because of the-lack 
of a central rib as in the Hagenau Tumulus series 
(Sebaoffer, 1926ppassim) are in fact the Late Tumulus/ 
early Urnfield series with corrugated centre plates 
and incised decoration (Sandar4#l957t68-70#fig-l5t5P 
Map V). Krilies' map of the Urnfield examples# similar 
to the Speyer and Wollmosbeim. examples (1960#Abb-3) 

shown a Middle Rhenish concentration with a spread to 
the Sa6zie/Jura and the Upper Seine basin. Longueville 

should be added to both authors' mapep since neither 
seem to have recognised the objecto, as ankletop but 
they conform exactly to the Wollmesheimp grave 2p 

pattern of a recurved spiral anklet# with possibly the 

end of one of the square-sectioned spirals in the board 
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(Lamarretl945, fig-4,38). It is also interesting 
to note that the mock-torsion bracelet fragments in 
Longueville (ibidtfig. 405-37) are exactly similar 
to two composite bracelets in the Wollmesheim grave 
l(Krahepl960, Abb. 6,13,14). 

Much of the contents of the Longueville hoard is 
paralleled by material in Hoard I at Cannes-ECluf3e 
(Seine - et - Marne)* Apart from the swords men- 
tioned abovet a Roanoen butt with rivet holes was 
found with median-winged axest button sicklest PublY 
bracelets (and one fragment of decorated bracelet 
like that from the La Poype board (see chapter , 
Hemirkofen swords; ChantretI875tII Album, 3191j29- 
32). Four pin heads are among the finds in the hoardt 
with broad circular flat heads; three with heavy 
ribbing on the shank (GauchertRobert, 1967, fig. 26#lt 
2r3t4). Such pine are known in various contexts 
(Millottejl963, Pls. XX, 12: XXIItll; XXXIX 1-3; Sandarsp 
19571figs-310,100391-4) including an inhumation 
grave at Pougues-leo-Eaux(I)p with a notched and 
tanged razor similar to those known from the Atlantic 
area of the Rosnoen group (SandarovlMtfig. 330-4). 
Sandare would assign these to her First Urnfields 
(ibidj139ff)9 

Sickles are the moot numerous objects in both the 
Cannes-toluce hoard I and Longueville; all except 
one are of the button typel and manar are decorated 

with channelling at the base. Lamarre (1945, fig-7), 

maps the finds of sickles from Francep and the dis- 
tribution is predominantly south-eastern# especially 
in the Upper Rbbne/Sa8ne region. Sickles are a now 
feature at the time of the First Urnfield expansiont 
and in both Longuoville and Canneo-keluse are mixed 
with Late Tumulus elementa, in thin case the flat- 
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headed ribbed pins probably based on the trumpet 

head Tumulus models. Median-winged axes are also 

common to both hoards and like the oickles occur in 

many hoards in the East of Francel being a char- 

acteristic artifact of the earliest Urnfiold phase. 
They occur-in the Larnaud board which also contains 
Rosnoen sword fragments (CoutilvI914) although the 

overall date of the hoard must be later than the 

earliest Urnfields. The presence of Forel and At- 
lantic leaf-ohaped sword hilts, Le Bourget arrow- 
heads, and waisted socketed axes suggest that the 
date should be in Ila B at the earliest; but there is 

an earlier horizon perceptible in the board, shown 
by types in common with the hoards mentioned abovee 
Publy bracelets and variations, of these, such as 
those from Carlipa (Ricaleneg Soutouql965fnos. 8p9q 
fig-5) at least one anklet (Coutil#19149M. Wp2) 
and open-cast ringed pendants (ibid, Pl. IVl51t52) 
show at Larnaud the same horizon as that found in 
the hoards aboveg and in assemblages such as PublY 
itself (Millotte and Vignardpl960#27-3OtPl-XIII-XVI)o 
With the eponymous bracelets this hoard combines a 
pin fragment with threaded collars and a mock-torsion 
plain-ended braceletp and all the usual objects from 
this horizong except Roonoen awords* Various hoards 
from Germany of this type are reported by Muller- 
Karpe (1959,147ff) especially Stockheim (ibidt 

'148-9) and Windsbach Taf. 156-8), Winkleaso (Tafs 
(Taf. 155). This last contains what Muller-Karpe 

suggests are Atlantic elements - the decorated bracelet 

and heavy looped palstave (lq5q, 186, Taf. l55vl14)q but 

he omits mention of the fine ground-down Rosnoen 

sword and blade fragment in the board (ibidtTaf. 155# 

8018). The sword has been rounded at the point and 

re-ueedp but it is a classic Rosnoen weapon, with 
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two rivet holes below and notches above; a typical 
long-socketed Rosnoen spearhead is the other Atr' 
lantic feature in thic. hoard (ibid, Taf. 15597). 
There. is an interesting correspondence between the 
bracelet with incised decoration from Windebach and 
the fragments in the Clans hoard (Gu6bhardjl9lljfig-) 

which contains a ribbed pin with trumpet head and a 
Class B2 rod-tanged sword, 

Hoards like those described above are assiped by 
Millotte to his Bronze Final I/lIar with median 
winged axes running right through both periods; and 
both collared and heavy ribbed trumpet-headed pins 
in the earlier series, preceding Binningen pino(1963t 
148-9#Tableau). Elements in the hoards suit some of 

z Miiller-ýKarpels Br. D. Stufe (1959#188-90, Abb. 22-25) 
ouch as the heavily ribbed bracelet in the Longue- 
ville hoard which resembles versions of those found 
in the Baierdorfer and Riegsee Stufen. The PublY 
type of bracelet and other finds ouch as ankleto 
and tanged decorated knives would suit a Ila Al date 
through parallob with 1.1uller-Karpele S. German chron- 
ology (ibidlAbb. 28-30). This ties in well with 
Sandars'First Urnfield date for the series, mentioned 
above. 

The Atlantic hoards (see fig. 18) are somewhat different; 

palstaves and spearheads constitute the commonest 
objects apart from swords. The commonest form of axe 
in the Rosnoen Croup is the heavy-ribbed palstave with 
aide loop (Briardtl965,155-6)9 median-winged axon 
being rote. One in known from the Ru-Caoudal hoard 
(ibid, fi'g-56PO and another in a possibly Roonoen 

association, Plouye(ibidgHoard no. 245). Briard cites 
three others known from the went, two single finds 
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and one from a lost hoard (1965,157); these all seem 
to be imports from the east. No sicklea are known 
from western Rosnoen hoards, but a form of simple 
genieralised spearhead is known from nearly all the 
associations# often with a long socket and small 
blade. The Kergouetance hoard shows a direct British 
contact, a spearhead with ribbed and looped blade 
(Briard, 1961, Igl; 1963p5739fig-lol); Briard has 
collected these for France along with other character- 
istic British spearheads. It is signifiqant that the 
main area of finds is in the Seine/Oise/So=e areal 
where most of the Rosnoen swords with rivet holes 
were foundt and the principal contacts with Britain 
in the succeeding period are situated (i. e. Atlnntic 
Class I swords). The other occurrence of a basal- 
looped spearhead in contexts relating to swords is 
with the Tirancourt rod-tanged weapon (Franequevillep 
1905vAT, fig-) which must be contemporary with 
Rosnoen swords. 

Other typical finds from the Atlantic Rosnoen hoards 
include tanged razors with notched tops to the blades 
and several square-cocketed hammersp both of which 
are well known in British boards (Inv. Arch. G. B-79 
etc.., C-M- Pig9ottPl946jpaasim)* Fourdan contains 
a different form of open handled razorp with a 
suspension ring, somewhat like ring-bandled razors 
further east (MUller-Karpe, 1959, Abb. 25), but this is 
the only examplefrom theae hoards. Three hoards 
have examples of flange-hilted swords from them; onep 
Penaverng has been discussed abovet the others have 
both fragments of hilts and chapes of Atlantic type 
in them, which suggests, a later date than the hoards 

without these. Examples of Roanoen sworda occur in 
Atlantic leaf-shaped sword hoards (q. v. ) and in fact 
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it ia impossible, to draw any sort of rigid division 
between them since many of the specific examples are 
scrap in scrap hoards. At least it suggests that the 
Rosnoen type was long-livodl and continued into the 
same horizon as Ballintober swords, 

The Larnaud hoard contains Roonoeng Ballintober and 
Atlantic slotted hilt fragments (Coutilt1914, P16II)t 
but is too broadly dated to be of any use in clarify- 
ing the typological scheme set out above for Ballin- 
tober swords. Howeverp all three hoards containing 
these weapons also include later format i. e. Atlantic 
leaf-8haped weapons; Larnaudl Kergu6rou (Briard#1961i 
34, no. 6) and Amboise (if this is in fact a sword; 
Cordier et al. 1lq60qfig-3p27)- So it can be assumed 
that# on the present evidence# Rosnoen swordal in- 
fluenced by leaf-shaped weaponsg gave rise to the 
Ballintober type* How far the French weapons can be 
considered imports or native productions is not en- 
tirely clear, but Roanoen awords held the major pos- 
ition before the adoption of the leaf-shaped sword, 
with hardly any use at all of the hybrid form# unlike 
Britain. 

Thus the Posnoen swordp developing probably from the 
Atlantic rapier, is the predominant variety before 
Atlantic Class I swordo appear# and are maybe still 
in use for some considerable time contemporarily with 
the latter. The hoard evidence suggests in a general 
way that the actual swords were in use over the area 
of two different series of bronze artifact industries - 
the Urnfield and the Atlantiog and that, they are man- 
ufactured according to the method generally seen within 
the Rixheim and early rod-tanged sword groups. Like 
these groups the dating is difficult to d, etermine, but 
the Urnfield parallels suggest a S*German counterpart 
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of Br D into Ha A: that isl early Urnfields in E. 
France (Millotte's Bronze Final I and Hag Sandars' 
Transitional Tumulus, First and Second Umfields), 

I 

I 
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LATE TUMULUS RAPIERS; 
_ROD-TANGED 

SWORDS9 CLASS A 

These apparently different sword types have been included 

in the same chapter because o, f what appears to be a direct 

typological development from one to the other# in the same 

area* The round-butted Late Tumulus rapier has been men- 
tioned elsewhere in this study in its relationship to other 

sword or rapier groups; this chapter deals only with the 

possible transition from these weapons to Monza and related 
swords of Class A* 

Late TumulUs rapiers 

La Truchdre (Sadhe - et - Loire) 
Rhone at Pont-Lafayette (fig, l) 
Rhone at La Quarantaine (Rho"ne) 
Saone near Lyon (Rh6ne) (fig*2) 
Saone at Tournus (Sa6ne-et-Loire) 
Barry (Sao"ne-et-Loire) 
Schelmenhefstadt (BaE3-Rhin) Tumulus 2jII 

Vemaison swords 

Doubs above Pontoux (Sa6ne et - Loire) 
Sabne at Mamay (Saone - et Loire) (figo3) 

Vemaison (Rh6ne) Hoard (figeO 

Provenance unlmownp M: Besangon A207 

Class A Rod-tanged swords 

Seltz swords 

Cher at Fobey (Cher) 2 swords 
Montieres (So=e) 

Saone at lCacon, (Saone - et - Loire) 

Seltz (Bae-Rhin) (fig. 5) 
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Monza. swords- 

Cher at Bruire (Cher) Cast-hilt 
Saone at Mantoche (H-Sa6ne) 
Seine at Paris 
Upie or Malissard (DrOme) 
Provenance unknown M: Epinal 

Tirancourt swords 

Feme de la Colombine (Yonne) 
Seine at Ile St. Ouen 
Tirancourt (So=e) 
Yonne at Sens (Yonne) 

(fig, 6), 

(fig*7) 
(fig. 8) 
(fig, 9) 

(figao) 

(figal) 

Rukova Swords 

Cannes-Ecluse (S. -et-M. ) Hoard I 
Rh6ne at Grigny (Rhbne) 

Sa&e at Pedr-v (H. -Sa6nA) 
Seine at Villeneuve-Sto-Georges (fig*12) 
Provenance unknowng M: Besanqon 
provenance unknowngMAT (Moulage) (fig*13) 
Provenance unknowng probably SsineqM: de 1'Homme 

Late Tumulus rapiers/swords 

tý- 

A variety. of weapon with a straight-sided blade is known 
from S, E. and E. 

'Francep 
which appears to be a developed 

form of Late Tumulue. dagger. Like the latter these swords' 
or rapiers (their function is uncertain) have two rivets 
in a rounded buttt and most commonly have a midrib. The 

classic type seems to have only two rivets in the butt and no 
subsidiary notcheep but these developed later as a pattern 
intermediate to Vernaison swords, Schaeffer's series of 
daggers, 

-dirke 
and. swords from the Hagenau area (19261figs. 
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figs, 66,67) show the develoPmentp but the typical form is 
found in, the Saone area, for-example the sword from the Safte 

at Pont Lafayette (figl). The sword from the Saone near 
Lyon (fig. 2) is a long and impressive weapon# and is probably 
a later model of these swordsp since there are two notches 
below the rivets in the butt. The midrib on the blade is 

rounded. in, section and flanked by two incised lines which 
continue right up to the end of the butt platep, although, by 
that stage the midrib has disappeared# flattening out a few 

centimetres-from the'rivets. A slanting channel in the 

patina'appeare to'show'one wing of the original hilto but, the 

cutout shape is uncertain, At 426 grammes-the weight of this 

weapon would suggest a use as a slashing sword as much as 
a rapier; this seems likely in view of the straight-sided 
blade* 

As previously mentionedl these swords cluster in the area of 
the Saone valley'and SsE, France generally; whether'they are 
an'indigenous , development is not certain since Coutil men- 
tions three similar weapons (1928, PlolII', 24,25, PloIV, 35)tfr'o'm 
the Middle Rhine/Hesse area. Millq. tte-notes an example from 
the Aar-Emme'eanall in Switzerland (1963,311tP1*XXIIIj5)j 

while Hachmann (1956,49$Taf. 1796-10) mentions the fineex-" 

ample from the probable grave at Liesbuttel in Schleswig- 
Holstein. '-With the sword was a belt hookq tweezers, spiral- 
handled razorl and flint spearheadi Hachmann daten theseorel- 

atively'late#'in his B2 period (ibid. 50)9 One, of. the Prench 

specim6ni is'aciociated'with'other objectst that from_Sarry 
(G. and A. de Mortillettl9O3vPl-LXXIV-LXXVI), Apart from 

a curious decorated pommel (ibidg848-9) the hoard contains 
the butt of a Late' Tumulus rapier and a fragment of blade#,,, 

a blade fragment of 3-rib section (i-e, -Noailles series 

rapier)q and pieces' of flat-knobb . ed sickle, roll-ended 

braceletp and 
, 
ribbed bracelet* There seems to be a 

fairly broad span of dates# leading up to types represented 

in the Vernaison hoard - the flat-knobbed sickle and ribbed 
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bracelet, but with seemingly earlier inclusions -ý thi'3-rib 
rapie r* It would thus date this Tuniulus rapier izi an early 
horizong associated with the'Br D date of the Vernaisbn hoard 
as its latest inclusion, ' 

il 
Vernaison swords 

There are four swords only in this groupp one of whighp, the 
eponymous example (fig*4). 

-. is from a hoard*. They seem to-, 
represent an improved version of the last groupp from which 
they differ by having a tapering butt ýlate separated from 
the blade by two notches# and a rounded, lozenge-shaped cross- 
section of the blade* There are two rivets in the-buttp and 
it is likely but not certainp as will be, seen later$ that - the notches held two more. 

The similarity to Rosnoen swords (qov*) is striking# in I the 
use of four rivets in a slightly trapeze-shaped butte It 
will also be noted that several swords included in the Rosnoen 
group are known from the 

' 
area of the Saone or upper Rh6nej 

where all four of the Vernaison swords are found* The division 
between the two is in fact largely typological - in use they 
would have been virtually identical - but several small dif- 
ferences in the Vermaiaon series-suggest that they are the 
precursors of the earliest rod-tanged swords-of Class A* 
one of the differences is this use of two rivets and, two 
notches, in the butt# which becomes a constant feature in, 
Seltz and Monza swords, but rarely occurs on any of the 
Rosnoen seriesp and-is first seen on these Vernaison weapons* 
The Sa8ne at Mamay-sword (fig-3). illustrates the-blade - 
shape and cross-section of these weapons;, in it the rounded 
lozenge cross-section can be seeng-with hollow-ground edgeop 
exactly-that of the sword from Pontoux'(Bonnamour#1967#773t 
figa, )# The blade is para1lel-sided# with a-fairly rounded 
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point;, with, four7rivets in'the hiltg this would suggest a 
cut-and-thruBtýsword of greater strength at the butt than 
notched Rosnoen weapons. A sword in the Besanqon Museump 
of, iinknown provenance, resembles'the Marniýg sword in most 
respectstý'except'for a slightly more tapering blade (Bonnamours 
l9669l9jPl-sII, 9), and somewhat shorter (50.6ams) as against 
the latter, (55*'3cmse)e The-longest of the fourp Doubs above- 
Pontouxp is 68*5cmsop unusually long for-a'sword whose blade 
appears adapted for slashing by the use of a hollow-ground 
lozenge section (Bonnamour9l96797739fig. The Vernai'son 
awordl a fragmentj in the only one decorated', with two 
channels near the blade centre# diverging slightly at the 
bane* The edges appear hollort-groundp and there seem to be 
traces of the lower edge of the hilt cutout left in the patina, 
as a simple arched shape, possibly similar to the hilt#from 
Niffer. (Hundt#l962pAbb. 2p1)-, These swords are best see"n in 
relation to the following type; the Vernaison hoard will be 
discussed after having examined theseo 

Class A Rod-tange_d sworda 

Seltz swords 

All the examples of this'group possess a short tang on the 
end of the rivet plate# and they are less a specific type 
than an illustration of-a processiat work: the evolution 
of a long-rod-tang, It is suggested-that the development 
of the long tang follows as a result of casting tails left 

on swords of Vernaison type* Naue (1903#40) derived Monza 

swords from Terremare weapons which show a similar process 
(SdflundP; 939jTav*49P5), 

' 
How such a tang would'appear on a 

standard round-butted rapier is seen in an It6lianmould 
for casting such a type (ibidgTav*4996) provided 

'w' 
ith a run- 

in channel for the bronze in the centre of the butt, If this 

casting rod was not entirely broUen off the result would be that 
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seen in several Italian rapiers - Cavazzolit mentionedýabovej 
Castione (Naue#l903pTaf*XVIIq2)9 Povegliana (Pigorinipl883# 

Tav*III914)0 Cattagirone (Mosso, l908P56pTav*IVt8) and Marano 
(ibidtfig. 54) which isp, apart from the tangg a standard trapeze- 
butt 4-rivet rapiere- Although'these may have come under in- 

6 fluence from the Plemmiýo Thapeos level rapiers with'such a 
short-tang# the corresponding technological process-in France 

seems to be perceptible on, thise Seltz, swordso - 

The actual shape of the swords, varyo A true tapering rapier 
blade canýbe seen on three examplest. from the Cher at Foecy 
(2 swordst one damaged)# and the rapier from the Saone at- 
Macon (de Perry and Arcelinvl87OpPl,, XXXIXj2), Allain's 
drawings of the two former weapons (l966#487sfig. l9r5j6)t 
found recently while dredging# show that the blades are of 
narrow tapering shape with a large midriby while the butt 
contains two pulled-out (probably) rivet holes with two 
slight constrictions below* With the, short tang on the butt 
end, -one of the Poicy swords is virtually, identical to, the-. ý 
Saone at Micon weapon# and corresponds well, in lengthý(c, 63 
cms. as against, Coutil's measurement for Mhcon of 61 cmeo)o 
There seems to, be the same'decoration on all three blades - 
two incised lines on, each side of the blade following, the 
midrib and diverging at the shoulders;, Coutil's drawing is 

probably inaccurate in this respect since his cross-section, 
of the sword is wrong (1928tPl. IV928). Thereýis an interesting 

correspondence between these rapiers and the'Italian Trana 

rapier (Gastalditl876jTav. XIslt the tang is in fact much 
thinner than he shows)* Although the-latter has a keeled 

midrib it is alike in all other respects save for the long 

tang, which seems far too thin to be of any functional-useo 

The two others in this group are less similar9but both should 
be classified as swords since the blades are parallel-sidedo 

, 
The I-Iontieres weapon in Amiens Museum appears to have a short 

-tang on the narrow butt (BreuiI, l900Pfig*3t2O)p but this is 
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not certain since a-midrib-like that on some Roanoen swords 
braces the butt-iand upper blade and may have been left pro- 
jecting after'deterioration of the surrounding butte Two 

rivet holes'originally held the haft; the notches character- 
istio of the Seltz sword (fig. 5) are missingg and only a 
slight waiSting is perceptible above thqýshoulderss Little 

more can be, said about this -'it-must-remain a possible Seltz 
typep but is maybe-closely related to, nosnoen swords* 

Seltz (fig95) has all the features described abovel and in 
additiont a strong tang terminating a heavy rib on 

' 
the 

" rivet 
plates This is separated from the shoulders by 

' 
two distinct 

deep notches, possibly for rivets to supplement those still 
in the. rivet plates Parallels for this sword exist in Geneva 
Muse=; one from L'Ilep no*B*5926 differs only in the blade 
cross-eection as the midrib continuee, right down', the sword to 
the-pointo However# the butt is almost exactly the same on 
both# with the tang a little shorter on the Geneva specimens 
The other Geneva weapon conforms to much-thersame, patternp but 
uses a small unpierced plate instead of the, -Seltz, style of 
butttin this case pegs or rivets muethave been definitely 
used to hold on the hilt. The blade is long9narrowj and - 
taperingg but not'nearly as much as'Naue shows (1903pTafo 
xVII, 6); he has also omitted to show haft traces on the 
shoulderst a simple arched shape in the patina colour. Againg 
an Italian parallel can be quoted for this weapong Palazzolo 
Vercellese (Barocellipl921, fig. 6) in Torino Museuml, indicative 

of Transalpine contacts within manyýof theseýrod-tanged sword 
groups* These weapons seem to have given-rise to specific 
typesp Just as the Seltz variety is a slightly different 

version of Monza swordej with a shorter tang but otherwise 
identicale 

Monza swords 

This class of swords has been known for a considerable timep 
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and the first author to assign them to a definite type, was 
Naue (1903), who included all swords with a thin tang in 

his Type V. Dechelette accorded them the same separate status 
(19109200) but knew only a few specimens: since thent various 

authors have used "Monza swords" as an ill-defined class of 

weapons related to Rixheim swords (eg. Kraftpl927)- Coutil 
(1928) collected many of the French weapons of Monza and re- 
lated types but was unable to set them in their context either 
geographically or typologically. Sandars (1957) and 161ler- 
Karpe (1959) discussed various specimens or objects associated 
with the group; but it was only in 1964 that the swords of this 

general sort were classified as a distinct entity, by Foltinyq 

and he was more concerned with the Class B rod-tanged swordso 
particularly in Austria and Italy. 

Monza swords are similar in most respecte. to-Seltz swords, 
except for a long tang on the end of the, rivet platep which 
must have run the full length of the sword hilt and which4- 
was sometimes bent round at an angle to secure the pommels 
The sword from the Seine at Paris (fig-7) combines-all the 
features of these weaponel although it is the least known; 
in it the characteristic, rivet-plate above the shoulder notches 
is supplemented by a straight tang of circular section. This 
is a continuation of a midrib running up the centre of the bladej 

and accentuated by the channel incised into the metal each sidet 

each diverging below the shoulders. The edges are "hollow- 

ground"t but seem to have been cast in this shape, 'Bince the 

badly finished surface includes these areas and is not smooth 

as one might expect of a hammered or ground surface. This is 

again abappon which could , 
be termed either a rapier 

, 
or a 

swordp/which would probably better suit the former designation 

as it is quite narrow and light (342 grammes) and only 0.7cm- 

thick. There is no trace of hafting remains on the surface 

which is smooth and free from carbonate-9 - in fact it almost 

appears fresh from the mould -'but three lines of darker in- 
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'. 4 
laid metal meeting at the tip ofthe tang maybe suggest some 
form of pin holding the pommel made of pure copperp since the 

colour of this inlay is a dark green. 

The sword from the Sab"he at Mantoche (Kimmig91954tfig-9803; 
Moutontl954ofig-30#23) has the same cross-section as the 
foregoing weapong but differs'slightly at the shoulders 
which are more sloping. The tang is broken just abový the 
rivet plate, and it again'appears to-be a continuance of the 
raised midrib outlined with two channelog which however curve 
outwapds to end at the waisting above the shoulders. Virtually 
the same form is present in an unprovenanced sword from Epinal 
Museum# a cast of which is in the Museum at St. Germain-en- 
Laye (fig. 9), Again the tang is brokent and both rivet holes 
are pulled out instead of just one on the Mantoche weapon# 
from which it differs only in having higher shoulders with 
more distinct notches-below the rivet platel and a different 
cross-section. The lack of any channels on the lozqp a. -section 
blade may be due to the castp but the edges areholXow-ground 
like the others in the classl and the blade is parallel-sided 
for much. of its length. Coutil's driwing (1928, Pl. III, l) 
should be discounted as-quite inaccurate: this is much more 
of a sword than the rapier shape he shows. 

Two most interesting specimens remain in this group: the firstt 
from probably Upie or Maliesard (fig. 8)p is quite unlike any 
other French sword in its blade decorationp but from its general 

shape is a typical Monza weapon. Blanop who rediscov*ered the 

sword in*the drawer of a piece-of Renaitisance-fumiture in 

Valance Museum'has discussed its probable provenance (1955# 

566-8); other versions of provenance and illustrations of its 

decoration are given by Goury (1919,37-40, - figoolp2) and 
Vignard (1961943gfig. 60001)'. As the decorationIs shown 
in fig. 8 after a photograph from Valence Museum deo'cription 

is unnecessary; Blanc states that the designs are channelled 
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Imm. deep. T#e, actual butt of the sword. (below the rivet. 
plate) has a decorated lower edge cut out probably to match 
the shape of, the. former organic hilt, which was held prin- 
cipally. by, two rivets or, pegs in-cast notches in the rivet 
plate* Further strength, is added, by the strong. tangg-a 

continuation of the midrib which runs the whole length of., 
the blade and butt. The sword is unusually thick# 1 cm*j 
and with a weight of 480 gro is a much stronger weapon than 
the-Seine at Paris rapier/sword described aboveg even though 
both are the same'length. 

,, 1ý I- 

The final sword in this group of characteristic weapons Was 
dredged in 1965 from the river Cher at Bruere (Allain, 1966t 
485-79fig. l9t4)o Since it it; such an important find All ain's 
drawing has been enlarged to approximately full size (fig, 6) 
and shown next to Hundtfs enlarged drawing of the Spandau 
sword (1962, Abb-394)o The Bruere weapon is a Monza sword 
with the bottom'half of the hilt cast in bronze, and with 
the blade tang projecting from the top of this, Allain 
states that the rivets are simulatedp but in not explicit' 
about. the conctructiont except that a: emall bronze wedge 
holds this lower hilt onto the tang and'shoulders. This 
meansp if the rivets are false, that the tang is a simple 
tapering form like the Thun sword (Ifdller-Karpe#1959) with 
no rivet plate9but it definitely copies the shape of this 
in the form of the cast hilt. The bladep of which two 
fragments remainj is the same as the swords abovep but the 
midrib is outlined probably with two channels each side# and 
with three curving lines meeting'-these each sides p. Vtý, 0, tbutto 
The hilt is remarkably like that'on the Spandau swordp -with 
exactly the same angle of cutoutt the projecting shoulders, 
and bulge where the rivet plate should be. It can be assumed 
that as two of the Spandau rivets are functionalp they 

probably sit through a rivet plate inside the sword hilft 
but the original weapon is no longer in existence so this' 
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must remain uncertain; -ho-, Yeverl in other respects tli6'blade 
inside the hilt is undoubtedly of the Monza type. A midrib 
flanked by, two linest curving at the shoulderep and a char- 
acteristic Monza blade shape (SpronkhoffP19319Taf. 60), make 
this a well-nigh certain attribution to the type# supplemented 
by the end of a thin tang projecting from, the pommel end of 
the hilt. Hundt's study (1962) also shows that others of the 
"Westliche Vollgriffechwerter" belong to the Monza type 
Meissenheim (ibidlAbb*292-5) and Thun (Mdller-Beckpl959tpassim) 
both have long tangs securing the pommel; the former also 
has two rivets holding the upper butt of a Monza swordp hidden 
inside the hilt. No notches are present below the rivet plate, 
but the rivet pattern shows how these might function in a 
sword such as Mantoche or Seine at Paris (above). The hilt 
cutouts on the Meissenheim and Thun swords are of a high 
scolloped pattern, which would suit the hilt shape cut into 
the Upie/Malissard sword perfectlyl although it isnot certain 
whether the central small arched shape is visible on the swords 
A hilt of the same shape as the Bruere or Spandau examplest 
with a scolloped cutoutq would seem the most likely pattern. _ for the original_Organic haft of the Upie swordl and either 
this or the Cher at Bruere type probably copy the I 

original 
organic hilts of the whole group. The other possible cubut 
shape is the simple arched pattern# which was noted on the 
swords mentioned above from Geneva: such examples with". a 
cast hilt are those from Niffer (Hundtpl962#Abb*2ql) and, 
"Im Stadeschen" (ibidyAbb-7#3-7)* Niffer isp howeverg a 
rapier# and the other sword-is characteristic of Northern- 
tanged weapons. Some connectionýis-suggested here between 
the two tanged sword areas# especially by a flange-hilted 
sword from Kastrupp Seeland, (Sprockhofftl931#Taf-2,1)- , 
The profile of the hilt is almost exactly that-of the Spandau" 
weapon# and in addition the 4-rivet pattern# most-uncharacter- 
ýstic for a flange-hilted sword, copies the Spandau'layout. 
Added to this is a cutoutt visible in the patinap,, identical to 
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the, Spandau/Brueire form#, and a typical Monza blade cross- 
section and decorationp and the sword becomes a close co-py"" 
of the normal Monza S. E. Prench/S. German varietyf 

Thus'these Monza swords seem, to"include examples assigned- 
previously to a'quite different group ("Westliche Vollgriff- 
schwerter"; -'Holstetl942; Niller-Karpe 1955)9 with contacts 
which not only lead to the Northl'butalso into Italy# where 
four specimens of the group are known* These include Monza, 
a sword from an Urn cremation (Castelfranco#1891), with possible 
fragment's'of another; Viverone (Gastaldiql869tTav, VIIIjl; 
Campi#1888929) very like the Seine at-Paria, sword;, Torino, 
(Gastaldi1l869pTav*VIIIP3); and Cassano d'Adda-(PigoriniP19080 
142) which has a short pointed'tangg, longer, -, than'that on, -the 
Seltz swordt and cast rivet-plate' notches'like the Upie, swords 
One weapon of this type is known from Switzerlandt-from the 
bed of the Thielle. It varies by having-three rivets in the 
plate, which is further away from the butt than-normalp and 
a milled ricasso* Coutills drawing (l928jPl. IVj25Y'is'io 
bad the'sword is almost unrecognisable; a cast'of the sword 
was examined in the St. Germain Museump and was found to have 
some hilt traces visible in the material at the butt as a 
possibly simple arched cutoutq but even on a photograph from 
Zurich Museum this is uncertain. 

There is no direct dating evidence in France-for these'swords 
since none are associatedp but as mentioned above the Vernaison 
sword was found in a hoard. 'Also, the, Italian example from 
Monza comes from a cremation in an urnp set-in a cemetery, of 
10 to 12 of such vessels. 'Two swords were foundt a dagger 
with riveted tangg and two pinsp, oneýof which has a rounded 
head with three or four ribs below (Castelfrancopl891#Tav, III; 
Montelius, 18959P1*40#1-10)e 300 metres away another cremation 
cemetery was found a. year laterl and further bronzes came 
from thisp including a ring-handled dagger andýswollen-neck 
onion-headed pin. Some confusion has arisen since bothý - 
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cemeteries have been illustrated together, and various authors 
have assumed a direct association of the latter dagger and 
the more complete Monza sword. The only objects which may 
be associated with this sword are the tanged daggerl a type 

current in Bronze D and laterg and the ping which appears 
to be an example of early. 'Binningen' pins, (Kraftpl927)t 

one of which was found in the Pepinville grave (see next 
chapter)* KUller-Karpe (l959tAbb921t25)-sets these early 
Binningen pine in his Thapeos and Peschiera Stufen in Italy# 
which is parallel to his Bronze D period North of. the Alps* 
Such daggers also occur in these horizons, and do not usually 
seem to-occur after the period shown by Rixheim, and Riegsee 
swords. in So Germany, Mqller-Karpe (ibid,. Abbo23)j Hachmann 
(1956t62) and Gersbach (1962tl6ff) also date-ring-handled 
daggers to the earliest Urnfield phase inSoGermanyj whence 
they were exported from N&Italy (Gerebachtl962t Map ). 

The Vemaison hoard has been well illustrated by Chantre 
(1875 #Album, Pls. XXXIII-XXXIX) Among the, objects in this 
large hoard# presumably amassed by a hawker or-founder, are 
waisted flanged axesp palstaves of three varietiest one 
heavy-ribbed with curved profile and rounded step ridge# one 
low-ribbed of heavy construction, and the third with very 
broad bladep decorated with a circular pit at the blade top* 
Various daggers-of Late Tumulus type occurp sickles both 
round and flat knobbed, and some Late Tumulus pine with 
swollen decorated neck and conical heads. Combier (1963t 
284#figoll) would see, this as an earlier, horizon (Bronze D) 
contrasted with the, La Poype Ha A hoard which contains a 
Hemigkofen sword: and this would seem likelyp since there- 

are several parallels to be found among the Rosnoen hoards. 
The waisted flanged axe seems in an earlier horizon than 
the axes of median winged type found-at, Cannes-Ecluse Ip 

which contains two Urnfield knives (Kdller-Karpele Ha Al 
type)p a La Poype bracelet fragment and decorated sickles 
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all# it would appear# later types than the Vernaison hoard# 
But Vernaison has objects in common with the'ROanoen-hoards 
the flat-topped disc-headed pins are somewhat similar to 
those at Cannes Eclusep a collared pin at Vernaison recalls 
that at Longueville (q*v. )# torsion brace lets in all threet 
and finally a ribbed bracelet or ingot froMVernaison and ' 
Cannes-Ecluse which Gaucher and Robert call a Iburin' (1967P 
167ff)e Vernaison would thus seem to be a mixture more of 
Middle Bronze Age Tumulus types with some Urnfield elements 
included# and should thus prbbably beparalleled with Monza 
as earliest Urnfieldst MUller-XarpeIs'Br*D in Southern 
Germany (see also Sandarstl957p293)*` Since the Monza sword 
is somewhat uncharacteristic, and if the Vernaison swords 
are earlier than the former group, this would place French 
Monza swords in this horizon and later -a date which'ueem's'' 
supported by the Spandau hoard (SprockhoffPl931pTaf, 6)* 
The Erbenheim sword in this hoard would se'em. the la; est-' 
object, but not later in Germany than the earlier part of'Ha A 
(CowentlMP73-6); Butler's type IB16 and IB26 axes, in the 
hoard are common in the West (1963'957) and reported from 
France in considerable numbers (see Breuil#1905; Coutilvl921)'t 
where, they belong almo-st certainly to the Atlantic rapier 
horizon or earlier (see Briardtl965tfig*23ifig*30#bottom). 

Tirancourt swords' 

These differ from the last in only one respect# and might 
well just be considered variants of Monza swords in N. E*Francee 
Instead of a rivet plate with two holes or notches at the 
base of the tang the swords have a pair of lugs projecting 
sidewaysp or what might be considered a lozengeý-shaped plate. 
This fulfils much the same function as a rivet platet providing 
two notches withmi which the rivete'orpegs holding the haft 

must have lodgedt and the long tang, bent over at th6ýtip in 
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three caseep secured the upper part of the hilt. The 

Tirancourt sword was found with a British spearhead of basal- 

looped type and illustrates the similarity of these weapons 
to the Monza group (Francquevillet19059371 There. is 

however no midrib on the blade in Francqueville's drawing# 

although D6chelette shows one (1910, fig. 61,1)o The Ferme de 

la Colombine swordt qtherwise very like Tirancourto does 
in fact have one (Huretl931,11), although not shown in this 

author's drawing. Both swords would appear to have been 
buried in graves; no trace was recorded at Tirancourt, and 
the material of the Colombine cemetery is so mixed that Ao 

associations are viable (Sandars, 1957t96ff), The rapier/sword 
found in the Yonne at Sens recalls the shape and construction 
of the Seine at Paris Monza sword'described abovet apart from 
the'lears' forming notches at the bottom of the tang (figell)o 
Two rivets would have, been positioned in theael. 

-and 
wornj 

slightly broken hollows in the edge of theýbutt suggest that 
two more held the wings of theýhilt# as. in the. almost. identical 
Meissenheim cast-hilt sword (Hundttlq62jAbb*2#4)*--It. is likely 

with such a close correspondence of thp. two ov! qrd, bladesp that 
if not made, by the same man# they must have been very closely 
copied from each, other : the Meissenheim sword measures 74.5amst 
the Sens sword 74cmso The Trana, swordp or more probably 
rapier might be classed within-the same. prqduction of a, 
specific workshopt since it is identical morphologically to 

the Meissenheim bladet 73*5cmso in length (see above). At 

359 grammes the Sens swordl, and therefore the other twop 

is likely to be a rapiert since such light construction would 

hardly suit any strong blow with the edge oi bard material* 

The final specimen in the groupg from the Seine at Ile Sto 

Ouen is shorter than the last sword# and at 60*4 cmse is, 

near the 62 cms* average for Monza swords. The maker has 

carried on the process of casting-lowe rivet notches, seen 

on the Upie sword (above), so that there are four deep 
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depressions at each side of the tang bases-suitable for holding 
the haft, -There is the usual Monza cross-section-and decoration 
on the bladep supplemented at the butt by two extra diverging 
lines each side (fig. 10)9 below two small shallow patches* 

'These 
have been mistaken as rivet holes (Reinachpl921, tfig-117) 

d look as-if drilling may once have been started but stopped 
before any significant depth was reached; or maybe created in 
the casting* Two small nicks in the shoulders show where the 
hilt wings reached; below this is a milled ricassol shorter 
one side than the other, Some slight traces are visible in 
the patina as almost straight lines running upwards from the 
nicksi this would probably imply a hilt like that on the Cher 
at Bruere swordt or something similart with however the 
faceted tang bent over the pommell and possibly*secured by a 
small pin (cee fig, 10), 

Some connection seems likely, between this N. French-Tirancourt 
group and the Eriswellýswordt found near Mildenhall (Briscoeý, 
and Purness#1955); two rapiers'of Trumple Lisburn class were 
lying, against the blade before4t was found* The'hilt pattern 
of the sword-is very like the Ile St. Ouen weapont apart from 
the-rivet holes in the butt and the lack of a tang* But 
the two unfinished rivet holes in the French sword are sig-- 
nificant since these if completed would compare well, with 
Eriswell; however, the blade shape of the latter is close-, 
to the Tirancourt specimens The Eriewell blade cross-section 
is ribbed at the topq oval, hollow-ground at the bottom, and 
this callb to mind the format of Trump's Chelsea type (1062) 

and several French Roenoen swords. Rod-tanged swords-with- 
oval cross-sectione are however known1n France - it is the, 

predominant type in the next class of weapons - Bukovi swords. 
One-from the Seine at Villeneuve-Ste-Georgen has this sectiont 
so Eriswell could easily represent a fusion of the two methodep 
as wel1as possible influence from Roenoen swords, It is 

most probably a French import# since direct British contacts 
are known for these swords - see Tirancourtt abovet associated 
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with a British basal-looped opearheado , Trumple dating, of 
Lisburn rapiers (1962g9l-2) suggest that, they-vere current 
just before the introduction of leaf-shaped swords into-- 

Britainp which would agree with the Br. D/Ha Al evidence, for- 
Monza ewordspýbut the rod-tanged series of Bukova type, 

related to thesel are already leaf-shaped. In one casep at 
Cannes-Eclusep a Bukov& sword'is associatedvith a Rosnoen 

weapon, and in fact the Ronnoen''h'orizon (q. ý-) would best 

suit the date of these rod-tanged Class A sw6rdst ' 

Bukova swords 

As stated above, these weapons haveýin commonýan ovalýcross- 
section# hollow ground at, the-edgesl contained, in. a parallel 
aided blade with fairly dull pointj or in a leaf-shapedýblade. 
The most individual feature of the group-is. a short tang, in 
the case of French weapons normally hammeredýinto, a neck above 
the buttp and ending in a. small flat plate with a straight-, 
end (fig*13)s This seems the onlyzethod of hafting except 
for two swordsp one of which has two rivets in the butt(probably 
from the Seine) and-the other a long tangg the--full length of 
the hilt (Seine at Villeneuve St. -Georgeopfig. 12)o, A sword 
from the Rhoftne'at Grigny shows the most typical features , 
(Chapotatll96496); it is'etrikingly close to the tang shape 
of the sword in the MoA. N.. at St. Germain (fig-13)-', The 
ricasso was probably milled qn, this last sword# and, there 
is a possible faint cutout shape perceptiblep but this is--- 
impossible to affirm as I have only seen a plaster cast of 
the weapon*, It is likely that theýsword was leaf-shaped since 
the ýast is enlarged towards theýbreakj and-the Saone, at 
Fedry swor'd-is definitely slightly leaf-shaped (Millotte, 

1958tPl*VI#71; ' 1q63P332qPl. Lj'4). ', That from''Villeneuve-St. - 
Georges is straight-sided (fig*12) while the M: de 1'Homme 

sword is straight or very, olightly-leaf-shaped so, 'little- 
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that, it, is difficult to tellp the blade expansion no more 
than/l mm, which may be the, result of sharpening. The 
sword also has a milled ricassol and along with the rivets 
still in the butt and the small tang above the diamond-shaped 
plate it seems an unusual hybrid weapon*- 

This type is, well represented in, other countries, Two 
swords are known from Switzerland: onep from 'Auvernierl 
(in the Laboratoire d'Anthropologie Prdhistorique at 
Rennes) is markedly leaf-shaped, oval, in section# with a 
round section tang and oval tang plate; the-other$ from 
Diepoldsau is known to me only by a photograph of a cast in 
the-Landesmuseum, Zurich* Its tang has the 'dimpling' 
resulting from being hammered and the tang-plate is pierced 
with a rivet hole; these support a straight bladeof oval 
section. One is-known. from Italyt Ste Martin de Corlean 
(Barocelli#1921,49-520figoa) which is leaf-shaped# has a 
lozenge section#-outlined blade at-the bottomq and a round 
section# but otherwise typical tang* The Bukov& swordt from 
the Czechoslovakian/Austrian border is very like the Diepoldsau 
weaponp but with an-incised line following the blade hollow 
grinding# wlich stops before milled ricassi. According to 
Saldova (l96lp7O3vobr. '246tlO) it comes from a grave of earliest 
Urnfield (Bronze D) date. One sword is knownt probably from 
Hungaryt and now in the British Museum. It is a most'im- 
preseive weapont"leaf-shapedg decorated like the Bukova 

sword - two lines diverging at the milled, ricassit one of 

which outlines-, the complete blade with more decoration by 

the ricassi of four broad deeply chiselled concentric semi- 

circles', The tang is flanged by'hammeringt and the cross- 

section oval hollow groundp being quite close to the rest of 
the swords in the group. The only other sword known to me 
is from Baierdorf in Austria (Pittioni#1954tAbb-307005t294; 

Bayer91931ITaf-I-III; XUler-Karpetl9599Abb. 22t1O)y and this 

most resembles a Class B rod-tanged swordl'but with a BukOvd\ 

type tang. Mii1ler-Karpe's Baierdorfer Stufe is his classic 
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Brpnze D typet along with Riegsee swords, etc. and this 

sword, found with a Baierdorf type flange-hilted knife# must 
b'q'ý"of thia date. 
1W 
,V The 

I 
hnal, sword in this group is from Francej'found-in'ihe 

'/'Cannes-Ecluse Hoard-I (GauchertRoberttl967tl69, fig*24tl)t 

along with# inter aliat a Rosnoen sword butt. This hoard' 
has been extensively discussed under Roonoen swords:, and 
a conclusion of a probably Ha Al date was reached* The 

sword# a broken Bukova specimen, has been left'to now to 
discuss because of its similarity to the Baierdorf-weapon - 
both butts have the faceted swelling characteristic of Class 
B1 and B2 swords, although the tang on the Cannes-Ecluse 
example seems-normal in other respects. The blade is the 
average oval hollow ground sectiong and above the milled 
ricassi the former cutout line of the, hilt can be"seen in 
the patina# This is not a high arched shape-like Monza 
swords but is similar to the cutout seen on two Rixheim' 
swords (qvo)l possibly Courtavanttand KressbronnO 

These swords are most numerous. in Prancet and in the Seine 
area are probably related to Tirancourt weapons: both have 
the diamond dhape tang plate. In fact this sort of cross- 
current can be seen all through rod-tanged swords/rapiers 
of Class A, and the *types' set out above are only a guide 
to the classification of technological features. Much 

more important to the user would have been the relative 
weights or balance of the weapon he Was handling, and the 

particular internal construction of its haft 6nly of import 

to the bronze founder, But by performing such a classification 
based on a possible typologyt it has been possible to date 

some of these swords relative to each other. The Vernaison- 

Seltz-Monza-Tirancourt groupop all of which seem to have 

close linksq cang as seen abovel be assigned a date within 
the span of the Late Middle Bronze Age into the early Urnfield 

period# i, e, Bronze D# Ila All under a Geman chronology. 
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Possibly there are implications of an earlier datep parallel 

with oval-aection (Class II) Atlantic trapeze butt rapiersp 

from the Eriswell find and maybe Tirancourt. And perhaps 

the similarities of the cast-hilt Monza swords (former-later 

'"westliche Vollgriffschwerter") with cast-hilt trapeze-butt 

rapiers also suggest this* The Class A rod-tanged. swordo 

certainly continued into Ila Al as seen abovet in the leaf- 

shaped Bukova formp which may draw its shape either from im- 

ported Urnfield weapons (Erbenheiml'etco) or Class B rod- 
tanged swords, Certainly, this was an important type ofý 

sword in E* France and Italyt reflecting the same sort of 

narrow-butted tradition of sword manufacture seen in the 

West in Rixheim and Rosnoen weaponap and paralleling the 

blade shapes of these, Th&y also point to a considerable 
movement of trade or contact, from. Italy and Hungaryp through 

France; in one case to the British Icleat and in another 
to Denmarkj and their presence in East France and Italyt for 

long unrecognisedg goes far to explain the lack of other 
characteristic sword types in the areas These swords seem 
to have been a native French developmentp with a traceable 

growthl and a widespread distribution. 
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ROD-TANGED SWORDS, CLASS B 
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ROD TANGED'SIVORDSi CLASS'B 

The'nomenclature of these weaponsp and the division into 
Clams A (Monza and related swords) and,, -B (leaf-shaped)"follows 

the writer's study of these (1965junpublished); the Class B 
division into B1 (club-pommel) and B2 (hook-pommel) has also 
been retained.. The swords of this type from France are\as 
follOW8490 

Clan a, B1 

Aime (Savoie) 

around Annecy (11. -Savoie) 
Cannes Ecluse'(Se-et M. ) Hoards'ý I and II# blade fragments 
Donges (L. -Atl, ) (fige 1 
Longueville (S. -et-M, ) Hoard possible blade fragment 
"Royaumont (S--et--Q. )II Possible specimen 
Sadne at Chalon (H. -'Sa6ne) 
Seine at Bligay (fig*ý 2) 
Seine at Corboil (Essonne) (fig: 3), 
Seine at Paris 

maybe Seine at Paris '(fig*4) 

Seine at Villeneuve-Sto-Georgee M. A. K. (fig, 5) 
Seine at Villeneuve St. - Georges 
'France' (fig. 6) 
Provenance unknown, M: Langres (fig-7) 

Class B2 

Clans (Alpee-Maritimes) 
r6pinville (Moselle) (fig. 8) 

These swords have been given very little attention# eiýpiqially 
in Francep but, mention was made of them by Ddchelette (1910p 

201) and Coutil (1928), after Naue's classification of a. 11 

rod-tanged swords in his Type V(1903)- "Only one study'ý'O 
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date has been specifically devoted to Class B swords: these 
formed the majority of Foltiny's publication of various N. 
Italian and Austrian specimens (1964)- Sandars (1957tpassim) 

has discussed some examples from Prancep and Muller-Karpe (1959) 

has made passing mention of a few. 

The common features of the B1 class swords in France are 
best seen in the specimens from the Seinel from Bligny and 
Corbeil (figs. 20), All the swords are leaf-shapedp with a 
lozenge shaped hollow-ground sectiontand -all havel or had 
originallyt a long tang with'a thickened pommel above a more 
or less thickened butt. ' All the swords except Annecy (COUtilt 
l928v35tPl*IVt12 inaccurate drawing) which is in any case an 
untypical weaponp have rivet holes in the shoulders# and these 
seem to represent the main method of securing_the hiltt although 
it is possible that the pommel played some part. This pommelp 
in all cases examined in the hand, is faceted into an octagonal 
cross-sectiong and the tang below has in most cases been'ham- 
mered into a square sectiong about 0.5cm. across. The ham- 
mering is visiable on many as a $dimple' running up the tan9t 
as seen also on Bukova' swords (see above)* Below this# the 
butt of many of the swords ig formed into a bell-shaped 
thickening, and again factedp usually octagonal (fig*6) al- 
though on others the tang thickens gradually to the shoulders* 

Some variation existo in the length of the complete specimensy 
the shortest being 45 cme- and, the longest 58.2 cms, *(Seine 

at Villeneuve-St64eorges M. A*N*j fig-5)t which is by no means 
a long sword - in fact the average length is just under 50 cmx* 
The swords are rarely decoratedp apart from the faceting on 
the pommell and the only weapon with lines engraved, on the 
blade is the example from Aime (Savoie) with three'outlines 
(Vignardeletter of lO. XItl964 and full-size drawing). Thio 
is however a most uncharacteristic weapon, although. with most 
of the basic features of aB1 sword, Several of. 'the swords 
have ricassip a blunted edge above the area of hollow-grinding 
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and below the wings of the former hilt; but milling is un- 

common (seen only on the Aime awordp above) and the edge has 

merely been left unsharpened. 
. 

Wn r One slightly less typical example is at present in the ee 
de l'Ardeep unprovenancedq but possibly from the Seine (fig-4)0 

It differ's from others of thin Seine group by being more 

parallel-sided in the bladejonly slightly leaf-shapedg and by 

having a hexagonal tang below a narrower pommel than uBualo 
It resembles two sworde reported by Poltiny (1964rAbb-10t 
Abb. 2#4) from Auntrial but is not greatly dissimilar from 

others of the Seine area. 

All the other Prench swordog as mentioned# are strongly leaf- 

shaped# with the widest part of the blade quite near the points 
d an ogival profile to the blade. The blade profile is quite 

dissimilar to Urnfield leaf-shaped swordet which tend to have 
a ehallowery more elegant swing to the edgesp contrasting with 
the somewhat 'squat' B1 shape* This is caused presumably by 

a desire of the makers to push the heaviest point of the sword 
as far down the blade an possible: so far in facts that to at- 
tain a sharp point the edges below the widest part are almost 
straight* Above the widest part they are slightly concavel 
again almost straight; the format makes a very efficient sword 
for close fighting, with a good slashing and thrusting blade* 
This use is manifest in the croes-sectiong withbroad hammered 

cutting edges widening towards the points and a ridged mid- 

section. Several of those fromtthe Seine have blades of 0*95ems* 

thick# and it was a practice to make the blade thicker towards 

the widest part - this is seen in the sword from Lang 
, 
res 

Museuw, (fig-Vt which is 0,74 cma. thick at the ricas-so, and 
0.9 cmse at the broadest part of thoblnde. This would suitýý 

a slashing'swordl and is not the practicO in Class A ro'4-tanged 

weapons which are closer to rapiars. rive swordol varying 
from 45 cma. to'50 ems-9 average in weight 445 gramme6,,,, '(lIghtest 

i 
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420 gr*# heaviest-455 gr. ) j -. -, Just, under a pound., With this 

weightp and the construction of heavy tip, wide sharp cutting 
edge and wicked-pointj they must have made fine weapons; they 

sit well"in the hand, even, without a-hiltq and balance well* 

A few of 
, 

these swords show traces of the former organic hiltt 

and the, shape of the cutout* The best example is that. in the 
Blackmore Museump Salisbury (fig. 6) from Prance (no closer 
provenance)l,., which shows a high arched 

, 
cutout familiar. on 

Class A rod-tanged swords* The top of the cutout-reached Part 
of the. way up the faceted butt# andthe wings would, have been 
held, by the rivets in 

, 
the 

, shoulders* Exactly this shape 
seems visible 

, 
on the sword,, from Bligny (fig*2)g and$ from 

further afield# on those from Brugg, Switzerlýmd (Heierlit 
1888, Taf, 21#8) and on most of-the B2 swords (see below)* There 
are some, possible traces of the hilt on the Corbeil sword (fig* 
3)tbut it. is difficult to make out the exact shape*. Thus it 
seems1likely that some contemporaneity with Class A swords is 
likely for these weaponrip or at, least that they both used 
similar hilt cutouts* 

one ewordj_from. Dongeol ca3-ls_for commentp sinceit, 'presents some puzzling technological features as well as being the 
most westerly sword found so far* The tang is broken (figol) 
and the sword covered in a very heavy bottle green layer of 
carbonates; but, despite thedamage the cross-section is evident# 
and one rivet remains in the shoulder* At some time the tang 
has been drilled across its width_just, above the bell-shaped butt, 
and sawn off, at. an angle across the hole so produced (figelp 

close up-of tang); or else the tang was originally cast in this 
shape* On the angled surface of the tang is a layer of grey 
metalp which has resisted the heavy green concretions, and it 

appears to be leado The, whole feature has the appearance ofý 
a Isolderedt joint# as if the surface had been prepared# and 
the tang joined onto it by means, of the grey metal. Modern 

soft solder is composed of lead and tin in varying proportionsp 
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depending on'the usel both-, metals would probably have been 

available to, the-makers of theselswordsp although lead did 

not come into general use until after this period. An an- 
alysis of the sword from Blignyjcommunication from M. J, 
Marechal) showed that the tin content varied from 10% - 1295%, 
but there'Vere only traces of lead* 'The analysis of the, Class 
A- Monza sword from the Seine at, Paris (Brown and Blin-Stoylep 
1959#2pno*9) showed much the same results, but with more lead 
content -0623% (tin 9*4%)* So there seems no direct evidence 
for the use of, lead in these swordep althopgh it is likely 
that metallic tin was known, Howeverg in the P6pinville 
grave (see below)#'Beaupri (1902,52) reports small platesof 
Opotin' - Larousse UniverseIII, (1923)t explains this as "Nom 
de divers alliages do cuivres etain# pt plombt potin jaune; 
potin grie", ' Since Beaupr6 and Keune (1903#476) both make ,a distinction between these small, plates of Opotin', and bronze 
it is likely that they could be pieces of tin or lead; 'potin' 
in everyday use means pewter* 

Drescher (1958) does mention soldering as'a techn iquel but 
nowhere in use as early as thisp since 'running-on' (LIber- 
fangguss) was the normal-method of repair: it is seen on many 
bronze swords# especially in later horizons* So without 
specialised examination and ani%ly6ia of the grey metal on this 
join the possibility of a sojda, 4-4a joint must remain uncertain 
in any case there is no guarantee that it is contemporary 
with the manufacture of the sword# or even modem* Such a 
join would not be very strong in use, which is presumably why 
it is-not complete at the present day# but still the interest- 
ing possibility of this being an example of early soldering 
remains, V 

The origins of these weapons appear to lie in Italyq as already 
discussed (1965tunpublished),, The earliest swords typologically 

are the specimens from Arco and Dimaro (Campipl888pTav*III#lj2) 

with straight bladest plain butte# and apparently turned-over 
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tang ends: Ahis may have given rise to the thickened pommel* 
The blade cross-section is already like the later leaf-shaped 

wiaponsl, there are several'swords'which would serve as typ- 
ological intermediaries in Italy and Austria# mostly-with 
the characteristic cross-section and pommel (Some in'Foltinyp 
1964), If the"origins are in-Italy, the type I soon ipread, and 
was transmitted over large distances* Eleven are known from 
Italy, four from Switzerland$ maybe three from Austridl one 
or two from South Germanyp one from Hungary'(the Lianyos 
hoard)#, one-from Britainj and fifteen from Francel some of 
which are untypical weapons, -This'speaks for alively trade 
across the Alpsj supported 

' 
also by the distribution of. Class 

A swoidel and mainly between'Prance and, Italy, This would, 
in fact lie across the 

* 
main So German/E*Prench (Saibne/Rhone 

valley) distribution seen for many of the late Middle Bronze 
Age/Early U=field bronzes (e'*'go ankletst collared and ribbed 
pins; Sandars, 1957oMap V#VI, etc. ). A somewhat similar 
pattern is seen in the spread of various daggers from Italy 
(Gersbachol962)9 but directed furtherý east: in two or possibly 
three cases rod-tanged swords may be associated with the 
ring-handled variety# IIC, 

one sword mentioned above is known from Britaing found in the 
Thames at London, and in now in the Guildhall Matseumpno*59 
(information and drawing C* Burgess). s. It is similar to the 
French specimens in most respects but is broken at the butt# 

and unlike most from further southp has a milled ricassoe 
Both rivets have been, pulled out and the blade is nicked 
towards the pointo which is duller than normal with these 

weaponsp suggesting some use# possibly dropped in action as 
it is obviously not a votive deposit* This single French 

export compares with the Briewell Class A sword# and the finds 

of British spearheads in NoPrance (Briardl953)#,,.,. one, with a 
Class A sword at Tirancourt; these weapons hare'obviouely 

part of the extensive crose-channel trade. all'through the, 

Bronze Ages 
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Class B2-swords 

These are identical to Bl swords except. fora pommel in 

the shape of a large open hookj faceted octagonally (fig-8). 

Two examples only are known from Francel and only eight 

overall --two from Italy# three from Switzerlandl one from 

Egypt* An, Italian sword shows the-best typological antecedenti 
from Castelleto (Montelius. l895, I, P1,33j8)p a straight-bladed 
weapon with uniform section tangl bent to-form a hook* All 

the swords-except this specimen are leaf-shaped and most ap- 

pear to have the characteristic Class B cross-section. 

Little can be said about. the fragments of a B2 sword from. 
Clans# found in a hoard (Gubbhardgl9ll, 733-9)t,, i3ince"on: Ly,, the 
thin tang and pommel# and three segments of blade 

' 
remain*__, 

Most of the objects in the hoard are broken; these include a, 
heavy ribbed pin with flat cone headg a 4-riveted daggerg a 
flat-tanged riveted decorated knife# 

' 
the central part of, 

probably a median-winged axel and bracelet fragments, These 

will be discussed latero 

The P6pinville sword (fig-8) was in an inhumation grave 
(Beauprep1902,52; Keunesl903q475-6jPlJ=; Sandars, 1957,127-9, 
173-4) and the finds included a flat-tanged 2-rivet knifepan 

early small-headed Binningen pin, 
_tweezersq, 

a tiny bronze 

model of a duckj the top of a headless ribbed ping and varioua 
bronze cylindrical beads and small, platesp some of grey metal 
(described above)e This sword is a typical B2 weapon# save 
for the two pairs of 'ears' surrounding the break in the 

, 
tang: 

these call to mind the same feature on the Ile St. Ouen_Claos 

A weapon (see previous chapter). This is a_. not uncommon 

characterictic on Class 13 swords., as it is seen on two B1 

examples from Italy (Naue, 1903, Taf. XVII99; Castelfranco, 1913P 

Tav*VIIjl)j both with two ears in the centre of the tang* It 

will be remembered that Tirancourt swords of Class A have 

such a diagnostic featurej and Bukova weapons use the same 
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device to hold on the tangý(see previoUs Chapter). - This 
suggests a contemporaneity for at least some of Class B 

swords with those of the Tirancourt and Bukova types. 

The Pbpinville grave has been-discussed by Sandars (19579, 
127-9,173-4) and it is just one of a series of associations 
for Class B swords. She would date'it by the knife and the 
Binningen pin to her Late Bronze I and Late Bronze II transý 
itiong that is, the end of Period V9 or Br*D'in So Germany. 
It is interesting to notep and also surprisingl'thatUth 
the knife and the pin are typologically earlier than'the finds 
in the Nenzingen grave (Cowen#1955; Abb. 2) and earlier than 
Wollmeshkim and Erbenheim (ibidqTafolqjAbb*4)# containing the 
earliest type of flange-hilted leaf-shaped sword. This date 
is certainly at variance with the current view of the spread of 
leaf-shaped blades on swordsp held to have spread from primary 
areas in SoGermany or further east (CowenslMM), But the 
rest of the dating seems to support this view, considered bellow* 

]Relative Date, Clans B 

The relative date, it seems clear, "from the above#-of, the 
repinville sword9 is contemporary with some Kenzingen swords: 
earlier than the Nenzingen gravel but laterp Sandars says (19579 
174) than the Riegsee Nenzingen sword with flange-hilted knife* 
This would equally apply to-Memmelsdorf (Cowen#l955jAbb. 1)* 
Now such flange-fiilted knives are a characteristic form of 
MUller-Karpele earliest Urnfieldsq particularly in the E. Alpine/ 
Bavaria area (1959gAbb. 22923)p and one of these is the Baier- 
dorf type (ibidj133035ff). A tanged sword is known from the 
Baierdorf cemeteryg already referred to as having a Bukova type 
tang; it was found with a flange-hilted knife of this type 
(Bayerp19311209-212tTafsI-III). Apart from its Bukova tangg 

the sword shows features in common with Class B swordsp namely# 

a similar cross-section, and bell-shaped buttp and thus seems 
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related* This weapon would therefore date to BrD, and by 

association, the Class B group likewise* A similar date is 

probable for a likely Bl sword known from, the N*Italian 

cemetery of Canegrate (Rittatoretl954)fi'9.139'Tav. XIItXIXt 
92) found below a broken urn with vertical channelled decor- 

ations along with an engraved tore and a-pin reminiscent of 
Late Tumulus typeln Hagenau but with poppy-pin type shaft 
decorations This might suggest an early Urnfield dateg and 
there is a ring-handled dagger elsewhere in the cemetery$ 
comparable to that from Monza (Gersbach#1962#passim)o A simple 
probably Class B sword with broken tang is known from Cremona 
(XUller-Karpevl959pTaf. 8q#l9): this too seems to date to his 
Peschiera level in N*Italyp which parallels Bronze D North and 
East of the Alpse 

Within the specifically Prench"findsp there seem to, be three, 
fragments of blades from hoardsl two of'which-are discussed 
under Roonoen swords (qtv, )* In the Cannes-Ecluse Hoard II - 
(GaucherpRobert#1967tl87, figi44,12) is-a definite fragment of 
Class B blade# with a selection of objects-'representative-of 
those in Hoard I, but in addition there was found a bronze 
greavee This is the only piece of armour of definite early 
Urnfield date in Prance# and'it lies inthe same,, horizon as 
Iloard I, with fragments of Rosnoent Bukovap and possibly 
Cla . so B'swordst With the certain attribution of a greave to 
the bronze plate with wire rim and boas decorationg other 
bronze plate in finds suggests that many more may be body ar-, 
mourg mostly of a later date# e. g. Boutigny (A. de Mortillett 
1908)* The horizon of both these boards shouldp by comparison, 
be that of the La Poype hoardl containing fragments, of a Hemig- 

kofen swordt in other words a likely S. German date of Ha Al. 

The Longueville hoardl. %vith a possible piece of Cli6s B blade 
(Lamsrrevl945, fig-, 4#-l9) includedg and a notched R69noen sword 
butt, is discussed under the Iatter type. It'corresP'onds to 

much the same horizonqýor somewhat'earlier than the lia Poype 
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hoardp by the presence, of a collared, pint anklet. fragments 
of varying dates, and a flat riveted tang for a knifep. of 
an earlier form than, the round tang., and rivet variety found, 
in Cannes-Ecluse I (GaucherpRobertpl967pfig! 23olp2)*-, 

The only other hoard with a Class B2 t3word is that from Clans# 
described above* It fits into this pattex-A of hoardal although 
geograDhically remote, in Alpes-Maritimesp and is directly 
comparable with the find from La Poype (Chantreol875tAlbumt 
P1.29-32). The same flat-heabd collared pin occurst and median 
winged axe# but the bracelets (Guebhard, 1911, figs*5-14) are 
best compared with an identical fragment from Windsbach (Killer- 
Xarpepl959#Taf*155jA)j a hoard which also contains a Rosnoen 
swordp mid-winged axesq and heavy palstavee MUller-Karpe 
equates several similar hoards with his Br*D in Bavaria (ibidy 
147) including the Stockheim find (ibidlTaf. 156-8) which con- 
tains inter alia early Binningen pinst a collared ping Publy 
and mock torsion braceletol mid-winged axesp anklets both in- 
cised and ribbedg a two-rivet flat tanged knife fragmentg 
fragments of probably Roanoen Class B (ibid, Taf-156#77) and 
Rixheim or Monza swordsp and a small bronze model of a duckp 
as in the P6pinville grave. 

Thus a whole horizon of hoards gives a date for these Class B 
swords of ProD/Ila Alp both in Italy (Peschiera level) and in 
E. Prance/B. Germany. It has emerged that Class A and Class B 
swords# despite very different constructions for quite different 
modes of attack, are in large part contemporary; and that both 
occur alongside Hoenoen and Rixheim swords. Perhaps an even 
more significant conclusion is that leaf-shaped swords seem to 
have evolved in the west at an earlier date than the first leaf- 

shaped sword imports from Germany: in fact it may well be that 
Italy or France first produced this technological featiýre 

which had such a wide vogue. 'It would go a long way, towards 

explaining the 'sudden' appearance of leaf-shaped swords in 
Europey or what has been thought sudden among, flange-hilted 

ýj 
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swords until the present time. Apart from explaining the 
lack of swords hitherto in W. Italy of early Urnfield datel 
these Class B weapons by their distribution pattern (fig. 9) 
illustrate a somewhat different trade route than usually 
figures on maps of Br. D/Ha Al bronzes* The co-existence 
with eastern Atlantic swords (Rosnoen type) is illustrated* 
apart from the hoards, by the example from the Thames; but 
that they were also part of a large weapon complex in the 
Circumalpine / Wrench /SoGerman area is evident by cross- 
contacts in many associated findsp particularly founders' 
or tinkerst hoards. 
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RIXHEIM SWORDS 

The following specimens are known from France: 

Courtavant (Aube) (fig. 1) 
Entzheim (Bas-Rhin) (fig. 2) 
Gugney-sous-Vaudbmont(M. -et-11. ) Grave? (fig-3) 
prob. Gugney-sous-Vaud6mont(M. -et-M. )Grave? (fig-4) 
Heidolsheim (Bas-Rhein) 

Ile Kley (Yonne) 
Pilon at Cheix (L-All) f isr. g; I 
Pr6poux (Yonne) Grave? (fig. 6) 
Rixheim (H-Rhin) Grave (fig-7) 
Sa6ne at Chaugey (C. -d'Or) (fig. 8) 
Sabne at Gu6. d'Apremont - Montrichier 
(H-Saone) (fig. 9) 
Saone at Triantoche(H-Saone') (fig. 10) 
SaJ^Dne at Montseugny (11-Babne) (fig. 11) 
Sa6ne/Rh6ne (fig. 12) 
Saone nround St. Georges (Rh6ne) 
Saxon-Zion M-et-M. ) 
Seine (fig-13) 
Vaux - et - Chantegrue(Doubs) (fig-14) 
Vilaine at Rennes (I. -et-V. ) (fig-15) 
Wittelsheim (H-Rhin) Grave (fig. 16) 
Yonne? (fig. 16) 
Provenance unknown M. Abbeville 
Provenance unknown British Museum (fig-17) 

probably Rixheim aworde: 

Amiens (so=e) 

Sabne? 
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Find Circumstancest-Yive swords have been found in, graves; 
the rest, are single findsp many-as a result of dredging 

in the rivers. 

Form: The normal bladeýshape is straight-sided or slightly 
tapering# with a point which appears fairly roundedl 
not sharply pointed likel say$ trapeze-butted rapiers. 
The hilt would have been fixed by three or occasionally 
four rivets which are set in tr4angular pattern in a 
rounded extension of the blade. Below thiol on at least 
10 of the. 25 swords known from France, is a milled 
ricassol presumably to prevent the fingers being cut 
when handling the sword., There is incised decoration 
on 17 of these weapons and in 13 cases this takes the 
form of two parallel lines running alongside the 
central blade rib or ridge# and diverging at the butt 
above the ricassi. In most instances this pattern is 

supplemented by one or two additional curving lines 
at the buttp forming a chevron pattern, 

The cross-section of the blade varies from a'plain 
lozenge shape on undedoratdd sworda (fig. 11) and a 
complex lozenge section on some decorated specimens' 
(figs-7#80) to that shown in fig-4t' the sword probably 
from Gugneyt which has a strong rounded midrib with 
thinner edges to the blade, There are various degrees 
between these shapes, because the incised decoraiion 

makes it difficult to delimit one typP,,. from another 

- for examplet a lozenge section blade with outlined 
central ridge appears to have a low central rib 
(Rixheim, fig-7). A different croso-section entirely 
is seen on two swords - Pr6poux (fig. 6) and Seine (fig. 

13) where a pointed oval configuration with hollow- 

ground edges is used. This immediately calls to mind 
Roonoen swordep come of which are found in the came 
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area as these two Rixheim. weapons; the same applies 
to the doubtful sword from Amiens (Breuil, 1900#fig-3, 
16)o In at least ten cases sharpening is carried 
out by hammering, forming the hollowed edges seen 
in the blade sections (referred to above), but thic 

again is often difficult to determine because of 
heavy concretions of river material on many of the 

swords. When it does occur its nearest parallel 
(io0o in most common., - use) is found on rod-tanged 
swords, 'qhich chare much of the same area-of distribut- 
ion and are of the same dateo 

The Rixheim Dwords are longer than most, contemporary 
types Of Urnfield weapons, the average of 13 classic 
examples with decoration and ricassi being 65-8cm* 
while an average of 20 IIa flange-hilted swords quoted 
by Cowen (1955#64) was 61cm. 146" must be remembered 
also. that flange-hilted swords have full-length hiltst 
while the Rixheim butt could have reached halfway UP 
the organic haft at the most. The other French weapons 
are normally shorter in lengthp perhaps because of 
Rosnoen sword influence4 in any case the average 
length, including these, is 61.6 cm. t still longer 
than Renzingen swordsl plus the extra length mentioned 
above, The longest sword is that whose provenance 
is unknown (presumed France) in the Britich Museum 
72-5cm.; the ahortestj at 4695emo is Prepoux - this 

can only ever have been a few centimetres longert 

even allowing for the break (figs*17; 6), 

Three of the swords show marks of haftingp due to 

the fomation of copper-carbonatee around thd areas 

which formerly were covered with organic, mate'r' ,' 
ialso 

Courtavant (figq. 1) and Pr6poux (fil;. 6) show tAm 

best; but minor traces are visible on Yonne (fig-16) 
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and possibly Sa6ne/Rh6ne (fig,, 12)'* The Prbpoux 
sword shows what appears to be a semicircular cutoutp 
with flat ends on the wings of the haft$ like con- 
temporary Riegsee swords in the Eastern part of 
Europe (Holstetl953#Taf. 13)- It is difficult to 
make out the exact shapel but the terminals may be 
angled downwards in the centrep similar to the Riegsee 
pattern. Parruzot (19519195-6) suggests that the 
trace of the scabbard mouth can also be seent and in 
fact a line is visible across the bottom of the semi- 
circleo Equally interesting are the remains on the 
other side of the swordl lower down the blade# where 
a strip pattern can be seen which suggests remains 
of scabbard binding or loopsq most probably'of leathero 
The hilt cutout is fainter but still visible on this 
aide as, a roughly semicircular pattern# again with 
straight 16, vter edges. The concretions on the Court- 
avant sword (figol) are somewhat more difficult to 
interpretp since't'here is no clear demarcation of 
the bottom of the hilt wings. Comparison of figol 
and Sandars' (1957) Plate V should be made$ as the 
lighting in the two photographs is from different 
angles. I would suggest that there is equal probab- 
ility of the hilt cutout being: straight-bottomed 
as the shape shown by Sandars (l957jfig--20tl)9 since 
examination in the hand did not clarify the matter 

eithero The importance of the hilt cutout shape 
is that there might be some connection with rod-tanged 

and Rosnoen swordep if the drawing shown by Sandars 

is correct. One rod-tanged sword with a cast-hilt 
from the Cher at Brubre (qov. ) shows an arched cutoutp 

and this shape is known on others of this type# ouch 

as the cast-hilt sword from Spandau (Hundttl962tAbb. 

M)o 
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The only clear indication that at least come Rixheim 

swords had an arched cutout comes from a sword outside 
Francep in Germany. It was found in a grave at 
KresBbronn withl inter alial a cast-hilt dagger whose 
hilt cutout is arched in the same way as Sandars showe 
the Courtavant sword, and with a 3-rivet (triangular) 

configuration (Wochertl965, Abb 2,2). The sword itself 

shows marks of baftingp and the cutout is arched in 

an ogival curve with a profile much like the swords 
from Spandau and Stuttgart-Wangen (Wocherjl965pAbb 2p 
1; 11undtjl9629Abb 3,4-8). In this case, thereforet 
there is some connection between Rixheim and rod- 
tanged swords, and correspondingly the French Rixheim 
weapons may follow this example in sharing hafting 
features with the other sword type. - 

Although Sandars (1957987) has divided Rixbeim swords 
into 3 main types, it is not proposed to follow this 
schemot since only 2 of Type III and possibly 3 of 
TypL, ,I occur in France. 

There is such variation within tbe'French swords 
that some sort of differentiation between the decor- 
ated 'classic' Central East French specimens and the 
scattered simple weapons might be valid. These latter 
swords might represent local copies as against the 
more sophisticated Urnfield weapons; Sandars' scheme 
only includes the latterg but does not allow for a 
great deal of variation within these# in cross- 
section and decoration. 

Two unusual swords call for mention - Sa6ne at 
Mantoche (fig. 10) and Pilon at Cheix (fig-5); both 
these show features not usually associated with 
Rixheim swords. The first, Mantochet has two 

notches in place of the lower rivet holesl and these 
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may have held rivets. But similar notched constrictions 
occur on some rod-tanged swords where they are not 
necessarily used as seatingsfor rivetst although-in 
cases demonstrably are so used. There is also a 
considerable resemblance to, the Monza sword from 
Torino (McArdlejl965, P1 1#2) whichl howeverl has 
a long narrow tang above the rivet plate pierced 
with a single rivet. The Pilon sword (fig-5) is 

more definitely associated witb-rod-tanged groups, 
since it has a short tang above the usual 3-rivet 
butt. There is a centraImidrib on the bladeldiverg- 
ing at the buttl but the blade is parallel-oidedp 
nothing like Dbchelette's illustration (19101fig. 611 
6). Swords like thisq-with a chort tangg may give 
come idea of the evolution of a long rod-tang; and 
that on the Pilon sword looks like a, casting tail 
left on and finished to a blunt point to strengthen 
the hafting. A quite similar weaponp with three 
rivets and a longer rod tang, is know from the Thielle 
river in Switzerland (IIcArdle9l965pPl. III9 1). This 
again stresses the connections between these two 
sword types, 

Distribution: The group is confined in general to central 
East Francep with a smaller group in the Yonne/Seine 

area. There is one from the Somme district# one 
from the Vilaine in Brittany, and the last from the 

river Pilont in Loire-Atlantique (fig. 18). The 
diminution in numbers further away from the East of 
France corresponds with their distribution in other 
countries; the most numerous finds are from Switzer- 
land and Central and Southern Germany (Sprockhoffp 

1934(b), Abb 1; Gersbachl KimmigP1948/50; Holotel 

1953,53tTaf l8jKarte 5; flundt, 1958tAbb 2; Kimmigt 
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1964, Abb 4; 
, 

Bonnamourp 1966). These maps have been 

complicated by Kraft's grouping of the Monza and Rix- 

heim swords together (19279passim)p so that many of 
the finds cannot be included. All of these Monza 

group finds have been deleted from the French map 
(fig-18)p and this reduces the numbers somewhatj since 
all the authors citedt even Bonnamour# have followed 
Kraft's scheme unhesitatingly. In factl these French 

swords represent western offshoots from the main areas 
of productiont and are associatedýwith the-spread of 
Urnfield groups in East France* Outside this area 
the usual pattern of imported swords into the other 
regions of France can be seen: in the Somme area and 
in the westl-probably spread by sea., The presence of 
a few Rixheim swords in Britain may imply that the 
Thames-Seine/Somme route was being used at this time 
for these weaponst or less likely that they came 
direct from the Rhine. The former is much more probable 
since there are strong contemporary contacts shown 
by Posnoen swordst and a thinner but convincing pat- 
tern occurs in the case of rod-tanged weapons. This 
cross-channel link, is one of the constant features 
shown by bronze artifacts from the Middle Bronze Age 

onwards and includes a few Urnfield weapons aa well 
as the more numerous Atlantic/Channel types. 

It has already been pointed out by Sandars (1957#127) 

that a practical invention like a sword soon passes 
the frontiers of its inventor; this is why it is so, 
difficult to relate the weapons to any group of people. 
But there is an exact correspondence of distribution 

with several of Sandnral First and Second Urnfield 

groupol such as her Upper Seine Tumulus group, and 

while precino associations of other bronzes are 
lacking in most graves ! mown, there is little doubt 
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that the users of the swords were the people pro- 
ducing the known cemeteries (Sandars, 19579125-7t 
Map VII). It is interesting to compare the distrib- 
ution with contemporary swords: the flange-hilted 
IIa typep Rosnoenj rod-tangedt and early cast-hilt 
swords (q. v. ) In no case is there as good a cor- 
respondence with the area of First Urnfield settle- 
ment in East Urance as there is in the case of Rix- 
heim swordsy which do seem to have been the normal 
weapons of the first Urnfield settlers in the area. 
The closest degree of overlap with any other sword 
type is the slight correspondence with Monza swords 
in Yonne and the Tipper Sabnet and these are in any 
case the closest swords morphologically to the Rix- 
heim weapons. 

Relative Date: Two French swords were found with bronzes 
(Courtavant and Rixheim)ýt the other three associated 
finds were with pottery alone. Courtavant (fig. 1; 
Sandars#1957, fig-23,1-6) is well knowng with a ring 
handled knife and ribbed dioc-headed pin. In S. W. ý 
Germany Mller-Karpe (19599185#Abb. 27) designs ouch 
knives to his Bronze D periodp and Rixheim swords in 
Bavaria to the Baierdorf level (Br. D. ). The rite 
used in the burial was inhumation within a stone- 
walled pit, so there is a perceptible Middle Bronze 

Age background to the Urnfield finds. The ribbed, 

pin is likewise a Bronze D typet but which persists 

well into later periods; Sandars (1957,125) suggests 
that it should be seen as part of a continuing Tumulus 

backgroundt perhaps as a reaction to the influx of 

Urnfield bronzes. This gravel thereforet would seem 

based on a different background from the Rixheim 

flat cremationj dealt with recently by Zumstein 

(1965,395-6). He would like to see a Ha Al date 
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for the find because of the connections with the 
Binningen phase in the other three graves at Rix- 
heim (ibid#Tav. LXXVI). The knife from the burial 
(fig-7) is a generalined type, current as Zumotein 
remarks, in Bavaria in Br. D (BlUller-Karpe, 1959*Abb 
23t22), but there are similar knives in the Grossmugl 
period and in North Tirol in Ha Al (ibidjAbb. 27j28)-, 
Somewhat closer to home, a two-rivet knife occurs in 
the Pipinville grave with a hook-tanged swordfalthough 
it is rather more curved); the grave has both Br D 
and Ha A types in it (see relevant chapter). Since 
the pot found in the Rixheim. grave has now been losto 
there is no more dating evidence for this findo and so 
it should maybe be assigned to a Ha Al date (Hatt's 
Bronze Pinal II) as Zumstein ouggests# on the grounds 
of the bronzes. 

The Wittelcheim grave# found in 1951, was also a 
cremation (Zumatein, 1966,166-7pfig. 64), in a large 
cordoned urnp roughened below, standing on two 
pieces of a Rixhaim sword (fig. 16). Other reddish 
chords were found, from a globular vase, and a cupp 
both of which had a roughened surface. The urn has 
close parallels at Algolaheim and Kronenbergo which 
Sandars includes in her Pirst Urnfield Poppy-pin group 
(1957020-2). The date of Algolsheim is given by 
Sandars as BrD/Ha A transition, similar to Courtavantp 

NI which would agree with the single-ribbed prototype 
Binningen pin found at Algolsbdm. The sword is 
typologically close to the Rixhoim. weapont so this 
da te agrees well. 

The Pr6poux sword was found in a sand-pit accompanied 
ý ded* "ast; by a pot and a skeletong whose head 

, 
fa e 

Parruzot mentions an east-west Ifossel (19519195)o 
q 
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Both the pot and the skeleton have not survived their 
discoveryl and the swordp as suggested abovep does 

not appear a typical Rixheim weapony but a local 

copy. The sword appears to have outlines incised 
into the bladep much the same as Courtavantp Gugney 

and fle Kley (Yonne)j where the lines do not curve 
out, dards at the butt. It in interesting that this 
feature should occur on three swords no closely 
linked by distance, and the-other not very far away 
at Gugney: it in probably a local form of decoration. 
The inhumation rite at Pr6poux again speaks for a 
Tumuluo backgroundl especially within a Ifossell 
but apart from the possible typological links there 
is no other indication of date for this burial. 

The final association of Rixheim swords occurred 
at Gugney-oous-Vaud6montf a settlement cite protected 
by a defensive bank incorporating drystone walling 
(Sandarsv195705-8). Two swords were originally 
foundp one with bones; in the course of later trench- 
ing around the area of finding (behind the bank) come 
coarse sherde were foundt and cremated bone. The 
pottery is cordonedg finger-printed and roughened# 
and must be related to the Wittelsheim pot; this in 
the only dateable find and since the association is 

quite unprovenj of doubtful use in dating the swords* 
The sword definitely found in the settlement has the 

straight line decorationj like Courtavantr while the 

other, if the British Museum sword in in fact that 
from Gugneyj is of the more usual Urnfield type with 
chevron-decoration. Although there is no definitxi 
date for the swords, their being found in ouch a 
fortified settlement site, (which, alsO, yielded a 
bronze barbed and tanged arrowhead and cling stones) 
is intereatingp since any ouch pointers to the 
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circumstances surrounding the use of bronze swords 
are very rare. 

Thus in France Rixheim swords are to be dated to 
Bronze D and HaAp in so far as the East is concernedq 
and they can be assigned to specific groups with 
Tumulus origins. These were using Urnfield artifacts 
and rites allied with their own, and on occasions 
adapting Rixheim swords, under influence from other 
bronze swords in use by other groups at the same 
period. There was little penetration into the West 
of France and the few finds from this area and 
Britain suggests trade objects from Urnfield S. Es 
France or Switzerlandy their main area of distribution. 

0 
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NENZINGEN SWORDS 

The group is defined by Cowen (1955,63ff-) after Naus's Typ 
IIa (1903)p as, the southern counterpart to Sprockhoff's Typ 
IIa in the North (1931ol3ff. ). The following are known 
from France: 

Krautgersbeim (Bas-Rhin) 

Larmaud (Jura) Hoard 
Mercurol (Drome) 

Penavern (Fin. ) Hoard 
Sabne at Chalon (S. -et-L. ) 
Scarponne (M. -et-M. ) 

Verdun (Mouse) 

These nworda represent the first flange-hilted Urnfield 
vicapons imported into France, which in on the western fringe 
of their distribution (Cowen, 1955969gKarte D). Cowen(ibid. p 
63ff-) has described the characteristics and date of these 
weaponst especially in Germany and to the eastq and the French 
examples, of which be cites threet with one variant, seem 
either imports# or local copies. 

Three more can be added to Cowen's list, one of which was 
taken by him to be an uncertain specimen, from the Penavern 
hoard (Briard#1958, Pl. X, 29; 1965,153-4,167-33#fig-49#9)- One 

of Cowen's featurecof the Nenzingen hilt is that it curves 
outwards at the pommel: IIAm oberen Ende achwingen die Rfinder 

nach Auesen unde bilden nich selten ganz ausgesprochene 
"Hdrner" "(op. cit, 64)p so it is difficult to see why be calls 
this a Hemigkofen hilt. The Roonoen group of swords# the main 
content of this boardp fallpas seen elsewhere in this studyp 
within a relative horizon parallel to that of some Nenzingen 

swords in Germany, and in cases later or earlier than others. 
The blade shape and section of this Henzingen specimen is 

standardt but finished off in what seems a Roonoen manner. 
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A milled ricass6 if) an unusual feature on this swordt and 
the examples of riCassi'cited by Cowenj mostly'from the 
western fringe (ibid#64) are'flanged. Most probably the 
Roanoon practice of milling the ricacco was carried onto 
this swordt which makes it even more likely that it was a 
local copy. However, it is by far the most westerly of these 
swordep and no prototypes are known from Brittanyt so maybe 
it was made in'E. France and traded by sea along the routes 
used by the makers of the Rosnoen group . 

Another sword which appears to be a Nenzingen specimen'is 
that from Mercurol (Vigaardtl96it349PI. X, fig. 6,32-3; Gouryt 
1919957). The hilt is broken above the butt at a rivet hole, 
with four more in the shoulders; the blade has an oval, hollow- 
ground section like others of the group . Goury's curious 
remark about this sword being a re-used Hallstatt weapony 
with its ricassi notches filed out# is most unlikely as 
Vigaard points outt and since it is unassociated, the sword 
should probably be assigned a general date within the group* 

The only other sword assimilable to the Nenzingen seriesp 
apart from Cowen's lioto seems to be a fragment of blade top 
and butt in the Lamaud hoard (Coutiltl9l49Pl-IIIp2I). The 
weapon seems to have been partly'melted on the upper hilti and 
the blade which is broken appears to be of the usual croes- 
section. The hoard is of varying composition and with too 
broad a dating horizon to compare with the grave finds or 
hoards with a narrower dating thresholdq but it is interesting 
to note that various sword types# from Roonoen to Forel 

weaponal occur in it. 

Apart from the direct association of this variety of swords 
with Roonoen weapons in the Penavern hoard the flange-hilted 

series seema to be the direct counterpart of the others in 
the west. Both types have a straight bladep with exactly 
the same cross-sectionp but with hafting methods drawn from 
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the earlier sword types in their respective areas. It is 

not necessary to see Roanoen myords an derivatives of the 
Nenzingen group# since the origins of all their features 

can be found in earlier types; but probably some interchange 

was in progress at the BrD/HaA1 date since the weapons 
appear so similar. The large areas of trade would speak 
for thisp possibly through contact with the Class IIa area 
in the North. 



CHAPTER VIII 

ERBENIIEIIIi/LETTEN SWORDS 
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Emmirul. l/T. ETTFIT SWORDS 

Both typeo bave been defined by Cowen (1955t72ff), and are 
co clouely related that tbey bave been ansimilated for the 
Freneb opecimenst of wbicb the following are known: 

Uguer at Plouleelh (C. -du-N. ) 

Parisp rue Fontaine du Hoi fig. 1) 
C. Sabne at Anse (Rh6ne) 

Sabne (f ig. 2) 
Seine at Paris 

Seine at Paris 

Seine at Rouen (S. -Mar. ) (fitr, 
-3) 

Virey-coun-Bar (Aube) 

According to Cowen, tbove swords represent the first leaf- 
ebaped Urnfield nwordso nnd be cited 5 specimens in Franc I et 
with the main area of dictribution in the Middle Rbine/Switzer- 
land (ibid. 

tXarte C). The main difference between the types 
occurs in the length and curvature of the b1nde, with Leitten 
cwords leus elegant in shape than Erbenbeimq more leaf-abaped 
to-Nards the pointq and witb, a straigbter central bilt and 
shoulders. The Erbenheim swords are longer than the Letten 
group, and of the French specimens Cowen assigned three to the 
formerg and two to the latter series. 

Since bin study there are three more swords with similar 
characteristics which fit the two series"- one E-Aenbeim (Saone 

at Anne; Arma-nd-Calliattl957,129 fig. 2,2) and t-No Letten (Paris, 

and Ploulec1b: GiotqI967yfig. 6). The first weapon has the 

Po=ol tang indicative of all these weapons, a curved contre 
to týe bilt and a long finely shaped leaf blade. Six rivet holes 

are visible in the butt, while those in the bilt are merged into 

a long rapged slot, caused by a cooling of the bronze before 
Such sloto are soon on flemipkofen oworde fillinr the canting, 
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and other Erbenbeim. weapons with a large number of rivet 
holes (e. g. Sa6netfig. 2). Armand-Calliat (19579129) mentione 
that the blade is outlined towards the pointo anotber common 
Erbenbeim characteristic. ', 

The other two swords mentioned above are much shorter than 
the Soabne-sword (73cms)p at 59.5 and 50.6 ems, Plouleclh 
and rýaris; their blades also correspond to a different 
shape, with the broadest part towards the point, giving it 
a blunter appearance than the slender Erbenheim. blades. 
The Plouleclh sword has in common with Paris (fig. 1) and 
Seine at Rouen (fig-3) a straighter hilt, and less exaggerat- 
ed shoulders than any of the Erbenheim specimens. The Paris 
sword is a standard weapon apart from the swollon pommel 
tang, a most unusual feature, but perhaps paralleled by some 
of the early Urnfield cast-hilt swords from E. France (q. v. ) 
with spherical buttons above the usual'plate pommelo. Cowen 
has described all the other weapons in these two groupap but 
it should be repeated that the Rouen sword (fig-3), a Letten 
weapon, and another sword shown by Cowen have otr-aight blades 
(l955, Taf-7rls7)- 

The origin of the leaf-abaped bladen seen in these weapons in 
not perceptible within the typology of Erbenboim swordst wbicb 
Cowen assumes to be the earliest leaf-abapcd Urnfield eword 
type (ibidt73-6). He seen Letten swords are hybrid forms 
bet-neon Hemigkofen and Erbenheim specimens# and Itemigkofen 
swords as hybrids between Urbonbeim and Nenzingen weapons. 
This in based on his promise that Erbenbeim swords are the 
primary forth, although no ancestral forms are knowny except 
come fairly dissimilar specimens which be notes. But be talks 
about the elegant forms of the blades (ibidp73) an against the 
short and dumpy Letten weapons, all of which are unassociated 
and therefore undated. On several counts it would seem more 
sensible to assess the Lotten swords as precursora to the 
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Erbenheim weapons, with two straight swords as the first in 
the series. The plain straight hilts, would confirm thisp as 
the later Urnfield swords all have strongly curved hilts 
(with the Erbenheim aeries an the prototype) and elegantt longer 
blades -, again an Erbenhim characteristic, Also some decor- 
ation appears on the points of Erbenheim.. awordsq leading on 
to the more decorated Late Urnfield forms, while the Letten 
blades are undecorated except for a single outline. 

In support of this view it is necessary to consider the 
arguments submitted in the Clnss 13*. rod-tanped swords chapter: 
in chortp that Class B swords are contemporary with lien- 
zingen awordop and likewise are earlier than Erbenhaim/Letten 
swords. For example the presence of large-beaded Binningen 
pins in the Wollmeabeim grave I (Krahe, 1960, Abb. 6), and tanged 
decorated knife with, Spindlersfeld fibula date this find to 
Muller-Karpelo Ila All while it has. been-sbown that the Class 
B owordo occur in the PeBehiera/Br D level, the equivalent of 
his Riegsee - Stufe 

' -(1959pAbb-23). The same applies to the 
grave of Erbenheim (Cowenpl955, Abb-4). Here again'. the tanged 
knife occursp but with bent-round tangj and in, combination 
%Yith the cross-handled razor again dates to the Ha Al horizon. 
Do associations are known. for Letten swords, as mentioned 
abovol so they must be considered upon typological grounds 
only. 

In the Class B swords chapter the shape of the rod-tanged 
sword blade was dencribed, as having its broadest part near.,, 
the pointl and tbus with a broader angled point tbang sayl 
Erbenbeim swords. To enlarge the usual similet this appears 
more as the abape of a cheatnut leaf than a willow leaf - 
much heavier towards the point. In Cowen's Taf. 7(1955) it 
io evident that this is close to the shape of Letten swordsp 
which in thin caoe# would represent the intermediate form 
between Class B and Erbenheim sworda. The hilts correapond 
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to this typology. The straighter-sided Letten form would 
be a fusion of flance-bilted Nenzingen swords and the-small 
Class B, weapons. Later it would develop more curved sides, 
us In Erbenheim weapons, as an -intermediate form to the ex- 
treme examples of Forel and, other later swords. The three 
figs. illustrate this development. There are. two other 
arguments in favour of this 'western development' view. 
Firott the average length of the swords, as 

, 
Cowen notes (ibidt 

73978) varieu-by 9 ems between the sborter Letten and longer 
Erbenbeim weapone - 60.5 mm as against 69. If still signif- 
icantly longer than the Class B average (50 ems), at least 
the shortest Letten swords approach the length 'Of the longest 
examples of the formerjand would show a lengthening process 
at work (one of the obvious trends in Late Urnfield sworda). 

If a truly intermediate group in needed to-show this increase 
in length, Hemigkofen swords (average length 56.5 cmn) were 
present contemporaneounly with later Class-B and tetten swords. 
In facts if the argument for a wentern-leaf-abaped sword devel- 
opment is truep Hemigkofen swords wouldrepreoent a fusion of 
Renzingen and Class B swords. The same arguments as above 
actually hold good for Hemigkofen weapons - the blade shapes 
length and hilt shape (apart from the pommel tang) are remark- 
ably similar to-Letten swords, and rather than being a mixture 
of Nenzingen and Erbenbeim swords, would probably be a hybrid 
Class B/Henzingen weapon. 

The pommel tang on Letten weapons could, come-from two sources. 
The first is from cast hilt Urnfield 3-ring swords of Ha A, 

which have a raised centre to the-pommel. The other in more 
directly from the protruding pommel of Class Bl swords. On 
those specimens which were examined-in the hand it was noticeable 
that the facets of the octagonal pommel were polished and worn 
at the top but sbarp-edged at the bottom. It is suggested that 
the wear was due to the top half'of the . pommel protruding above 
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the end of the hilt; this would give a large P"o=el as a 
prototyPefbr Letten swords. ' It may in*fact have copied 
earlier large-pommol swords; 'e. g. Achtkantschwerter (Holvteý, 

1953), but the Class'B swords would probably give the moot 
direct model for the makers. 

The final argument against-an eastern origin for leaf-shaped 

swords is the distribution shown by Cowen for Erbenb&m, Lettenp 

and Hemigkofen weapons, (1955gKarten CjD). The obvious con- 
nections with Central Europe of-Nenzingen swordel shown in 
the distribution (ibidpKarte B) have disappeared; now the 
swords mostly cluster along the Rhine or-alightly to the cast, 
in Bavaria and Switzerland, and in East France, that isp on 
the eastern fringe ofp or-in, -the 

Class B region. The Letton 
swords are particularly interesting since three of the four 
French specimens are found in the Seine, where most Class B 
Frenchunords are known, and three are found in Switzerlandt 
where seven Class B swords are found. The fact that flange- 
hilted and Class B swords do not precisely correspond in 
distribution is not surprisingl since there was obviously 
a tradition in Germany of the manufacture of flange-hilted 
Nenzingen weaponsp and the came technical process would con- 
tinue to be used, with the new idea of blade shape altering 
the general format. It is interesting to note that the 

characteristic Class D blade section was not taken over at 
oncep since on both Letten and Hemigkofen swords various 
sections are neeng from the ITenzingen elliptical hollow- 

ground section# with or without an outline curvep to a flat 

lozenge section (something like Class Bp but thinner), which 
becomes general on Erbenheim swords. 

4- 
Thus the situation seems to be that Class B rod-tanged swovds 

of Br. D/early Ila A datel and the Nenzingen flange-hilted swordp 

maTbe brought from the cast by Urnfield peopleep were the 

forms whichl combined to give the advantagen of bothl appear 
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in the shape of Letten (and Hemigkofen) swords. Those appear 
an intermediatel short-lived type (Cowentl955,132-3#cites 8 

examples only)p giving rice to Erbenheim swords in virtually 
the same area. There may have been some other influence from 
later rod-tanged sword development in S. Germany at the Ila Al 
horizon (e. g. Essfeld: Mi1ller-Karpe*l959qTaf. 205#, Speyer: 
Krahe#1960)p but there seems a good case to see Erbenheim 

swords not as the first leaf-shaped swords but as a product of 
intrusive Urnfield metal-working taking up largely Middle 
Bronze Age French and Swiss sword types. Both the dating and 
the typology support this; the few finds of Erbenheim and 
Letten swords from France have been explained aboveg but may 
represent either local work or imports from the Urnfield smithe 
in the Rhine/Switzerland area. 

0 
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HEMIGKOFEN SWORDS 

The following weapone of the type defined by Cowen (1955#79) 

are known from France: I 

1 Kr. Amiens, (Somme) , (fig. 1) 
2 Xr. Amiens (Somme) (fig. 2) 
3 Chbcy (Loiret) (fig-3) 
4 tquisheim (11-11hin) (fig-4) 

5 La Poype (Isere) (fig-5) 
6- Loire at Bellevue (L. -Atl) (fig. 6) 

7 Loire at Bellevue (L. -AtO (fig-7) 
8 loire at Meung-sur-Loire (fig. 8) 

(Loiret) 
9 Loire at Nantes (L. -Atl) (fig-9), 
10 Loire at Nantes M-Atl) (fig. 10) 
11 Meienheim (11-Rhin) (fig'11) 

12 Monto d'Arr6o (Fin. ) (fig. 12) 
13 Ottmarsbeim (H-Rhin) (fig-13) 

14 Paris, Rue Fontaine du Roi (fig-14) 

15 Sabne at Auxonne (C. -d'Or) (fig-15) 

16 Seine at Bligny (fig. 16) 
17 Seine at Vernon (Eure) 

18 Seine at Villeneuve -St. Georges) 

-19 
Tam at -Laobordes 

(Tam) 
, 

(fie-17) 

20 Provenance unknown, IMangres 

Find Circumstances: only two ewordo come from closed 

finds : iQuisheimp possibl 
'Y' 

from a gravel and La 

roypep part of a hoard containing broken and whole 

objects# possibly a founder's board. The root are 

single findsp'mainly from dredging. 
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Form: The French swords-vary somewhat from the normppshown 
by such aworda as Meinheim (fig. 11) and, -Ottmarsheimý 
(fig-13)9 which are the classic Hemigkofen shape 
(Cowen,, 1955). Thellongest swordt no. 99 Loire at 
Nantea, isý66.6 cm., the shortestj at 50 cm-, is 
fromýthe Seine at Bligay., 

, 
The average length is, 

just over 58 cm., taken from 14 swords. A leaf- 
shaped blade is the constant characteristic 61P. 
these short swords# and a haft whose usual shape 
comprises a slightly curved butt profile# curved 
hilt edges and alfish-taill pommel configuration. 
Rivets vary from 13 to 6 in numberl with normally-4 
in the hilt (from 2 to. 6) and 4 (9 swords) or 6 
swords) in the butt U sword has 2j and 2 swords 
have 8 rivet holes in the butt). In some cases the 
rivets are so numerous that there is not sufficient 
space between them for efficient castingt and the 
holes are joined as in the sword from the Loire at 
Bellvue (no. 6). The hilt', sbape in Breton swords 
differs from that described above where sloping straight 
Shoulders are not uncommonp while'the pommel 'ears' 
are always presentp but are cast heavier in some cases 
(e. g. Tarn 'at! Lasbordes and Moung -s -_ Loire; figs. 
170). A ricasso is common at the top of the blade; 
this is normally milled to form small crose-grooves 
and prevent the userleýfingers getting cut when handl- 
ing the sword. ' But like most other features of the 
group it is not necessarily found on all the weapons. 
The blade section is normally ovalt but a low midridge 

ýon a few swords forms a lozenge-shaped profileg with 
at least-one outline groove on moot weapons in the type. 
Sharpening is sometimes carried out by hammering the 
edges from both sideal and this shows up on the blade 
as a depression following the cutting edget but the 
usual method must have been by grinding on a atone. 
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The swords from the Loire and Brittany are gener- 
ally different from those in the Easts with a longer 
butt than is usuall and a more exaggerated haft 
profile. They-appear to be local versionst Just 
as the swords from Paris and the Seine at Bligny 
(figs-14,16) have broader# straight-topped, shouldera 
than the S. and East group. Both these regionsp 
Brittany and the Seinep are in the main areas of 
later Atlantic swords, and earlier Atlantic-rapiero* 
The haft shapes show in their flaring-butts the -'- 
beginnings of native St. Brieu. c/St-Nazaire Atlantic 
swordsp especially the weapon from Paris. The two 
swords from around Amiens (fig-lt2) are much closer 
to those from H. -Rhint which themselves are similar 
to the C. German group. 

So it would seem thatl after the importation of Hemig- 
kofen swordel'With a small basis for'knowledge of 
other flange-hilted weapons (Ila and ErbenheiM OWOrdfOt 
French founders began copying and altering the im- 
ports. The development of the typal as suggested 
abovet leads straight on to wide-ehouldered Atlantic 
swords. Thus it is that in'the westy the sword 
from the Loire at Rantes (no-9pfig-9) is very similar 
to the German weapon from Eleenfeld (Cowen, 1955tAbb 
7tl),, while-othere like that from Monts d'Arr69(fig. 
12) show a distinct typological progression towards 
the ýt. Xazaire type. 

Relative Date: As mentioned# ozjlyýtwo of-t. he French finds 

are aesociated. 
- 

Eguisheim (fig-4)-is a broken 
weapon of uqual shapet probably coming, from a gravel 
as sherds'of pottery* piecesýof cremated bone and 
the uncremated okull-fragments were found on the 

spot after discovery of the sword. Zumstein (1966t 

¼ 
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108#fig-37; 187-90), suggents a cremated bodyp and, 
subsequent burial, with the other findsp of the 

uncremated head. The urns are of a type which 
Zumatein dates to his and Hatt's chronology-of 
Bronze Final Nb. This corresponds to Miller- 
Karpe! o Ila A2 and B1 pbaseat which, according to 
Zumsteinp represent a homogeneous group in Alsace 
(196609-40), THe quotes Cowen's dating for Hemig- 
kofen swords and extends it slightly by thisýcom-ý 
bining of two. pbases 

, 
the group, in Maller-Karpe's 

chronology (1959)t would then stretch from Ha Al to 
Ha B1. In any caset a rigid chronology. for 

* 
bronze 

swords is difficult to establish, an they may be 
long-lived objects having a high survival. value even 
with constant use. 

The board from La'Poype (fig-5) is the'-only-other 
closed find from Franceg probably'a founder's hoard. 
Button and tanged sickles, decorated with channelling 
and mid-winged, notch-butted axes are the most num- 
eroue broken objects. Several spearheadsp a ribbed 
pin with flat headq a globe headed channelled ping 
and heavy D-section'incised-bracelete with outturned 

-terminals form the rest of the recognisable objects 
from the hoard. Tli6 ribbed pin# mid-winged axes, 

and oval-decorated bracelet form a Ha A basisp with 

a waisted flanged axe of probably earlier date. 
(Chantret 1375, II, 95-8; Album Plo. 29-32; Combiert 

1963p284). This, taken with evidence for the date 

of Hemigicofen swords in 6ther, closed finds, (Cowenj 

1955) and the continuance of the type in West and 

North Francep would give a date throughout Ila A# 

possibly into Ila 131 as noted above. In the North 

and West the German or E. French relative chronology 

is of course not directly applicable and specific 
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objects which nigilt correspond to thoýaclxmo typ- 
oloCilcally would not necessarily be contemporary 
with it in terms of absolute dating. 

Distribution: Tho map (fig, 18) cbowa the two main areas of 
finds within Prancer one predominantly North and West, 
the other largely couth-eastom. -These of the lattor 

would seem to bo connected with Swiss and Bavarian 
Hemiglrofen awords, while the other group mny have been 

spread by sea from 0., Gcrm1=_Y*(Coojcnjl955qKarto D)., 
It in interesting to compare the North and West corica 
with the distribution of Atlantic trapezoidal rapierst 
Roonoon sworda and Atlantic flange-hiltod words - 
their place in the typological history of the Atlantic 
weapon is well supported by the grouping of finds* 
The SeEant series Of vleaPona Is fbund in the namo 
area as earlier 3-rizi; swords in-Prance, further signs 
of considerable activity in bronza-working in the 
Sa6no/Rhono valleys and Alsace. But the uneven dis- 
tribution of n=bors Of Homigkofon. oworda (12 in the 
ITorthp 6 in the East) reciprocates tho proponderance 
of 3-ring aviords in the S. East area and nowhere else 
in France : different weapons vioro preferred in 
different area2. The absence of those swords in 
Sandaral Champbortrand Urnfield group (1957pl6l ff)p_ 

and their preocnac among Ididdlo Rhenish Urnfielde 
(Cowon#1955, Karto D) and in the Niddlo Soino area is 
inexplicable, except possibly for a transmission via 
the Rhine and the Channel* But given the ties with 
the most easterly Urnfiolds which exist in the Yonno 

area (Sandars., 19579171), the only explanation in that 

other classes of oworda may havo been in use in the 

aroaq such as tho rod-tanged groups (qeve) and 
Rixhoim awords (q. v*)q evidenco possibly of a Middle 
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Bronze Age tradition. But with so very few ascoc- 
iated finds of these swords in France, it is risky to 
suggest any connections with Urnfield or other groupaq 
as swords would tend to cross cultural barriers any- 
wayp being functional and desirable objects. 
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THREE-RING S17ORDS 

France lies outside the main distribution of moot of these 

swords# so 11,1aller-Karpe's typological scheme has largely 
been used in classification (1961). 

Riegsbe/3-rinp, type 

Sabne at Ray-sur-Sa6ne (H-Saone) 

Erlnchtype 

. Beynost (Ain) 

116pl/Liptau type 

Villeneuve (Ain) 

Earlier Urnfield 3-rinp., 
-swords 

Chalon-sur-Sa6ne (Sa6ne-et-Loire), 

'France' 
Rh6ne at Tarascon(Bouches-du-Rhbne) 
Sa6ne at Anse (Rhone) 

Probably Aldrong or Worschach type 

Saone at Tournus (So-et-Loire) 

Stockstndt tvre 

'Francel 

(f ig. 1) 

(fig. 2) 

(fig. 3) 
(fig. 4) 
(fig. 5) 

(f ig. 6) 

(fig-7) 

L"Oeelle at B16nod-loo-Pont-h Mousson 
(Mourthe - et - goo. ) (fig. 8) 
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Riegmee/3-ring, Type 

The sword from Pay-sur-Sabne (fig. 1) is half a Riegmee 

sword (blade and butt shape)v half a 3-ring sword (haft and 
pommel). The former type is not directly ancestral in typ- 
ological terms to the 3-ring swordot but precedes them 
chronologically (M41ler-Karpe, 1961,13). Some Riegsee 
features can however be seen on the earliest 3-ring owordat 
an in thin examplel which is not surprising considering the 
broad distribution of Riegsee weapons (Holote#19531Taf. 18t 
Karte 5). The wide butt with narrow 'wingo' on the Ray-s- 
Saone weapon shows this influencep likewice the toothed 
ricassi and broad rind rib on the blade (Ifolste, 1953lTaf-139 
14). The haftq apart from the buttt is of uOual 3-ring 
formy undecoratedt no no further parallels can be drawn., Ito 
relative da 

' 
te must be within the earliest Ila Al phase, when 

the first 3-ring owords are found# based on a Riegsee Bronze 
D background (Maller-Karpetlq6lj13; Holatetl953,29). The 
sword must represent an import from the main areas of pro- 
ductiong scattered across Central Europe, but mainly in 
W. Hungary/Slovakia and S-Bavarin/Austria (liolste, 1953pKarte 5). 

Erlncb tvpe 

The only sword Of this variety known from Franceg Beynont, 
may also represent an import, from the main area of product- 
iong S. Bavarin/W. Auotria Miller-Karpef1961. jKartel) or a close 
local copy. It has been assigned to this group because of the 
pattern of decoration on the haft (fig. 2)p with the rings 
plain and the spaces between engraved with running spirals, 
although the butt shape ouggests later 3-ring swords. Aasum-ý 
ing Mouton's drawing to be reasonably accurate (1954(b)tfig. 
104; fig. 2), there is a most unuoual pommel knobg almost 
spherical; and although he shows the pommel to be elliptical 
in section, it is probably in fact the usual shape found on 
these swords -a flat plate, as Coutil shows (1928, Pl. IX, 10). 
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The butt is decorated with a double S-curve as is usual on' 
the majority of early 3-ring swords. Little more can be- 

said'about this sword andq as it wasa single findp it can 

,, only be assigned to Miller-Karpele date for the type, Ha Al 
(196ltl2-13)- 

116PI/Liptau type 

the Villeneuve sword approxi4nates in decoration to all tile 

J, groupe of swords with decorated rings and plain backgroundt 

but to none in particular. Coutil's drawing (1928, Pl. IXt9) 

-is the only one known to met and he shows the pommel with 

an unusual knob, almost spherical as in the last sword. This 

may well be a French feature, but the decoration of toothed 

ornament on the ribs appears to copy Hogl or Liptau decoration. 
The normal patterns on the rings of these weapons are square 
or metopic shapes but some are incised with chevron designs (Muller, 

Karpetl96ltTaf. 22). The butt of the Villeneuve sword is 

left plain or has lost its decoration. On balance the sword 
would seem to be a local version of the types described abovet 
whose date lies within the Al and A2. The sword is by far 

the most westerly outlier of the Hdgl and Liptau groups 
(Karte 2; 3) and implies transmission of this Urnfield weapon 

or influence in sword manufacture over some considerable 
distance. At this date, Urafield expansion included E. 

France. 

Other Ha A 3-ring swords 

Four swordsl all largely undecorated, belong to the earlier 

3-ring type of weapong but cannot be assigned to any specific 

type. Three correspond to the standard pattern of leaf- 

shaped blade with a central ridge and the normal haft with 

three rings. The weapon from Tarascon (fig-5) has a large 

spherical button on its pommelt possibly a French character- 

istic (see above)* The blade comes out of its haft, showing 
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the rivet holes for fixing the butt and with, a long broad 
tang reminiscent of flange-hilted swords. 

The sword from the Sabne at Anse is very similar to that 
from Ockstadt (Mfiller-Karpe*1961, Taf9'28jB)j a grave find 

with spurred arrowheads, of Ha Al date (ibid, 44), a date 
that would suit all four swords. 

The fourth. swordo from Chalon-sur-Sabnet is different from 

usual 3-ring weaponc, with four grooves on the haft instead 

of raised bands (fig-3)- However, in other respectop it 
is similar to earlY 3-ring weaponsp and the relative date 
just mentioned for Saone at Anse would seem to suit that 
from Chalon. 

Probably Aldrans or Wdrachach type 

A 3-ring sword from the Sabne at Tournus (fig*6; Tintanttl958P 
fig. 10) has no direct parallels anywherej but seems closest 
to MUller-Karpele Aldrans or Wdrschach types (1961). The 
pommel decoration is close to two ewords# one of which is 
in Miiller-ýKarpele Aldrans group, the other in his Wdrschach 
type (196ljTaf-34; 4v5). The haft decoration is quite 
dissimilar to these groups but the pommel may give an idea 
of the date. There are four outlines each side of the blade# 
engraved, according to Tintant (1958tUff)v with a four-pointed 
burin #and the ricassi, which extend a long way down the 
bladep are blunts The sword. is probably a French-manu- 
factured weapon although the pommel might suggest an importp 

and the date# from the closer groups mentioned abovep is Ha 
B19 

Stock6tadt type 

Two French swords fall within this group of characteristic 

weapons. That from Blbnod-leo-POnt-h-MOUSBon is in a1V 
respects a Stookstadt sword (Miiller-Karpetl961949-51); 
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the type differs'markedly'in its"decoration from otberýcup_- 
pommel weapons. The main motifs of this group are semi-..; 
-circles and concentric circles; both figure on this sword 
(fig. B)p particularly on the pommel. There is a lack of 
ornament on the hilt, Where'the sword is broken, and damage 
elsewhere on the hilt has probably removed any engraving. 
Two groups of concentric circles remain below the pommell 

,, and on the blade there are two sets of outlineso with semi- 
circles at the ricasai. ' Poirot (1958,474) states that the 
blade has a short tang# inserted into the haft and riveted 
at the shoulders. He also comments on the different patinas 
of the blade and pommel, and of the hiltp which suggests to 
Poirot that the hilt is richer in tin. This difference would 
imply that the pommel was cast separately from the bilt and 
fixed onto it afterwards by some means. 

The sword from the Musbe de'Picardie is Urprovenanced-but 
probably was found in, Franceg and maybe belongs to the 
Stockstadt group. Certainly'the decoration (fig-7) is that 
found on swords of this typep with cemi-circles on the pommel 
(top and bottom), the butto and bladel down which it reaches 
further than Miller-Karpe shows (19619Taf-49p2). The shape 
is uncharacteristic for the date of Stockstadt swordol and in 
either a close copy of the Morigen sword from Vienne (q. v. 
relevant chapter) or from the eamelmould. MiAller-Karpe's 
drawings of bothare inaccurateg and bis positioning of two 
such similar swords in different chronological periods is 

surely inaccurate (ibid, Taf. 103), due# no doubtl to hic bad 
illustrations. The date of the 'France' and Vienne swords 
is puzzling. Both correspond to Morigen swords with some 
Variant I and II features on each, and the date assigned to 
the M8rigen group in firmly Ila 133. But Stockotadt swords 
are dated by Maller-Karpe to Ila D1# mainly by their decoration 

and closeness to other cup-pommel swords# as no cloned finda 
for the group are known. It would be much more-catiafactory 
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to see the semi-circle decoration as a reflection of Ha B2 

and B3 spearhead ornament (Vogt#1942) as Mlller-ýKarpe admits 

might be the case (OP-cit-50). Alsop the decorated ricassi 

on St6ckatadt swords (again withýlarge eemi-circles) recall 
the-blade ornament of the Florsheim antenna swords (ibidl 

Taf. 52). -Miller-Karpe suggests that the altering of the 

pommel shape to an oval configuration on two Stockatadt 

weapons (ibid, 50) might be a Ila B2 feature which would fit 

the date proposed'above. Such a date would thus reduce 
some of the discrepancy between Stockstadt weapons and Morigen 

swords# ahown by the two French specimens abovel and it would 
involve seeing the Stockstadt type as a peripheral group 
succeeding the Konigodorf'l cup-pommel swords. This is borne 

out by the European distribution (ibid, Karte 5), A certain 
amount of retardation in a typological scheme outside its 

main area must also be consideredp as for example in East 
France (MiAller-Karpet1959075 n-1), So it is suggested that 

a relative date of the latter part of Ha B1, and into Ila B29 
is most probablo for the French examples of Stockstadt swordsp- 
if not the whole group. 

Nearly all the sworda were found, in a narrow distribution 

pattern, the Sa6ne and Upper RhOne valleyst which seems to 
have been an area of some importance in the production of 

awords (fig. 10). Alternatively, it could represent an 
area of settlementt importing swords from further east, where 
3-ring swords were much more common. Probably both these 

views are correct$ with a large amount of evidence for the 

former in the shape of obvious French copies ce versions of 

E. Urnfield 3-ring swords. 
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ATLANTIC LEAF-SHAPED STIORDS 

The early Urnfield flange-bilted swordst.,. imported, into 

North and West France, bad an effect on local %yeapon 

production out of proportion to their small numbers. Based 

on an earlier fabric of bronze-working (Ronnoen owords)p 
the flange-hilted weapon became the major sword type of the 

French Atlantic and Channel coasts and riverine system, 
before the advent of the carp's-tongue sword. With the 
increasing complexity of production and transmission of 
bronze artifacts in this periodp a diversity of end 'products 

resulted, and a highly Complex typology within the group as 
a whole. I have attempted to divide the group into, several 
broad typological stages, partly following earlier works; 
but it must be stressed that the divisions should not be 
held as fixed or seen in the same light as some other sword 
types which may fit into a particular area or into a close-knit 
homogeneous class. The swords are catalogued as a whole (see 
Volume 2) but the lie 

,t 
given hereafter is broken up into 

several categoriest reflected by the sword and board typologyp 
explained below. 

-I 

Clnss Ia 

Hemigkofen sword copies or local versions (see Chaptert 

flemipkofen swords) plus: 

Seine at Lee Andelys (Eure)" 
Garonne at La Re'ole (Gironde) 
'Romaine (Somme) 
Provenance unknown (M. Rheime) 

(f ig. 

Class Ib 

Swords with wide rounded aboulderat the undersides of which 

form an acute angle with the-tops; the blade normally has 
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one outline or none. 

1 Garonne at Meilhan-sur-Garonne (Lot-et-Garonne) 

2 'Gironde' 
3 Heinon (C. -du-N. ) 

4 Kerguerou (Fin. ) Hoard 
5 Camp do Liercourt (Somme) 
6 Loire at St. Nazaire (L. -Atl. ) 
7 Longueau /Montieren (Somme) 
8 Louviers (Eure) 
9 probably Marne region (British Museum, ML 1205) (fig. 2) 
10 St. Simon (Oise) 
11 Seine at Paris (Aebmolean Muneump1927-2261a) (fig-3) 
12 Seine at Paris (1927-2261b) (fig-4) 
13 Seine at Paris (1927 - 2261c) (fig-5) 
14 Seine at Paris (1927-2261d) (fig. 6) 
15 Seine at Paris (1927 - 2235) (fig-7) 
16 Seine at Paris (M: Lyon) 
17 Seine at Vernon (Euro) 
18 Trieux at Plourivo (C. du-N. ) 
19 Provenance unknowng probably Went I. -et-V- or East 

C. -du-N. flozz,. rd. 
20 Provenance unknown (Coutil, l928, Pl. VIIIp26) 

Clnss Tc 

This in clonely related to the last group, but does not 
have ouch clear-cut characteristics. The shoulders are 

rounded but not as wide or pointed an in Class 1b; and the 

blade ban one outline or none. 

1 Bazacle (lite. -Garonne) 
2 around Beauvais (Oise) 

3 Dordogne at Condat (Lot) 

4 Jaulzy (Oise) 

5 Loire at Vantes (L. -Atl. ) 
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6 Longueville (Calv. ) Hoard 
7 Ouche at Dijon (C. -d'Or) (fig-8) 

8 Seine at Charenton (fig. 9) 
9 Seine at Charenton (fig. 10) 
10 Seine at Paric (M: Aabmoleanpl888-1384) (fig-11) 

11 Seine at Pont do llArche (Lure) 

12 V6zillon (Eure) 

13 Fort-Harrouard (Eure-et-Loir ) Settlement 

14 Sa6ne at Pontailler (C. -d'Or) 

Claso Id 

Swords in this group resemble the 
blade-shape I but have V-shaped shi 
fragmentary state of some weapons 
always clear between a U-butt and 
the shape usually approximates to 
tops to the shoulders. 

above in decoration and 
oulders. Apart from the 

the dividing line is not 
a V-butt; neverthelest 
the latterl with straight 

1 around Amiuns (So=e) 

2 Caix (So=e) Hoard 
3 Chalons-sur-Marme (Marne) (fig. 12) 
4 Chalons-sur-Marne (Marne) (fig-13) 
5 Kerguerou (Fin) (uncertain) Hoard 
6 Loirej Bassin de Penhoiiet (L. -Atl. ) 

7 Loire at Nantes (L. -Atl. ) 
8 Loire at rbAt de Pirmil (L. -Atl. ) 

9 Plestin (C. -du-N. ) Hoard 
10 Ile Canal a Reimsi (Marne) (fig-14) 

11 St. Brieuc-des-Iffs (I. -et-V-) (uncertain) Hoard 

12 Seine at Paris (Mi Ashmolean9l927-2236) (fig-15) 

Class I 

Three swords only are knownt with strongly tapering blades 

and broad V-shoulderso 
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1 probably around Abbeville (Somme) 

2 Albert (Somme) (fig. 16) 
3 Provenance unknown (M. A. N. ) 

Class II - St. Razaire swords 

Swords with predominantly V-sboulders, deep ricassit and 
blades with several incised outlines. 

1 Aisne at Choisy-au-Bac (Oise) 

2 Aisne at Pont de Pasly (Aisne) 

3 Amboise (Indre-et-Loire) Hoard 
4 around Amicn3 (So=e) 

5 around Amiens (So=e) 

6 around Amiens (So=e) 

7 Bel-Air en Brelbs (Fin. ) 

8 Boud-Gwen (C. -du-N. ) Hoard 
Combon (Eure) Hoard 

10 Conflann (Loiret) 
11 probably tpemay (Marne) Hoard? 
12 Garonne at La R6ole (Gir. ) 
13 Grotte de Fontanguillbre (Dord. ) 

14 ile des Eaux en Crousac (L. -Atl. ) 

15 Libourne (Gir. ) 

16 Loire# Bassin de Penhoiiet (L. -Atl. ) 

17 LoireýChisine (L. -Atl. ) 

18 Loire/Ch6sine (L. -Atl. ) 

19 Loire at Nantes (L. -Atl. ) 

20 Loire St. Anne at Nantes (L. -Atl. ) 

21 Loire at St. Ay (Loiret) 

22 Loire at S. t. Nazaire (L. -Atl. ) 

23 'Graviers de la Marne' (fig-17) , 
24 Montiires (Somme) 
25 Mlontoir (L. -Atl. ) '(2) 

26 Les Morandaio (C. -du-N. ) Hoard 
27 Octon (Urault) Hoard 
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28 Pineuilh (Gir. ) Hoard 
29 Pir6 (I. -et-V. ) 

30 Pir6 (I. -et-V. ) 

31 St. Brieue-des-Iffs (I. -et-V. ) (blade) Hoard 

32 St. Denis - de - Pile (Gir. ) (2) Hoard 

33 Seine at Paris (M: Ashmolean 1927 - 2233) (fig-18) 

34 Seine at Paris (point only) 
35 Provenance unknown (Orl6ana Museum) 

36 Provenanp. e unknown (Rennes Museum) 
Moulin de la Prade (Gir. ) Hoard - see also Class III 

Moulin-Neuf (Gir. ) Hoard - see also Class III 

Claso TIT 

Swords with three slots in the haftf rounded midrib or 
blade section# and usually V-sboulders 

1 Caubert (Somme) 
2 Loire at Buzay (L. -Atl. ) 

3 Moulin do la Prade (Gir. ) 

4 IZoulin-Nouf (Gir. ) 

5 Seine at Poissy (Yvel. ) (fig. 19) 
6 Seine at Pont de l1arche (Eure) 

7 Seine at Rouen or Paris (fig. 20) 
8 Seine region (British bluseum) 

9 Seine region (British museum) 

Class Ia- Early Urnfield sword copies or local versions. 
This group is self-explanatoryt and occupies the same position 
in Atlantic sword development as those described underi 
Hemigkofen swords (q. v. )l except that native characteristics 
are more apparent. For example, the Romaine sword (Breuilp 

1900, fig-4930) has a butt very similar to the classic Hemig- 

kofen shape, the hilt however has a rivet slot instead of 
bolesp and a narrow pommel without 'ears'. The rivet slot 
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was an early developmenti probably as a result of casting 
many rivet holes close together -fig. lqLa Peole (see also 
the Hemigkofen sword from the Loire at Bellevue, and the 
Erbenheim sword from the Sabneq above). Although it would 
seem unnecessary for such a large number of rivet holes merely 
to hold on a side plate the practice was common on this early 
group - the sword from Reims Museum (Coutil, l928jPl. IXj24)has 

five in the upper hilt and three each in the shoulders. The 

other weapon included in this group (Coutil, 1928tPl. IXt3) has 

a haft similar to the Ifemigkofen group but with marked ricassit 

which is a characteristic of Atlantic swords. La R6olej dredged 

from the Garonnej is a classic example of these terminal Urnfield 

swords produced by local craftsmen (fig. 1; Coffyn, 1967pfig-191). 
The shape is more accentuatedt with a more exaggerated leaf- 

shaped bladet rounded Hemigkofen shoulderBt and three slots 
in the haft. These on close examination prove to be run-togetber 
rivet bolest while there is one outline running around the 
blade edge: both features of the classic Urnfield weapon found 

to the North and East of this examplet which is unusually far 
South and West. 

The rdlative date of these weapons should be after the arrival 
of Urnfield swords from East Francet and since the Hemigkofen 

swords %yore current through all of Ila A and possibly into the 

earlier part of Ila Bp these Atlantic versions might date from 
the latter part of Ila A or into Ha B. In terms of absolute 
datingp these stages would be nomewbat later than the Ge=an 
date; how much more in uncertain, especially in the extreme 
South and West. The class is very diffiult to define in real 
termag as the extent to which a sword may show influence from 

one aide or another can vary greatly. Such a sword in that 
from the Ouche at Dijon (Class Ic), classified as ouch because 

of the fairly wide shoulders*, but the pommel of the sword is 

quite similar to that on the Hemigkofen sword from the Tarn at 
Lasbordes (q. v. ). Obviouslyt there is a considerable overlap 
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between all these clauses, which are defined on the mean of 

a group of characteristics. 

Class Ib (figs. 2-7) 

Form: An stated above, the main feature of those swords is 
that the shoulders are strongly curved and widep 
with the top of the blade also roundedt to meet the 

point of the shoulders at an acute angle. Ricassi 

are rarely presentj and the blades are decorated 

with at most one outline. This class corresponds to 
Burgess' (unpublished) Class III weapons in Englando 

which are from S. E. Englandl especially the Lower 
Thames Valley. Nineteen are known from Englandy and 
very few from Ireland - many lees than Eogan(1965) 

shown (Burget3sl personal communicationj1968); and 
one only from Scotland (Colestl959,22) from the River 

Tay. This compares with the twenty classic weapons 
from France in this group and the closely related 
Class-I c (12 sworde)l with leas extreme shoulder 
width. It is suggested here that the swords of Class Ib 

represent a further typological progression on 
Hemigkofen/Erbenheim weaponal Just an is found in 
Britain. 

There is some variation within the group. Bladen# 

where intactp show a strong leaf-chape# and usually 
have one outline parallel to the edgeal ending below 
the outer rivet holes of the butt. Several are 
undecorated except for a sharpening groove right at 
the edge of the bladep and the crous-section is based 
on the lozenge or rounded lozenge shape found in 
Hemigkofen and Erbenheim swords. But already the 
central ridge is more accentuated in some specimens 
than is ever found in the Urnfield ueapons, and on 
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the sword from the Marne region (fig. 2); -it might 

almost be called a midrib. - Thin surely in a pointer 
for the technical development of the ptrongt broad 

midrib found on carps-tonguenewords of later date. 

In nearly all the swords of this class which have 

been examined in the bandt the centra1ridge becomes 

much more accentuated, almost a rib, in between the 

shoulderst where it stops either at the level of the 

hilt or at the first rivet hole in the hilt (fig-3-7)o 

This can'ý'be seen on Briard', s drawings of some West 

coast swords (1965, figs. 63,64; 1961,34,1)1 but it 

must be stressed that his manaer of drawing these 

swords is most misleading. The impression is that 

the swords have larget roundedt sharply delineated 

midribst as on carps-tongue swordsp but in fact the 

croes-section is exactly the same an on the Seine/ 

So=e group. This can be seen in Briard's drawing 

of the Kergu6rou sword (196lt34tl)l an compared with 
its sectinn: this sword in a classic example of the 

Ib variety, with a low rib between the flanges. 

Distribution: (Mapp fig. 21) The area of finds is unusually 
localized in the Seine basing with few outliers in 
the more usual range of other Atlantic weapons. There 

are a few from the Somme and Brittany; but the main 
links of this group obviously lie with the U-shouldered 
British swords (Burgess' Class III). Taking the 
Class le swords as clone relativcninereaces the S&ine 
distribution pattern, and implies that the main 
contact between the makers of these round-ehouldered 
swords was croso-chnnnelg not between Brittany and 
the Seine/Picardy region. Which areal if either, 
should be considered lancentrall, is difficult to 
assess, since in Britain and France the same origins 
for, -the round-shouldered swords are postulated 
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(Burgess, unpublished M. A. thesis, 1960p for British 

material). But it cannot be doubted that there was 
very close contact of some sort during the manufacture 
of these weapons between the Seine, and the Thamesq 

even though the Hemigkofen/Erbenheim swords in these 

regions may have been distributed by sea from the 
Central Rhine area independently of each other. 
Clearly sea and river transport was the main means 
of travel by the disseminators of these bronzesl and 
both the Channel and Atlantic coasts wore their 

normal routes. 

Class Ic (figs. 8-11) 

As explained above# this group is separated from the preceding 
by the narrower shouldersp which also tend to be more eloping. 
It is not certain whether these swords should be considered 
transition weapons from Ilemigkofen/Erbenbeim weapons to the 
Ib classt or intermediate Ic/Id examples. Possibly both is 
truep and as such these should merely be taken as variants of 
the U-shouldered class* This tends to be confirmed by the 
distribution (see Map) which is the same as Ib swordsp and 
the datingg since they normally occur in the same horizon 

of hoards. Some at least must stand typologically between 
the Ib (round-shouldered) and ld(V-shouldered) group. The 
date of both Ib and Ic classes will be considered laterp in 
terms of the Atlantic leaf-shaped swords as a whole, but it 
suggests that there is contemporaneity between the groups at 
least in Brittany# although one might expect the Ib class 
to be earlier if it is ancestral. 

Class Id, (fice. 12-15) 

These 
, 

swords share some of the attributes of the preceding 
two Classes. Blades are single-outlined or plaing but the 
shoulders are straight on the topt and form a narrower anglo 
with the hilt than is common on Class II weapons. This would 
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s- eem a, minor technological featAir6# until the distribution is 

considered, when it is noticeable (see Map that of the 

twelve known, six'are in Brittany /Loire Atlantique and six 
in the Seine/Marne/Picardy area. Perhaps twelve is too small 

a number from which to draw far-reaching conclusionsl but 

two main reasons for, the different hilt shape seem plausible. 
Firstly, there is evidence that these Class I swords are in 

part contmporary with the Class II weapons (this will be con- 

sidered later). Given this argumentp the V-configuration of 
the shoulders would stem from the shape of Class II weapons' 

shoulders - but a wider angle with the hilt would not be 

carried over (due to the background of a narrower angle on 
Class Ib swords). Alternatively, the few V-oboilldered Urnfield 

weapons found in the Seine/Marne regiona might have affected 
the Ib and c Classes in the same wayp as isauggested below, 

that they may have caused the V-shoulders on Class II swords. 

Whichever argument is true (if either)t the result on Class 

Ib or Ic aworft(round9broad-shouldered) would be just that 

shown'in tbd two swords from Chalons-sur-Marne (fige. 12913) 

and the weapon from the Bassin de Penhoutt (Briardpl965, fig. 
63#3). The other swords in the, group with either fragmentary 

shoulders or sloping butts would (if in fact belonging to 
this group) represent a general fusion of Mann I and II 

construction methods. Two specimens from the Loire, Pont de 
Pirmil and Nantes (ibid; fig. 640-2) show just these character- 
intics, and with Clans II and III swords must contribute to 
the development of carps-tongue swords. 

Alternativelyp the possibility of a technological development 

without any outside influence, of the V-shouldere must also 
be kept in mind. The facts would best fit a development of 
this feature in the area of West Germany$ exported into the 
Seine area as mentioned above, in the latter part of Ha A 
(Cowenpl955*109); that isl Cowen's Early Decorated Group 
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of swords. These would probably pro-date Atlantic swordat 
and would maybe constitute the best origin for the. feature 

of the V-shoulderat both on Class II and Class Id weapons. 

Class Te, (fig. 16) 

Two aworde and a dagger of very similar shape are known of 
this type, which in quite distinct. The shoulders are broadp 

strAight-toppedl the rivet holes very smallp and the strongly 
tapering, blade is oval in section and undecorated. The V- 

. 
shoulders suggest an offshoot from Class Idl but the rest of 
the characteristics are unknown among Atlantic sworde. The 
best parallel for the blades would be Atlantic trapezoidal 

rapiers# except for the different cross-nection, or perhaps 
an even better parallel, but from a quite different area# 
would be the Scandinavian/N. Gorman tanged swords of Monte IV/V 
(Sprockhoff#1956974ff; Baudou91960). Few contacts are known 
between those areas, but one thin-tanged Northem sword is 
known from the Petit-Villatte hoard of carps-tongue type 
(Janse, 1924-9303ofig-7)o Little can be said about the relative 
date of Class Ie awordep since none are associated, and since 
they are so untypical. 

Class 11 - Et. Ilazaire swords(figs. 17,18) 

This group has varying characteristicol but V-shoulders 

eloping strongly from the hiltq a blade decorated with 4 to 
6 outlinec and deep ricasai constitute the commonest attributes. 
As in all the groups# exceptions occur# and there are several 
swords with broad and/or rounded shoulders# and two or three 
with no rica6ai. ' This might imply come typological develop- 
ment within Class Its just as happens in Class I swords# or 
influence from, Class Ib and Ic weapons (those with rounded 
shoulders), Briard (1965), has suggested that the develop- 
ment of the ricassi constituten a pointer to the typological 
stage of a sword within the group - the deeper and more 
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squareýthe notchg the later the sword. This soems-supported 
by other featureal such as the-intricate decoration (assuming 

this to be a later feature)p particuOarly of the dotted decor- 

ation on his St. lTazaire group (Class II swords). Whether 

this is true or not, the deep, almost square ricasoo was 
common among Class II weapons and must have passed into the 

carpto tongue groupq where the normal technique was to make 

a, flnnged ricasso, but this is by no means universal (Briarde 

1965pfig. 69; Coutil#1928, Pl. VIII; Inv. Arch,. F6(2) ). 

The blade shape of Class II varieaq but not greatly# from 

the shape shown by Briard (1965, fig. 62,6), the sword from 

Bel-Air en Br6lbs. The eponymous sword for this Classp that 

from the Loire at St. Nazaire (G. and A. de Yortillet, 1903P 

Pl. LXXXVIIjlO68) has a slightly more accentuated leaf-shape - 
narrower at the top of the blade, but as on most of these 

weapons the more rectilinear shape noted by Cowen is common 
(1965,640). The edges of the blade conform leas to an ogival 

curve than Class Ib and Ic weapons; the broadest part of the 

blade is nearer. the point, and the upper portion is consistent- 
ly wider, an in one of the swords from Amiens. Even on a 
sword with such an untypical shoulder profile as the sword- 
from 'Max-no' (fig. 23) it can be seen that the upper blade 
is significantly wider than Class I swords with the same 
widep rounded shoulders. Cowen(1956) suggests that it in 

only a short step from here to the parallel-oided bladel 

and*carp's tongue ppointp but the transition seems to have 
taken some time and various formsp since carp's tongue swords 
occur which have'eitber straight sided blades with no character- 
istic point or slightly leaf-shaped blades. But this is 
typical of the fluid borders between one group andanotherp 
and there is a clear development in the direction Cowen 
suggested# even though it did not come about within Class 
II itself but in the largely succeeding carp's tongue group. 
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Two'features-of these swords remain which seem to'deny their 

straight'typological progression into carpos-tongue swordoe 
The first is the blade croas-section whichl as in Class I 

weaponst is of 'concave-lozengol shape (see Class I illustrations) 

Where it han, been possible to check Briard's drawings (1965# 

figs. 63p64)p they are again misleading, and what seems to be 

the characteristic carple-tongue sword midrib is not in fact 

so* But at least two of these Class II weapons have higher 

midribs: Bel-Air and the possible Class II sword from Octon. 

There is also the possibility that the strongly rounded sect- 
ions of Class III swords might be an intermediate stages but 

here the position is not so, clear since their place within the 

development of Atlantic swords in equivocal (see below). As 

the technique of fighting, seems to have changed from one 

group to anotherp with the accent on thrusting probable within 
the carp's tongue weapons, the midrib may have developed 

independently an a technological feature. The rib and the 

hollow-curved point would be suitable for penetration and 
the rigidity necessary to effect this; likewisel a broad 
blade is a disadvantage in thin form of fighting, which 
would account for the narrower blades. 

The other characteristic of Claus II swords which does not 
correspond to a straight development into carp's-tongue 
weapons is the decoration on the blade of 4 or 5 outlines. 
This is dften supplemented at the ricausi with rows of dots 

punched onto the lines, or just'dotting which carries on 
the curve of the outlinang ending below the outer rivet in 
the butt. Although there are multi-outlined carp's-tongue 
swords (e. g. V6natpInv. Arch,. F6(2); Coutil, 1928, Pl-VIIIt3l) 
by far the commonest decoration on these is a single or 
double outlinet or none at all9 which suggests there is a 
conaectionýbetween them and Class I swords# with similar 
decoratione Altexuatively, Cowen cites the possibility that 
St. Nazaire swords with decorated'ricassi alone and undecorated 
blades would lead straight onto the carp's-tongue ricassi; 
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this would support the idea of the undecorated blade as a 
model for the later carp's-tongue blades (Cowenj1956). 
Unfortunatelyp no such owordo are known from France. 

Distribution and Originsi This last pointp dealing with 
the dotted decoration on the upper blade by the 
ricassil leads onto a consideration of the origins 
of the Class II (or St. Nazaire) swords. Cowen 
(1956#640) draws a parallel between the ricassi 
decoration of later Urnfield swords from further 
east in France and W#Germany and his St#Nazaire 
groupy but does not attempt to draw any further 
typological implications* It is possible to 

. 
ext. end this parallel between Class II and Urnfield. 
forms - the latterhave the V-shaped shoulders and 
sometimes the multiple outline so commonly met with 
on Class II weapons (Cowentl955, Abb. 12). * Cowen 
contrasts the more richly decorated blades and ricasoi 
of his Early Decorated group (1955p86) with the plainer 
earlier swords (ilemigkofen/Erbenhaim); and it is 
just this difference which in so marked between 
Class I and II swords. There are very fow of these 
Urnfield swords known from the area of Class II 
finds (see flap ; Cowen#1955, Karte E)t but others 
which Cowen does not include in his Map must also 
be taken into consideration - one find in loiretj 
two in the Paris region and one in Seine-Maritime 
bring these weapons into the Class II area (see 

relevant Chapter). These Urnfield imports are 
outlined and/or decorated on the ricassit but 
since three have the haft destroyed it is impossible 
to assign them to a specific type. Briard (1965#190) 
suggests that the blade, decoration of multi-outlinen 
should-have derived from the Early and Middle Bronze 
Age Amorican groupsl especially from Tr6iboul weaponsp 
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but since he dates the Treboul group five hundred 

years before his Atlantic swords the possibility of 
this would seem small indeed (ibid9298). Solunless 
there is radically different evidence for re-dating 
these groups, and unless the Class II blade decoration 
is an independent inventiong it would seem reasonable 
to derive these swords from Urnfield counterparts Just 

as Hemigkofen/Erbenheim weapons gave rise to the Class 
I series* 

The distribution of Class II swords is mor6 scattered 
than Class Ip with extensions along thi Loire, and in 
Girondep and one outlier in Hirault (Octon). The 
Class Id swordsp which are related to the Class II 
aeries by the straig4t V-shouldersl show much the 
same spread, but likewise are very thin in the Seine 
Basin* The map suggests that particular sword types 

were popular in certain areasg but that considerable 
trade or contact was carried on between the Atlantic 
and Channel coastne The majority of finds come from 
the West Coast-and Brittany# which Shows an interesting 
correspondence with the finds of carp's-tongue swords 
(Briardtl9659fig. 85) and implies that these must be 
an extension of the same bronze induetryq as the 
typology suggests. 

Class III (figs*19120) 

There are nine of these swords known from Franceg and their 

-main characteristic is the use of three Blots in the haft 
in place of rivets and a single Glot. Their typological 
position is not clearl, even though there are direct parallels 
in Britain (Burgessg1960qClass IIIb; now Class IVb)* The 
British swords show the same features as the French; particul- 
arly in the cross-sectiong which includes a broad rounded 
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midrib. In the sword from the Seine at Poissy (fig*9) 

this stands up from the blade like that on carp's-tongue 

awordsp and in a lose extreme form this applies to the 

rest of the group except Caubert which Breuil shows with a 
lozenge section (19009fig*5,45). The three-clot pattern is 

commonest on carple-tongue swordEs. (although by no means 

universal) and this taken together with the crose-section 
might mean that these swords represent an intermediate type 

between Atlantic and carp's-tongue weapons. Alternativelyl 
they could represent a fusion of carp's-tongue influence 

and Atlantic swordsp especially in the Gironde area where 
there are no true carp's-tongue swords (Coffynjl966s52-4)# 

and a form of Class I/II sword continues until replaced by 

Hallstatt weapons. So in this area there would seem to be 

a fusion of technical features with no succeeding sword tYPOSI 
but it is uncertain whether the came process is at work in 
the Seine/somme area# where the largest number of Claus III 

swords are founde Since there are no associations for these 
Northern weapons the closeness to the area of British IVb 
3-slot swords is the only guide to their typological pooitiono 
Burgess (1960) sees them as a development of Wilburton swords$ 
and suggests that their, occurrence in hoards such as Guilsford 

and Blackpoor may mean that there is a chronol6gical division 
between them# with the IVb group later. The position of these 

swords in France must remain equivocal until better dating 

evidence is foundg but their form suggests a typological 

position between the end of the Atlantic series (decoration 

on the Gironde group and Loire at Buzayg Briardjl965; figo63j2)j 

and at the beginning of the carp*s-tongue group (crous-nectiong 

clotted haft). 

I is 

Relative dating of-Atlantic leaf-shaped swordst- Briard k1965075ff'. 

has given the fullest account of these swords and the 
hazards relating to themp up to date, Iloweverp his 

work is written mainly from a Breton point of view so 
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that some hoards outside Brittany are given relatively 
less importance. The only associated finds of these 

swords are from hoardst none from graves. In all 
the hoards total 18j of which 6 contain Class I and 

come of these as well as all the rest contain Class II 

or III weapons. There are in fact only 5 hoards which 
do not contain Class II swordsp and only 2 hoards 

contain Class III weapons (those lactp Moulin do la 

Prade and kqoulin-Nouft contain swords of 3-clotted 
(ClassIII) typep with Class II decoration). 

The boards have been laid out in table form in fig- 

22p which shows the main bronze artifacts met with 
in these assemblages. Briard has already evaluated 
these for his St. Bricue-doo-Iffs group, i. e. the 
Breton faciee of the typel and which includes come 
half-dozen certain hoards (1965076ff). Apart from 

swords of the types described above the average 
contents of the hoards consist of lozenge-section 

chape spearhead and ferrule, and heavy ribbed palotavee 
Winged axes also occur in one third of the boardsp and 
hand tools (possibly for woodworking) in seven of the 

eighteenj while sickles appear in only four# contrasting 

with personal ornaments (mostly bracelets) in half of 
the hoards known. The highost'incidence of any arti- 
fact other than swords in the hoards belongs to pal- 

staves (12)9 then spearheads (11) and ferrules (6) - 
together these are found in 13 hoards - while ebapes 

occur iýll cases. 

There is a basic chronological framework which can 
immediately be imposed upon these hoardst based in 
the first case upon preceding and rucceeding groups, 
This refers to the Roanoen and carp's-tongue groupsp 
which while overlapping with the Atlantic leaf-ahaped 
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sword'group at both'ends, would seem to be distinct 

from itl as even a'cursor Iy glance at the relative 

assemblages will show. But it must be kept in mind 

the qualifications (discussed at length elsewhere) 

which apply to relative dnting by hoardat largely 

random associations of objects. Since the hoards 

considered in this chapter are largely traders$ or 

founders' hoards one cannot aosumo that the associations 

were meaningful unless they occur in more specific 

form than damaged pieces or fragments. So' one. is 

continually forced back to a reliance on a system 

of probability which suggests that among a group of 

objects (largely contemporary) found in a largo 

enough number of contexts, an average pattern has 

a higher chance of occurringp all things being equalo 
Of course# everything is not equall since the total 

number of any object is only known from the material 

one is trying to claseifyp and numbers of different 

objects produced 
, 
may have been widely dissimilar. 

Even sot a general association of a group of objects 

emerges from these hoards# but with a very broad 

and imprecise dating threshold, A group of objects 

such an these-can be dated relatively either on a, 
typological progression of artifacts or by the absence 
or presence of artifacts - this last being cubject to 

the random pattern referred to above and thus useable 

only in the most general sense. 

With this in mind the hoards fall into something 
of a discernible pattern. Apart from Atlantic 
leaf-ahaped awordst-the other sword types-which 
occur are Rosnoen (4 hoards) and carpts tongue 
weapons (2 hoards# and maybe 2 others). Since it 
is known that these occur most frequently in different 
assemblages or artifacts# the probability is that the 
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are 
hoards containing carp's-tongue swords/related in 
some way to the carp's-tongue metal-working sphere# 
generally considered later in date than the Atlantic 
leaf-ehaped siords. The Rosnoen sword! ýfragmenta 
found in the,,, T'our hoards (see table) mentioned above 
do not necessarily imply that Atlantic leaf-shaped 
swords were in use contemporarily with themp but that 
bronze was valuable in whatever form it was collectedl 
broken objects or outdated sword fragments. The finds 

-Y may suggest merely this or they may also suggest that 
there was a chronological overlap; the likelihood of 
their occurring in a lator hoard does however diminish 
with time passingg assuming breakage from use and 
trading of old for 'new' objects* So thatp allowing 
for this# there seems to be an earlier and a later 
grouping perceptible. Correspondinglyt the occurrence 
of winged axon in the hoards suggests that there was 
a change from palstavea to this type occurring within 
the time apan, of the assemblages; in the Roonoen group 
palstavos alone occur. In thin group palotaves (11 
hoards) and winged axes (6 hoards); nnd in the carp's 
tongue neriesp very few palotavoo arc found compared 
with large numbers of winged axes. Either this means 
that winged axes were made sporadically all through 
the Atlantic leaf-shaped sword periodt or that the 
hoards which contain these are later than those which 
do noto Since they are a characteristic carp's- 
tongue typel and since carpla-tongue sword fragments 
occur in two hoardsl the probability is that they 
would tend to be later* In fact# the hoards from 
Amboise and Longueville (CalvO may not strictly be 
Atlantic# but merely Atlantic scrap or out of fashion 
objects in carp's-tongue hoards. It is interesting 
to note that mainly ROSnoen sword, blade fragments 
occur in the Longueville (S--Gt-M. ) hoard which 
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contains also a Class I blade fragment and a-piece 
of a rod-tanged sword, In such canes hoards are 
nometimen taken to be 'mixed# or even worthless for 

atudy, but in fact such a situation is only to be 

expocted when a reasonable conception of a board is 
held. 

Following the general scheme abovep that the winged 

axon and carpla-tongue sword fragments probably 
represent a later series in the hoardel it is interest- 

ing to note how the sword typology corresponds to 

this., Winged axes tend to occur with Class II swords 

moot frequentlyt and twice with Class Id weapons 
(although in thin latter class it in exceedingly 
difficult to determine the difference from other 
Class I weapons if the remaina are fragmentary). 
Thin suite the idea stated above# that Id swords 
probably stem from Class II (V-shouldered) influence 

on later Claus I weapons$ and are thus late in the 
hoard groupings. Depending on the doubtful clasoif- 
i6ation of fragments, the Ib/c series of swords do 

not seem to occur in hoards with winged axes; thin 

may again be an admittedly tenuous pointer to their 

earlier datel which seems typologically fairly well 
assured* But the high poscibility of any of these 

swords turning up an scrap objects in hoards of the, 

period makes these suggestions very difficult to 

sustain especially as they are based on an absenoe/ 
presence factors 

As already mentionedg hand tools ouch as chisels and 
gouges are fairly common in the hoardst presumably 
an indication of the large amount, among other things.. 
of boat building which must have gone ong attested 
by the coastal and crooo-Channel contacts. Socketed 
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hammers are few, only two known# but there are four 

round-socketed axes, three with wing decoration or, 
central constriction, These are very common in 
Wilburton hoards in, S. E. England p and form Just One 
amall, example of the contacts which. rmist have gone 
on between these groups. All the characteristic 
artifacts of these French hoards can be found within 
the Wilburtan group, as Briard. haz already noted 
(1965j195). Burgess (1968) has recently mapped 
these, and the came pattern of croso-Channel contacts 
can be seen in thin period an in earlier phasesp and, 
to come extent in later* There are however come 
differences in that the average Clans II sword, 

'forming the main type of the French hoards, in more 
often decorated than the British Wilburton swords 
which correspond to the French Id. weapons as well* 
Burgess' Class IV b type (1960) are however included 

within the Wilburton groupp as transitional weapons 
to Ewart Park swords; these, as seen abovep are not 
common in France* Six of the nine-Clase III (Burgess' 
Class IVb) weapons from France come from the Seine/ 
Somme-areal so it is probable that they are British 
imports, But by and large the French V-ohouldered 
swords (Classes IdIlIpIII) approximate to the British 
Wilburton group in its, S. E. English sphere (since 
local variations occur outside this, area)o Subsequent 
developments in both groups lead in comewhat different 
directions# as the carp's-tongue nword was the com- 
monost and most numerous weapon after Atlantic leaf- 
shaped swords in Francel, with a few Ewart Park t3word-, 
imports* In Britaing the development seems to have 
been in the othor4irectiong towards Ewart Park 
weapons, via Claus IVbj and with carp's tongue swords 
playing a minor role, in the main area of Continental 
contactsp SeE. England (Burgoas, 1960). So it would 
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seem that in this Atlantic group Britain and France 
shared a common bronze inductryl with much the same 
development within both areasp and certainly in the 
earlier sword types, derivatives of imported Urafield 
weapons, It seems fair'to call this an industryl 
since about 140 finds of Class III and IV (Wilburton) 

aworda are known from Britain (ise. ceparate find spots) 
(Burgessp' letter of 5 Octoberj1968)p and about 100 
separate finds are known from France (see catalogue). 
Allowing for sales to the bronze foundries in the last 
century and earlier, and without doubt numorous finds 
to be made in French private colleotionap etc. # the 
numbers from France should increase greatly-, but even 
as they stand at the present they are suggestive of 
a massive bronze working induotry based on maritime 
contacts. 

In terms of German relative chronologyp, "these swords 
must all porit-date Hamigkofen weapons, being derived 
from theml this would mean a date of probably later 
Ha A for the French copies (Cowenql955plO9) at the 
earliest# Cowenla date for his Early Decorated Group# 
which may have given rise to Class II t3worder is later 
Ha A (1955#109); while the carp's -tongue group has 
parallels which suggest a tie-in with HaB3 in SM. 
Germany (Mller-Karpegl9599170ff). So it is likely 
that the relative date in terms of Mailer-Karpets 
chronology would be within the earlier part of HaBp 
with origins maybe in the later Ila A period. Burgess 
suggests a date of c-950-800 (1960) for the Wilburton 
groupp which although similar in content to the French 
Atlantic group (i. e. the classic Class II sword and 
hoard of Ieleh=#Brittonpl960)j does diverge in its 
later stages. In any case# a system of calendar years 
based on relative dating and hypothetical 'ages' of 
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typesp without any independent absolute dating meanal 
is# it seems to me a risky and misleading business* 
With relative dating# the correlations matter more 
than the duration (in absolute teme) of a group of 
objectep and-, at any time the relative scheme can 
be lengthened or shortened without altering its 
overall pattern of comparisons. A $long' or Ishort' 
period$ without other evidence than bronze artifacts 
(as is the case here) is almost totally a matter for 

subjective judgement* Probably the best solution in 
this case is to assign to the St. -Brieue/St. Nazaire 
group its own place between the, Rosnoen/imported 
Urafield swords and the carp's-tongue group as part 
of the Atlantic facies, and stress its derivation 
from Urnfield weapons whose place in the German 
dating scheme is well-known. 

Relations with other parts of Europe are not very 
numerous$ with scattered examples from the North 
Sea area (Cowentl952)135-BP144-6) and also from the 
Swiss/S. Vi. German region'(Cowen#1955052-3). These 
last lielon a route from the Seine/Somme/Marne area 
South-East to the N*Swiss surrounding regions, used 
extensively in the Late Bronze Age, but perhaps 
most markedly shown by rod-tanged swords (see 
relevant chapters)* Most exchange seems to have been 
in a N. Weat directiont but specifically Atlantic 
types must have been carried along it at, periods 
(eego Roonoenlearp's-tongue), For example, two 
slotted hilts are known from the Larnaud hoard 
(Coutiltl9l4oIII)p and a banded lozenge section 
chapel again on this route. 

There are also some leaf-ehaped Atlantio swords from 
Iberia (Almgro#19669fig. 55; Savorytl949, fiu*4, List 
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P-153; Savory$1908,, fig. 74) of very mixed character. 
About a dozen are knownj aevea of which would be 
Class III(three-slotted) in the French scheme# and 
some of these arequite-similar to carple-tongue 
weapons* There are two Class Ib or'a awordal one 
of whichl Alhama de Aragon (Almagrojl966#fig. 55j4) 
is still associated with its chaps; but apart from 
these none seem to relate directly with the 11*We 
French aeries* It was stated earlier that the Gironde 

group may have been closely associated with Iberiap 

and the Moulin de la, Prade and Moulin-Neuf swords 
with three slots in the hilt are almost certainly to 
be tied in with the Spanich group* - 

This S. W* expansion, seems to have been a late 

phenomenon$ since very few of the earlier varieties 
of Atlantic swords occur in the Garonne areal and in 

fact these seem to be the first awordo, to occur in 
the area (Coffynpl967,792)e -It is likely that these 

would have been brought by sea (although, produotion 
of at least some of the example seems to have taken 

place there) an part of trade routes to and from 
Spain and maybe the Mediterranean, Certainly in 

carp's-tongue contexts such routes existed (Hawkes 

and Smith#1957; Savory#1968ppansim) and it is likely 
thatý trade in at least swords with Spain was , 
established in the earlier period. There is some 
little evidence for a route up the Garonne/Ariege 
river system into the Mediterranean shown by a 
few swords# and also some evidence from Moe axes 
(Savor7vl948#fig-4)* The possibly British waisted 
socketed axes in the Gironde may show the other 
direction of these contactso 

Thus in summ the swords of Class I and Il are 
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spread from the ZT. Gorman coast round France into 

Spain with localiced denser distributions in H. 

France and S. E. England. They are normally found 

with certain other classes of bronze objects, 
described above for the French swordol but there 

is virtually no information on their cultural 

contextp since none are known from graven and onlZy" 

onegFort-Harrouard, from a settlement site. In 

a few of the associated bronze types# ouch as 

palstaveal there'is a differentiation between trident 

and heavy ribbed types (SaVorYPl948Pfi9-5)9 which 
in distribution corresponds to Clans I and II swords 

respectively, In Britaing round-cocketed axes occur 

in Wilburton hoardso while in Spain the double looped 

palstave is the commonest associated type of axot 
likewise in the Gironde Woe axes occur with Atlantic 

swords (Savory, 19489figeOo Some regional differences 

like these are to be expected over nuch a large area, 
but there are many common featuresp ouch as the lozenge- 

section chapes which are uniform or closely related 
throughout. So before the manufacture of carp's- 
tongue swords and the whole related series of bronzes 

there appears to be a large Atlantic induntryp with 
the leaf-chaped sword of Class I and II as its main 
featuret centred around the English Channel. The 

carp's-tongue complex had thus a developed bronze 

industry and trade system existing over the main 

area of its distribution, and extended and increased 

the production of artifacts, The Atlantic leaf- 

shaped sword complex had correspondingly a like basis 

on which to developp the Rosnoen group. Through all 
these Atlantic bronze industries the most significant 
factor seems to be the use of sea and river transport. 
It would appear that this plays the major part in 
the dissemination of the bronzes and from this it would 
seem reasonable to suggest that trade played a major part 
in the economy of the Atlantic bronze makers, 
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Various types of swords are known from the later Urnfield 

period# connected with Urnfield'groups in the East of France* 
Many of these are imported weapons and'so can' 'be identified 
by reference to their areas of origin, mostly in Western 
Germanyo They have largely been described and dated by Cowen 
(1955) and so are not dealt with at great length in the fol- 
lowing secticns, "ýCo wen makes the point that the delineation 

of one type from another is not at all easy, especially with 
the Early Decorated Group* Thoce specimens discovered or - 
collected since his study(1955) confirm this: a possible ex- 
planation is that many are found in the overlap area of Urn- 
field and Atlantic leaf-shaped swordap and may be the result 
of this interaction of-traditions. 

Early Decorated Swords 

Cowen (1955p86ff) has defined this group of swordsp of which 
one or possibly two-examples are known from Francet 

Boutigny (Esso=e) Hoard 
Larnaud (Jura) 

Cowen's Early Decorated Group (ibid)o which he stresses cannot 
be termed a typel comprises a number of swords with more or 
less general characteristics# including dotted or incised 
decoration on the blade by the ricassio The swords represent 
a typological development on Erbenheim and Hemigkofen swordet 
with the prevailing 

, 
characteristic among all specimens of a 

hilt with expanded centree This development of a swollen centre 
to the haft was traced through Erbenheim swords (qovo)t and the presence or absence of a pommel tang on the later weapons 
seems to have been a matter of personal choice# based on either 
of the two prototype sword groups* In this case# none of the 
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swords have pommel tangsp and, of the examples knovmp only 
two are found in France. 

Cowen has described the Boutigny hoard which contains a 
decorated fragment of such a swordp and has shown A* do 

Mortillet's drawings of the entire find (ibidsAbbolO; A* de 

Mortillettl9O8#lO5fftfigo*37-45)o Cowen would date the hoard 

to Ha B, and Sandars agrees with this attributions stating 
that the hoard has a marked Ha Bl emphasis (1957p24ltn*7)* 

Included in the finds is a winged axe, a tanged knife common 
in Ha A2 or Blp a waisted socketed axe, and fragments of em- 
bossed bronze from what may have been a decorated Italian 

comb helmet, or a cuirass, although the latter is less 

probable, from the decoration. 

The other possible Early Decorated'sword is a broken piece 

of hilt from the Iarnaud hoard (Coutilv1914PP19III918) which 
is similar to the hilts of other specimens* The latest date 

for deposition of Larnaud is Ha B9 and most of the Boutigny 
bronzes are paralleled in itp including a close example of 
the same sort of pin-head which appears in both# and the axe 
types, It would appear from Cowen's distribution map (1955P 

Karte E) that both these swordep and possibly others mentioned 
in the main catalogue but unidentifiable are imports from 

Gexinanyq both late specimensp from the date. 

Locras type 

Cowen (1955992-4) has defined this type# of which six only 
are known# and catalogued two from France: 

Pouan Wibe) 

Larnaud-Oura)'' Hoard 

I 
These swords seem to r epresent an evolved form of Erbenheim 
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weapons# as all possess a short triangular pommel tang# seen 
on both these above, Little can be said about either of these# 

since the Larnaud example is merely a fragment from a hilty 

and which could date from BrD to Ha Bp the span of the hoard., 
None of the others of the type are associated with other 
objects; Pouan (Cowentl955pTaf#1093) is a slightly shorter, 
but unexceptional version of the others, which are found 

scattered from Holland to Switzerland, All presumably imply 

a minor use of the later Urnfield swordej probably traded 

over the area of finds (ibid#Karte B)o 

Although it is not perceptible on the distribution maps some 
contact between the makers of these Late Ha A straight shouldered 
weapons# and those of the Atlantic area seems to*have taken place* 
It has been suggested that the Atlantic leaf-shaped swords (qove) 

of Class I derived from Hemigkofen weapons in the first placeg 
but that the Class II series maybe owe something to Urnfield 

swords of East France* There seems a direct adoption of multi- 
outlined blades and square shouldereeg with occasionally come 
ricassi decoration on these Class II sworder but this might 
relate better to the Ha B Urnfield influence (in Mainz and 
Forel swords)* The Class Id swords however (q. v. ) have a plain 
blade with a single outline# and angled square shoulders: close 
to the shape and decoration of Early Decorated and Locras swords* 
There is at least a slight overlap in their distributionep as 
Class Id swords are most frequent in the middle Marnep the Sommep 

and a single one from the Seineg in the East; they are the 

most easterly of these Atlantic types$ while the very few 
Locras and Early Decorated French imports come from Aube and 
Essonneo There would appear to be some link between the two 
'provinces' of metal working in this area; in fact it is not 
easy to separate plain specimens of both types. This provides 
an alternative origin for Class Id Atlantic swordeg as an al- 
ternative to a separate developmentg which is possible; if this 
latter view is takens there is the possibility of the influence 
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developing-the-other w4yt since there are many more Atlantic 
Id swords in France than the'eastern weapons* This would 
be clarified by some associated findsp and until such are 
forthcomingg the above must remain hypothetical* 

Forel swords 
Z,. 

Cowen-hat; described this s, word'type'p of which some six or 
seven specimens tire known (1955994-6), t three or four of these 
from France* 

Larnaud (Jura) Hoard - possibly two fragments 
Sabne at Chalon (Se-et-L*) possibly two swords 
Yonne at Sens (Yonne) 

Provenence, unknown UtNimes 

These swords represent the typological culmination of, ýhe 
Erbenheim swordsp and their features exaggerate all the char- 
acteristics of the earlier weapons* The Prench., examples show 
this extreme form, especially the aword from Chalon (Cowenpl9559 
Tafollp3; better illustration in Millotte#1963, Pl*XX#3)9 whose 
hilt centre is, cast almost into a complete cirel 

, el with, broad 
splaying shoulders belowe There is a1double row of dots along 
the milled ricassi# and, more punched decoration in the hilt 
centrep but. the blade has, only a singlo outline* The normal 
Erbenheim/Letten pommel tang is still used on the hilt but 
the upper part of this is less of a, struotural feature 

, 
than 

formerly. - ýtheroare, no flanges round the edgeo of the 'horns'., 
Another, --swordp from Chalon# may originally have looked some- 
what similar to thieg but has been reduced in width at the 
butt at some date, and the hilt is broken (Millotte, 19ý3sPl* 
XX#2)9 The removal of much, of the breadtý from, the 4ýpýr 
blade has destroyed most of , 

the shouldersand the lovier'ý, rivet 
holeB# but from what remainst and the shape# it is cýear 

\ ýthat 
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this is a'close'reiation"of, the 'sword* 

The Sens sword is virtually identical in size and shape to 
the first sword described'abovel but is less well documented 

since it is in a private collection (Huresl93; 26jfig*64; 
Cowen9l955jTaf*llv4(cast) ).. It, ieýnot certain whether any 
decoration is-present on the original - Hure shows noneg and 
the cast-examined, by, Cowen showed nonel but the interesting 
feature of rivet notches at the shoulders is presentl instead 

of a closed hole as on earlier swords. 

A piece from the centre of a, Porel hilt is in the Musbe do,. 
Nimes; uAdecoratedpit, is of almost circular shape with a 
single rivet hole in the centre and one broken at one ende 
Both top and-bottom are brokeng and no provenance is recorded 
for this object, but it probably wao, found in the Nimes area, 
well,, away,, from the normal distribution (Cowenpl955#Xarte E)e 

Cowen listsla Forel hiltp with the top missing and broken at 
the shouldersp from the Larnaud hoard (ibid#Taflbll#B; after 
Coutiltl9l49Pl*IIv31)* This is a somewhat surprising at- 
tributiong since the central hilt curvature is not nearly 
as pronounced as the other Porel weapons, and would probably 
best suit a classification within the Early Decorated Group 
as it resembles--Seedgrf (CowenPl955, Taf*9,3). A =ch more - 
characteristic Forel. hilt is in, the, same hoardl shown by 
Coutil (1914#Pl*IIP17)e This is a fragment of lower hilt 
and upper blade# but enough-remains of the hilt centre to 
ascertain that the edge must have conformed to the circular 
pattern above the, broad. straight shoulders. The usual midrib 
is present at the hiltp and one of the shoulder rivet notches 
is visible* Cowen mentions, the difficulty of dating anything 
contained in the Larnaud hoard US55,95); he dates it to an 
advanced phaseýof Ha, Bg which is, doubtless correct* The hoard 
seems an amalgamation of hoards from several periods# and, 
among the latest objects are pendants on belt chaineq and 
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flat-bronze plate, Bourget-arrowheade (CoutIlql9l4vP1*III)* 

Thesel known from the--Late Bronze Age Lao du Bourget settle- 
ment-(used, throughout, -Ha B) are-also found in the Camp do 
Chassey, (Decheletteil9lOpl2lýfig431tlO)-Port-Harrouard tP 16 
(Philippe9l936-7#fig*5Otl6-l7) and, various, graves and hoards 
(Baudonpl, 912; Soutoutl958; Sandarsil957ppassim, List XXXIII)e 
The-dates vary in HaB up to-Ha'Q (Soutoutl958)t so there is 

no help, from, these in dating-'thq Larnau&hoarde 

Cowen. (1955p96#145) also remarks upon., the similarity between 
the hilt shape, of Forel, and cast-hilt weapona#mostly from 
E*Prancee This has been discussed elsewhere (see Malaucine 
type# Later'Cast-hilt swords)#. and-there would seem to be a 
definite-correspondence between the shape of the flange- and 
cast-hiltýshapes-at this timep which would probably best suit 
a--date'in Ha B10 or--Ha Up if-thereAs a direct comparison 
between Porel. and Pldrsheim swords (Mialer-Karpepl96lpTaf*52)* 
The Forel and, related weapons, ýprobably represent the earlier 
horizon, to that--typified by the-ILong Swordst whose hilts draw 
on Forel prototypes* 

Mainz-f3words 

Cowen (1955996-7) hae'defined this sword typel and described 
inýsome detail (ibid#145) the only sword known to him in 
France* Ihere"are`two-othersýwhich should probably be added 
to the list, which is as follows: 

Moselle at Marbache-(M. -et-M, ) 

Sabne at Chalon (Be-et-LO 

Seine-at La'Rochette (S-o-et-go) 

The last of these three finds from rivers is best documented. 
Cowen has described its characteristics and"drawn it'after 
Cabrol and Pauron (1937#4888ofig. 10). 'Cabrol supplemented 
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his earlier drawing with a very fine illustration of the hilt# 

which is somewhat unusual (19399413pfig, 6). The whole sword 
differe from others in the series by a leas leaf-shaped blade 

and marked rivet notches at the shoulders and it would most 
closely correspond to the relationship mentione&by Cowen with 
the Long Sworda: "Tatsachlich aind Die nichts, anderes als - 
eine Abart der Langschwerter der Klein-Auheimer Gruppe in 
kleinerem Macestab oo" A strov. 3 midrib supports the blade 

centre# the blade is decorated with many outlinesp and the 

ricassi are'surrounded with concentric circles incised into 
the blade - all Long Sword features, 

The other two are more obviously connected with earlier groups* 
The Marbache %yeapon (Poirot, 1938t, 314i Millotte, 1965P97tPloII-11.2) 
han the vame strong leaf-chape and flaring shoulders as Regen- 

stauf (CowenPl955jTaf*12#5)q and probably belongs to this 

group. The tendency to reduce, the numbers of rivet holes in 
these swords of Ha B date is seen in this example; with these 
features the sword seems to suit the general pattern of sword 
manufacture in vogue at the time# which threw up diverse 

series of weapons* 

The sword from the Sa6ne at Chalon (Armand-CalliatPI952p 

92, fig. 9,151; Millottejl963p277#Pl9XXvl) conforms generally 
to thic pattempbut with two rivet notchea at the shoulders 
like the Marbache sword* The hilt is strongly curved in the 

centreg but with flat shoulders and broad pommel plate# which 
in general correspond to the general practice on Ila B-sywrdse 
Many of the hilts must have been not only uncomfortable but 

also inefficientp with, a large lump in the middle of the hilt; 
these Mainz swords-would. seem to be the typological predecessors 
of such swords# but with a less extreme shape than contemporary 
Forel weapons* .1 

it is uncertain whether the hoard from La Grandet, Ptigbre, 
containing sword fragmentst should be ranged alongside these 
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Mainz swordsp since typological differences exist (Chauvint 

1956(a), 120; 1956(b) 252ff, fig*5)p There are three sword 
hilts and, 'various blade fragmental all brokent in the hoards' 

and one of the hiltop although conforming generally to the 

above weapons# has a cast pommelo. The few rivets in the hilt 

suggest the pattern seen on Locras swords, but the pommel 
shape precludes this classification as there is no central 
knob corresponding to the pommel tango There is what appears 
to be the normal Mainz hilt profile, and so the swords certainly 
seem to conform to the later Urnfield general pattern* Unfort- 

unately# it has proved impossible to find better documentation 
than Chavin's notes and photograph (ibidjfig95)P which is at 
a very s=all scalee The contents of the hoard seem to bee 

apart from the swords describedg a winged axe and fragments 

a_ncdntt6-jtagment of looped palstave# four Woe wing-flanged 
axesq ancl fragments one spearhead and fragment# an Urnfield 
tanged knife-with end rivett, about twenty braceletop circular 
and flat sectiong three ribbed bracelets or bindingal a sickle 
fragments and a possible ankletv but this is uncertain, The 
hoard was completed by two chapeat with ribbed decoration and 
loose rings in staples on one; both taper to a small terminal 
boost and are waisted in the centre. Other fragements from 
the hoard were pieces of heavy wire or pin shafts# two rough 
ingots and casting lumps* 

The date of these objects would appear to cover a wide apanp 
as might be expected* The winged axe is not dated earlier 
in S, W. Germany than Ha Blp but its commonest occurrence is 
in the Morigen/Tachlovies sword horizon (Maller-Karpe's 

Ha B3t and Millotte's Bronze Pinal IIIA; 1963*144-5)o The 
Woe axes are linked to an Atlantic coast distribution 
(Savory., 1946tfig, 4) with a number of examples trade&to the 
Saone; these may have come down the river or come along the 
coast from the west after the possible riverine/overland 
route via the Garonne and Audeg but their date istoo broad 
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to -be of any use in limiting the span of this hoard. The - 
palstave again suggests Atlantic connections of an oarlier 
date# which is applicable to the knife and sickle, The chapes 
do not have any direct parallels known to mep of a comparable 

size and decorationy but much'shorter versionep very similar 
to the ends below the waistingl occur with Mdrigen and Tach- 
lovice aworda (q#v. )# or with a poosible example of a Mainz 

or Long Sword blade fragmentl in the Briod hoard (Millottep 

l963vPl*XXXVIt15-21), j The Grande-Pagbre chapes probably 

represent an earlier form of thisl and the later horizon in 

the hoardt maybe represented by the winged axe, swords and 

chapes should be around Ha B2, 

This would agree with the typological suggestions above that 

these swords lead onto the long weaponý of Ha B2 and Ha B39 

The pommel on one of the Grande Pug6re fragments suggests 
ou connections with the earlier forms of Morigen 'swordp, 
ý ndt'ý 

in E., France (eog. Vie=epqovo) or weapons which, tie. in, vvith 
the Stockstadt type and have a cast hilt (eg. Malaucene). 
These few Mainz. weapons suggest more activity in E. PrancO 
before the advent of Long. Swords than has hitherto been 

recognised, and suggest indigenous production of Idainz swords 
in this area* 
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LONG SWORDS 

This/gro . up has been identified by Cowen (1955t97ff)t who 
divides the swords according to their hilt shapes. The 
common factors linking these weapons are the great length 
(nearly all over 85 cms)q more or less convoluted hiltsp and 
normally rich decoration on the blade and ricaesi. 

Klein-Auheim type 

Brienne (Aube),,,. 

Moselle at Longeville (Moselle) 

Paars (Aisne) 

Seine at Paris 

All these swords# apart from the last whose hilt is entirely 
missing# have been described by Cowen (l955tlOO-lqTaf. 13# 

Abb*14)9 Millotte has provided a clearer drawing of the 

Longeville sword (1965pPl*IV#9) and its decoration# if some- 
what shaky in outline# but Cowens drawings of the hilts of 
Paars and Brienne'are accuratep apart from details of'decor- 
ation on the outside of the flanges on the latterp and a 
narrower centre to the, -haft than on the actual sword. The 

edges of this central swelling are in fact decorated with 
concentric ovals, a small point, not affecting its classific- 
ation* All have decorated blades and ricassi ornamented by 

a line of concentric semicirclest while the feature of rivet 
notches in the shoulderst noted on Mainz swordsp is present 
on Paars (Cowen#1955$Abb-14t3) and Longeville (Millottelopo 

cito)o Their distribution (Cowen, 1955pKarte P) stretches 
from the Middle Rhine across to the Middle Seine, the same 
as that shown, by Mainz swords$ and is situated on. the Northern 
fringe of late cast-hilt sword distribution in Prance (Mdrigen, 
TachlovicepLate Antenna swordspq. v, )* If the grouping of 
these cast-hilt groups is considered in Germany (Milller- 
Karpe9l96lpKarte 7-9)9 it can be seen that both there and 
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in France the Klein-Auýeim sword distribution and that of 
the cast-hilt weapons is mutually exclusive. Presumably 
there was a tradition of flange-hilted sword construction in 

operationj or a preference for this methodg in Urnfield 

groups of the period (Kimmig, 19549fig4,102)p which excluded 
the import or manufacture of cast-hilt swords in this area. 
This would also presumably tie in with carp's tongue swords 
in the Seine and Marne, which although dissimilarp belong to 
the same technological tradition# and which were preferred 
on the Atlantic coasts to cast hilt weapons. 

As with all these Long Swordep a date in the latter part of 
Ha B is most likely# because of their striking similarity 
to the later cast-hilt weapons: in this case# close corree- 
pondence with the hilt shape of Tachlovice weapons of Ha B3 
(q., v. ) 

Macon Type 

Again identified by Cowen (1955tlO4-6) this type is closely 
related to the last$ differing only in hilt shape which is, 

however, individual. Cowen lists three specimens from France; 
these should be increased to give# as follows: 

Aubepierre (Htee-Ma=e),, 

Chalon-sur-Sa6ne (S. -et L. ) 

Le Monetier-Allemont (Hautes-Alpes) probable apecimen 
'Saone' 

Sabne at Mcon (S, -et-L. ) 

Four of these swords above$ and five out of the six known 
have a square projection in the middle of the hilt; otherwise 
they are typical Long Swordso although less decorated than 
usual in at least two cases. All the swords are straight- 
bladedt with midribg and in this respect they resemble blades 
of cast-hilt swords of the types mentioned in the last section* 
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The hilts are however less easily identified, although'an 
obvious pointer to connections with other types is seen in 
the pommel on the Aubepierre sword (Dbchelette#1913961-2l 
fig. 6#Pl. 1995), which is of cast bronze. This in fact never 
filled the entire width of the hiltp so it is likely that 
some other materialg presumably of organic matterp would have 

completed the hafting of the swordd Perhapst as. 
'Cowen 

suggests 
(op. cit*106) this cast piece acted as part of a pommel# in 
the manner of Auverniert or more appositelyt Tachlovice swordst 
sitting inside a bone or horn outer hilt (e, g, MUler-Karpej 
l96l9Taf. 68P4)* 

Two swords seem to belong to this groupp both in Beaune 
Museump from the Sa6ne area* At first it was thought that 
these might be bad drawings of the same swordp but the hilts 

and the lengths differ so markedly that two separate swords 
seem to exist. The first# described briefly by Kimmig(1954v 
223tfig-981ii) has the usual square swelling in the hilt pro- 
file, with two notches at the shoulders for the outer pair of 
rivets. The otherl from Chalon-sur-Sabne 9 is over 20cma 
longer (101.8cme as against 80cms), and shows no rivet notches 
in Cowen's illustration (1955tTaf. 1497); so it is presumed 
they are two different weapons, 

The Safte region also yielded the eponymous weaponj dredged 
at Micon (de Perry$ Areelin#1870#Pl*3991), with very little 
decorationg if the drawing can be trustedp but otherwise 
identical in features to the above examples. In this respect 
it is similar to the sword from Le Monfitier-Allemont, which 
may have been found in a tumulus (Courtois, 1960,76-79fig*29)0 
The weapon is only decorated along the flanged and milled 
ricasso with a line of short hatchings; its similarity to 
the Meung-sur-Loire sword in this respect (unclassified; 
HouelP1957 (a) and W) caused Courtois to consider it an 
Early Decorated swordl but its lengthj(79*. 3cms-#c-8!,, cms, 
originally), the rivet notches at the shouldersq andý', the 
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straight blade make it a certain Long Sword. The lack of 

a hilt centre makes its exact classification in some doubt; 

some connection is implied with the Lyngby Briest type 

sword (Cowen, 1955#Abb. 1516) by the use of a cap-headed rivet, 

an uncommon feature on these swords. 

This last parallel is more significant when the. correspondenoe 
of MAcon swords with other types is sought. The best counter- 

part to these flange-hilted swords is the closest, a cast- 
hilt sword from the Sabne at Mhcon (de FerrygArcelintl8709 
P1939#4: see Later cast-hilt ' swords)v which has a square pro- 
jection in the centre of the hilt9 a large round pommell and 

many simulated rivet heads on the haft faces. There are too 

many rivets for a MAcon sword (15)t but the attempt to imitate 

a flanged hilt with rivets is obviousq and along with the 

square hilt centre implies that this weapon was made by a 

smith who was well acquainted with MAcon swords. Three other 

swords with an exact replica of the square hilt centre are 
knowng all antenna swords (q*v. )# one of which is from Vendfiet 

at the Gub de Velluirel and the other two are from Denmarke 
The distribution of Tachlovicep Mdrigen and Weltenburg swords 
(XUller-Karpeyl96l9Taf*7-9) shows how much contact there was 
between Jutland via Germany and Switzerland/S. E. Francet and 
the Briest sword connection (see above) confirms this, A 

sea route is more likely for the Vendee sword but the link 

with the North seen in square-centre hilts would seem to have 
been overlandl with an intermediary at Hagen (Cowenpl955tKarte 

F)s As noted for the later cast-hilt swordep the Saone valley 
was part of a flourishing Ha B 2/3 bronze industryt of which 
these swords are just one manifestations 

Ifidau type Port/ 

This is the final of Cowen's divisions of Long Swords (1955, 
106-8) and is mainly found in Switzerlandl with a single 
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example listed by Cowen from France. Another example is 

known, like the othert broken: 

Granges (S. -et-L, ) Grave (? ) 

Provenance unknown M: Langres 

Cowen has described this group fully# including the example 
from Grangesy which may have come from a destroyed urn grave 

with a destroyed metal vessel (Armand-Calliat9l952p96-8ffig* 

10; Kimmig#1952, fig. 249F), The find is a single blade frag- 

ment which# if it comes from the same area of a sword like 

that from Port/Nidaul must have been part of a very large 

weapons It shous the blade decoration which is such a feature 

of these swordsp of incised groups of semicircles and outlines 
following the blade edgiel enclosed within dotted lines* 

Cowen would seem quite correct in calling some of these Long 

Swords "Prunkwaffen"land the Port/Nidau sword exemplifies this 

with a length of 101,1cms, j and a one-handed hilt, probably 
too large to use efficiently in action. 

Another example of this type is known from France# but un- 

provenancedl in the M: Langres (Moutont1954,50ýrWig-31133)- 

The hilt and the blade are both brokenp and the decoration 

which remains is slightly different from the Port/Nidau and 
Granges specimens* Four sets of semicircle patterns occur 
on the extant fragmentp which makes for a richer ornament 
than the abovep composed of the same motifs, Open plain 
semicircles contrast with groups of concentric semicircles 
while the outlines only start some way down the blade. The 

weapon could never have been so large as the others, since 
the width has passed its greatest on the fragment at the break; 
howeverp it relates to this typep and conforms to the same 
sphere of metalworkingg characterised particularly in Switzer- 
land/S. E. France by the use of concentric semicircles (Vogtj 
1942, passim)o As Cowen notes (1955,108) these swords with 
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a short pommel tangq represent the final development of the 
Letten/Erbenheim/Locras/Forel progression# taken over into 
the particular idiom of the time., The date shouldp by the 

similarity with. other typesq be within Ha B2 at the earliests 
and mainly Ha B3. 

All these long$ decorated swords seem to represent the final 
development of Urnfield flange hilted swords, and correspond 
to many of the features seen on these. Howevert succeeding 
bronze swordsp those of the Hallstatt typeg differ markedly 
in most charact'eristicso, notes this lack of 

antecedents for the Hallstatt sword, which may have overlapped 
with the later Long Swordsp but which drew from these virtually 
no structural or decorative features* The Long Swords do in 

fact seem to be weapons adapting to some specific social 
developmentg possiblyl as Cowen has suggested for Hallstatt 

swords as well as thesep a use from horseback* But while it 
is not at all certain that this particular explanation solves 
the dilemma of very long somewhat unwieldy weapons of bronze# 
it would seem likely that a specific situation of a kind not 
seen before by sword users was at the basis of the development, 
Doubtless one of the factors in the military backgr? und was 
the extensive use of armour in Ha B timesp and the necessity 
for a very heavy long sword to deal with this, But equally 
there must have bpenj among the, obvioue affluence of the Ha 
B expansion seen in the Swiss and S. E. French settlements, 
a social background favouring the production of large fancy 

weapons of sometimes limited military value. 
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LATER URNFIELD CAST-HILT SWORDS 
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OTHER CAST-HILT SWORDS 

Malauebne type_ 

H6rapellnear Forbach (Moselle) (fig. 1) 
Malaucene/Vaii3on (Vaucluse) (fig. 2) 
St. Aubin-du-7-Cormier (I.. -et-V. -') (fig-3) 

Open-hilt swords 

Camp de l'Etoile (SO=e) 
Orlbans (loiret) 

Others 

Courdemanges (Marne) 

Forges d'Aunis 
Loirepaux Salorgea en Rezb(L-Aff) 
Trentemoult 
Octon (H60 

retit-Villatte (Cher) 

Seine at Vernon (Eure)? 

Sabne at Moon (S. -et-Loire) 
Sabne at Vellexon (H. -Sabne) 
La Grande Pug6re (B. -du-Rh6ne) 

(f ig. 4) 
(fig. 5) 

(f ig. 6) 

(fig-7) 

(f ig. 8) 

The three swords listed under the Malaucene type are so close 
in shapet if not in decoration, that they must have been cast 
in the same mould. If not, then they must come at least from 
the same workshop, as Briard suggests (1965,233). All three 
have in common a slightly leaf shaped blade with strong central 
rib and ricasair and'a hilt whose oval centre plate is placed 
between two groups of three ribs. The POMM01 16 flatloval 
in shape; the butt is similar in, all three, vAt4, "V, 7shaped 
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shoulders and cutout, 

Decoration on the three weapons differs. St. Aubin-du- 
Cormier (fig-3) seems to have nonet while the sword from 
Malauc6ne has pointille ornament by the ricassi and outlines 
on the blade. The H6rapel specimen may be decorated. Coutil 
(1928, Pl#IX, 14) shows it to have 6 dotted circles on the butt# 

while Bergthol's drawing (1955,168-7lt539 fig. 9a) and Bellard's 

photograph (1955t538-9, fig, 5) are too bad to decide finally# 
but there seems to be at least one circle on the sword as 
shown in the photograph (Bellard's fig-5). 

All three are single finds so their relative date and possible 
typological similarities must be deduced from comparisons 
with other owordso The first group, with striking similarity 
to the Malaucene aeries, is the Fldrsheim type of antenna 
sword (Maller-Xarpejl96lpTaf. 52). This type has the same 
central haft swelling nnd triangular ohoulderat but with only 

a single rib moulding an the haft. Miller-Karpe mentions 
that similarity (ibidt54-5) and also notes the resemblance 
of the Florsheim type to Auheim swordat with their rounded 
centre to the haft. This applies equally well to the 
Malaucbne swords, but Cowen (1955P96) would rather see the 
group as cast-hilt counterparts to %his Forel type., An 
the lengths of the swords from Malaucbne and St,. Aubin-du- 
Cormier are 52 and 52o2 ams, respeotivelyg the Forel, group 
might seem a better parallel as their average lengths are 
closer than those of the long swords. But the hilto on 
the Forel weapons are less close to the three Malaucene 

examples than those on some of the Xlein-Aukeim. groupp with 
smaller oval swellings in the centreo Whichever is the 
case, the Forel and Klein-ftheim ý'typeu are close in form 
and date, and their similarity to the Malauc6ne group is 
not in doubt* 

The weapon from Courdemangen (fig. 6) offers a possible 
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correspondence with yet another sword type, in its similarity 
to weapons in the Stockstadt group. The sword is decorated 

with several motifel mostly semicircles# and ouch berring-bone 

engraving, concentric circles and dotted ornament can be 

paralleled on all swords of the Stockstadt group. Only the 

sword's haft form is unusualp an ,d this somewhat resembles 
a Forel type weapono In a general way it also recemblen 
the 3 Wauclene swords, especially if the H(jrapel sword is 
decorated with concentric circles, as these are a co=on 
Stockstadt feature and are seen on the butt of the Courdemanges 

example# The central part of the haft of this latter sword 
is decorated in a way which suggests a partly cast/flanged 
hilt# as in the sword from Pfeddersheimg which it resembles 
in several respects (Cowengl955, Abb 13)- As the Courdemanges 

sword is so close to classic Stockstadt examples its relative 
date must be the sameo As discussed in the chapter on 3-ring 

swords, the date of Stockstadt in France would best suit a 
continuance from HaB1 right into Ila B2o This it) confirmed 
by the Courdemangeo swords from a Ila B hoard (Dbehelette, 
1910, Appolt540)o Thus by these comparisonsp the Malauctne 
group would reasonably seem to date to the middle part of 
Ha B. It would be unwise to try to press further the relative 
dating of the group into the So German scheme as set out by 
Mller-Karpe (1959j1961)g since there is ouch a diversity 
of swords in E* Francep being frequently unaosociated and 
not directly comparable to German typeso In the cane of the 
French Stockstadt weaponsp as seen abovep there seems to. be 
a definite retardation in date, and it would seem best to 
keep a generalised scheme within Ila B in France, except for 
objects directly related to the German chronology. 

This is evident in the sword from the SaOne at Mcon (fig. 8; 
Chantre, 1875#Pl. XV, bio: 2), with a square projection in the 
centre of the haft# and large hemispherical, po=eit The 
butt is eemicirculart the cutout likewisel with rich decoration 
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on the blade and haft. Parallels for the blade decoration 
include Sbnder'Lynby (MUllex--Xarpepl96lqTaf*5096), Podho: ýany 
(ibid, Taf-42) - both flange-hiltea swords; Bothenheiligen 
(ibidpTaf-57#3) and Simleul'Silvaniei- (ibidtTaf-5394). The 

relative dates vary from Ha B1 (Cowen, 1965, Podhorany) to Ila B3 
(Bothenheiligen; Lftiiller-Karpe*1961); also# three a, re antenna 
swords whose dates would be Ha B2 (Bothenheiligen; Simloul 
Silvaniei,; Under Lynby), Maller-Karpe (1961,40-41) suggests 
that in fact the bird decoration on these is a western feature 

as well as an eastern one, found as ornament on various objects# 
including knives in the N, and We Alpine Area. 

The haft is incised with concentric circles (10) as the main 
decorative motift supplemented by 5false rivets with cap 
heads and stroke incision round the hilt-rim. As mentioned 
abovet the circles suggest Stockotadt decorationt which 
M'uller-ýKarpe would datotD Ila B1, while the square hilt centre 
finds its best parailel on Macon and Klein-Auheim long swords. 
The Klein-Auheim group seems to include swords copying the 
hilt shape of Tachlovice swords and vice versa (see relevant 
chapter)t and a date of Ila B3 is normal for these. So bore 
again there is this anomaly of a Prench sword which does not 
correspond to the German relative chronology, and it reinforces 
the argument that Francep being a fringe areat carried on its 
own manufacturing techniques and methods of decoration. These 
in many cases are taken from C. and We European modelop but 
fit into a much more fluid and interchangeable array of 
swords and sword ornament than Miller-Karpe has laid out for' 
the German weapons* So his date of Ila B1 for the Macon sword 
is unlikelyp especially as, even under his own schemep Rund- 
knaufachwer,, ter (the only likely counterpart for the Moon 
pommel) do not make their appearance until his Ila B3. A 
date in the latter part of Ila B is likely. 

A further variation of the Late Bronze Age sword ivith 
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swollen centre to the haft. is known -a sword from the Camp 

de 1'Etoile (Somme) (fie-4)., The butt is on much the i3ame 

pattern as Malauabne oworda, -but with a shallowerl curved 

outliney while the central haft is composed of a IqaSeI of 
bronze ribs. Above and below this were several ribs, now 

very wornp and the pommelis a broad flat platel pierced 

with a ring inserted for a wrist loop, Two outlines seem 
to be incised at the top of the blade, but as stated the 

sword is very worn, 

The only other similar weapon from France is a find from 
Orldans'(fig-5) published by Houel (1957(b), 315rPleII937) 

and it is probably this which in mentioned by Miller-Karpe 

as part of a hoard (1961,42). These objects "ont 6tb 
brules et perdus lore d1un incendie pendant la dernibre 

guerre'll and as no photographs are extant in the Maeump 
the exact contents of the hoard are unknown. Besideep 
Nouel cites the sword an a single find, so there in come 
confusion over the weapon. The Orl6ans sword in any caael 
although quite similar in general shapep dose not seem to 
have had an open-cast haft# but deep channels in it, if 
Nouelle drawing is accurate. It does seem to be in the 

same general group howevert but until clarification in 

possiblep it must remain just a possible parallel to the 
Camp de VEtoile sword* 

Thio latter weapon has an almost identical counterpart in 
North Germany, Quedlinbargl from a hoard dated to Mont, IV, 

which I&Mer-Karpe suggests would be in the early Ha B period. 
His drawing (196lpTaf*48#10) shows the sword to have all the 
characteristics of the French weapon, but it is in much better 
state of preservations Doubtless, like the Somme sword, the 
haft centre would have been inlaid with some organic materialp 
and both would have resembled the Pfeddersheim sword closely 
(L'itiler-Karpepl96lpTaf-49llO)p as well as the rest of the 
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Croup described above in'this chapter, A date within Ha B 

thus seems certain for the sword from Camp do lIttoile. 

The distribution of all the swords dealt with so far calls 
for some commentp as all seem part of a loosely knit group 

produced in France. The three Malauctne swords could scarcely 
be further apart in Prance (Maplfig*10)t Thic givea nothing 
in the way of evidence to suggest: their place of productiong 

although two of these in East Francep where most Urnfield 

cast-hilt swords are foundp suggests somewhere in the Baste 

Courdemanges and SaOne at Y-deon also show this easterly 
distribution and form a western fringe to the Stockstadt 

sword area (Miiller-Karpe, 196llKarte 5), The two open- 
hilt swords are more northerly, and since the only other 

one known is in He Germany# some sea contact might be suggested 

with thie area. 

Some small evidence to support this is seen in a few swords 

with northem characteristics. Onep from the Seine at 
Vemon (Coutil#1921, Pl*5)p appears to have a cast butt with 

apace left for an organic plaque; but the drawing is too 

small to be certain of the typej and the lack of a hilt makes 
its identification uncertain* Another more definitely Nordic 

sword in-that from the Petit-Villatte hoardl a, carps-tongue 
assemblage with fragments of decorated Scandinavianhanging- 
bowl# The sword or dagger has a tangs and a hollow haft 
fitting over this with a kidney pommel. These pieces are 
most likely direct Scandinavian imports; their dateg within 
Period V (Sprockhoff#1956) corresponds well into the Final 

Bronze Age date (Ila B3) of the hoard (Janse, 1924,303#fig*7; 
Sprockhoff, 1934#90)9 

Briard suggests a Scandinavian inspiration for the sword from 
the Loire at Salorges 

, 
(1965j205) fif-;, 70p2). 

'It 
appeara that 

the haft consists of two bronze plates riveted to a flat tang 
like a fiange-hilted woaponj with a holloyi-cast p'o=el of 
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cage-like ribs. Thin may have some connection with the open- 
haft aworde (see above), but the hilt decoration, incised 
triangleag han no parallel in France. The general shape of 
the avord is quite similar to Hemigkofen swords, but it in 

likely to be considerably later than this type as the ricasai 
are docoratodl and the upper part of the outlines, an viel. 1 

as a dot-and-circle in the centro of the butt. Maybe these 
features again relate to Stockstadt nwords: if cop a date in 
the earlier part of Ha B would be suitable in terms of German 

chronology. Briard mentions a similar swordp Forgen d'Aunial 
but gives no details and no illustration (1965,205)9 

A sword with no close parallels at all comes from the Saone 

at Vellexon (Garneret, 1954tfig#70). The hilt has simple 
incurving aidesp the butt in semicircularl and the pommel 
is composed of a 'stopped' low cone, with wavy decoration# 
On the hilt there are three shallow pitn each sidet squarep 
each with a rivet for holding an organic plaque. Between 

each in a raised rib which circles the haft. In between 
these two ribs horizontal lines have been incicedf filled 
in with herringbone ornament on the haft edges, and a similar 
cemicirculaJ? pattern etched onto the butt. Most probably 
identical ornament has been rubbed off the front of the hilt# 
There are toothed ricassi at the top of a leaf-shaped blade 
resembling Early Urnfield chapeop an far as can be seen from 
the only drawing known of the whole awordp at a scale of 1: 
15 (Garnerettl954, fig-70), Herringbone incision is known 
from most of the Late Bronze Aget eg, on Ragaly, Rankweill 
and come cup-po=el awordat while on come Liptau swords 
there is a semicircular herringbone butt decoration (Mller- 
Karpetl96l#Taf*22). The hilt shape vaguely resembles some 
early Urnfield flange-hilted owords, 'whilo the only similar 
pommel shape known to me is that on a rod-tanged'aword from 
Annecy; itself an unusual and unt. -*pical weapon (see relevant 
chapter)* 
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A broken f3word-with a cast hilt'found at Octon (116'rault) 

is somewhat similar to the-groupo dealt with oarlior in this 

chapterp but is loss easily assigned to a particular type 
(fig. 7pGroupe archodu Loddvoistl956). The hilt is decorated 

with lines of dots and two ribs-above and belort the central 

area; the butt# broad with narrow Owingal resembles that 

on the opon-hilt sword from Camp de 1'Etoile. The effect of 
'framing" the central area and butt of the dotted linon is 

paralleled on the sword from Courdemanges, and others of 

the Stockstadt group, so there may be a connection here. 

Other objects were found on the same spot, after ploughing 
in the area; so there is doubt about any definite association. 
The other finds including a slotted hilt and lozenge chape 

are all Atlantic typeop probably from the St. -Brieuc or St. 

Nazaire gro up (after Briard, 1965), which would mean a date 

late in Ha A/beginning Ha Bt if this can be counted as a 
board, which is doubtful. In any easel these objects 

represent an interesting mixture of E. and W. French types. 

One last swordq that from La Grande Pugbrep must be included 

in this general group of cast-hiltg largely E. Prencht 

weapons (fig-9). It is not totally a cast-hilt examplpt 
only the pommel is colidl and the rest of the haft is flanged. 

The pommel is curvedg with a moulding below thing an& the 

rest of the haft is shaped somewhat like the Pfedder4heim 

sword, but with a more oval centre. No decoration to visible 
on the sword fragments from the Grande Pugbre hoard (tig. 9) 

as Chauvin's photograph is on a very small scale and badly 

printed (1956t(a) (b))120,252 ff. )p and it has been impossible 

to obtain a response from the Musee Scolaire in Tre-ýsq where 
the finds are housed. The sword with cast pommel in probabýy 
related to Cowen's Locras type, or at leant his later group"' 
of Urnfield swords from the Early Decorated Group to the LoAg 
Swords. The hoard represents a collection of partly scrap-\ 
metaig and some finished objects - the most unusual of the 
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latter are two objects which appear to be scabbard chapeal 
one with linked rings half way down two of its sides. Both 
the chapee are decorated with incised linest the larger has 

a raised rib below the ringst and both are provided with 
button terminals. They resemble a group of chapen found 
frequently in association with Kdrigen swords or others of 
a like date, or for example from Morigen (Vogt9l9429Taf-799 
15,16). But the two from La Grande Pugdre are much longer 

and largert moulded to fit the end of the scabbard. The 

rings on the large chapp are probably decorated and maybe 
served an janglea, like the tintinnabula known from E. 
France and Switzerlandq such an that from Bregnier-Cordon, 

probably associated with a Mbrigen sword (see relevant 
chapter). Other objects in the board include a terminal 

winged axep of probably Swiss type (Bocksbergerpl964, fig-30)9 

a equare-flanged palstavep looped, and about four M6doc 
axec. It in suggested that a date in Ra Bl the latter halft 

would suit the chapes, with the swords included as scrap 
from an earlier period. 

The distribution of all of these swords (except the Atlantic 

specimens) shows a distinctly E. French biang and although 
they form a scattered series in this large region, the 

similarities noted above suggest that there was a distinct 

class of French swords produced in Ha B. These swords 
were probably based on shapes of contemporary flange- 
hilted swordst but took decorative motifs from the Stockstadt 
typep resulting in a native French group of Late Bronze Age 

cast-hilt awords. 



CHAPTER XIV 

ANTENNA Slx, 'ORDS 
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ATITEIWIA SIVORDS 

So few antenna sworde have been found from France that all 

types are considered together. The following are known: 

Lipovkn- YPe 

Castanet (Tarn - et - Garonne) (fig. 1) 

Braslest Chateau-Thierry (Aisne) : pommel from flange- 

hilted sword (fig. 2) 

Zuricb Type 

Saverne (Zabem) (Bas-Ehin) (: f ig- 

Late Ilybrid Antenna Swords 

Heilly (So=c) 

Loiro at Idoung-sur-Loire (Loiret) (fig-4) 

Pffitne at Lyon (fig-5) 

Weltenburp Type 

Alien (Cantal) (fig. 6) 

others, unclnssifted 
Gub do Velluire (Vend7ee) (fig-7) 

rrairie do Mauvea (L-Atl. ) Po=el only 
V6nat (Charonte) 

Lipovka Type 

This group of swords has been defined by Miller-Karpe (1961, 

52ff), who only lists 6 cast-hilt examples and 9 flange, _ 
hilted swords with antenna (Lipovka) pommels. The only cast- 
hilt sword of this variety known from France is badly il- 

luatrated (Coutilt 1928, Pl. IX912; fig. l)p but despite the 

distance from the others of its class Miller-Karpe, 1961, 
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Karte 6) it appears to be a genuine example. The hilt is 

plain, with heart-shaped pommelq semicircular butt and cut- 

outj similar to the sword from Silvaqul de Campiep near 

Kluj (UUller-Karpeql96lpTaf-5Ot5)P which also has no ends to 

the spirals on the pommel. The lastanet sword was carried 

over a considerable distance, as the other examples are all 

in Eastern Europey with no intermediate finds (VUller-Karpep 

1961, Karte 6), and the similarity in shape to the eastern 

swords rulea out its being a local copy. Since the French 

example was a single find, the only date which it is possible 

to assign it is that arrived at by finds from other countries# 

that is, Ha B2 (ibidP53). 

This presumably also applies to the Lipovka pommel found while 
dredging at Braoles (Lebel, 1953, fig. 82; fig. 2). But the dia- 

tribution of separate Lipovka pommele (usually with flange- 

hilted swords) is much more widespread over Europe (Muller- 

Karpejl96lpKarte 6) although again mainly easterly. Thus 

it is reasonable to see both these Lipovka finds from France 

as imports. 

Zilrich Type 

One example only of the type (Savernel fig-3) is known from 

Francep a hilt, with the antenna pommel ends broken (MCiller- 

Karpe, 1961957-8, Taf-5396; IIalbert, 1954v423tfig-4P3-). There 

are three groups of ribst finely decorated with angled incisions, 

on the hilt and a semicircular butt similar to Lipovka swordog 
from which they reprevent a western typoloeical progression 
(raller-Karpot 196lv57-8jKarte 6). The groups of ribs are 
interesting an in appearanco they recall those on Mdrigen 
Variant II swords, and it in possible that the latter take 
their form from the Zarich type antenna swordat dated to Ila 
B2 (ibid, 58). Other possible influences at work at the same 
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time have been discussed in the Chapter on M6rigen swords. 
An unusual feature of the Saverne haft is that it is filled 

with lead (Halberttl9549423 ff), either to balance the nword 
bettor or to fill up the space inside a hollow hilt and give 
more support to the blade, top. 

Ilybr_d Type 

Three swords (nos-5,6,7; figs-4P5), similar to each othort 
show varying characteristics of other antenna aword'typeop 
mainly those called Weltenburg and Tarquinia by MUller- 
Karpe (1961). All three have semicircular buttop with that 

of the sword from the Rhone at Lyon especially similar to 
Tarquinia weaponap and long# tightly rolled heavy gauge 
antennae pommels. This latter characteristic is typical of 
Weltenburg swordsp but the three single broad ribs on the haft 

of the three French swords is not characteristic of any 
antenna sword group. This could represent a continuance of 
the 3-ring pattern of earlier Urnfield Draiwuletschwerterg and 
allied with the other characteristics described forms another 
example of the individuality shown in B. French swords. 

The aword from the Rbo"ne at Lyon has coveral features cor- 
responding to-Tarquinia swords (fig-5): outline ribs running 
straight to the butt, whose shape is that of the Italian 

weapons# and hatched decoration on the rib below the po=el. 
But the tightly curled heavy spirals are a Weltenburg feature; 

a very aimilar oword is shown by L'Uller-Karpe in his Weltenburg 

group from 11olzhausen (1961#Taf-57,4). The decoration of 3 

concentric rings on the haft is paralleled on another French 

sword of the same dateg but of very different forml Sabne at 
Macon (see 3-ring-sworda Chapter)q and in indicative again of 
a separate E. French production area of swords but within the 
general Final Bronze Age sphere. 

There are no definite acsociations for any of this group, 
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except for tantalising references to the circumstances in 

which tbe'Heilly sword was found. Breuill reporting Mongez 
(1900023) states that it was found under a bog near skeletons 
of a man and a horse. Coutillfrom the same source (191097) 

says that skeletons were found lying in a shipwrecked boat# 

one of which was armed with the antenna sword and a Bernibres 
type helmet, now melted down. The sword ban been lostp but 

resembles the Lyon sword 'apart from a lack of decorationp and 
a short tang-end between the spirals. The Meung-sur-Loire 

sword is similar but unusually obortj and was a single find 
(IlouelpDauvoistl959,318-20)o 

These three weapons illustrate how unwise it is to take sword 
$types' as the soleýbasis for a view of prehistory except in 

a general way. There is such diversity within any group of 
swords and ouch a degree of overlap or intermediacy that a 
rigid typological view of any objects may ignore the human 

activity creating them. This does not invalidate the use of 
comparisons of objects for relative dating and typology, it 

merely relegates thic method to its correct place within 
archaeological method and shows it to be a convenient system 
of classificationp witb all the limitations which a rigid 
system implies. So the three antenna swords described fit 

, quite well into a fluid view of the Tarquinia and %Yeltenburg 
type[]* 

Since the weapons above are not associated we may revert to 
MUller-Karpe's dating schemet and suggest Ha B3 as the most 
probable relative date. 

Weltenburg-Type 

One sword ic known from France which corresponds to the 
"hard core" of Weltenburg swords (MUller-Karpe, 1961,59) 
from Ali6s (Cantal). Found with two other swords of Mbrigen 
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and Tacblovice-type (described, elsewhere in relevant cbaptere), 
it is much more intricately decorated than either, with fine 

engraved and pointillfi lines on the haft and pommel (fig. 6). 

The characteristic central lump in the haft in engraved with 

a hatched open oval# with ribbing above and below. The butt 

differe, from moot other swordo in the type by being rounded 
with a semicircular cutout. Like come swords in the group 
the hilt is hold onto the blado by a single rivet (two and 
three are also used on other weapons) which pausec through 

the long flat tang. The end of this projecto from the pom- 

mel and is surrounded by four concentric circle groups. 

The Alibe sword and the type in general very much reeemble 

some flange-hilted swords of Cowen's Klein-An-ýheim type (1955v 

100), those with round haft swellings (ibid., Abb. 14; 2,3) 

rather than the thistle-ebaped hafts which look like Tachlovice 

or Auvernier sword hilts. Some of these late flange-hilted 

swords are typologically earlier than Weltenburg weapons, 

suggested by the Lipovka type pommels on two Briest swords'' 
(Cowenpl955; SprockhoffP1934, Taf. 18914)g but others are un- 
doubtedly contemporary with the Weltenburg group. Parallels 

outside France for all three swords from the Alien hoard sug- 
gest a Ila B3 date (Milller-ýKarpeq1961,81-2). 

:1 

Otber Fmtenna swords 

one antenna sword is known from the Ve'nat hoard (Inv. Arch. 
F6(2)19) and is not sufficiently similar to E. French weapons 
to fit into any definite group. The hilt is narrow and flat 

with 4 ribs# and small spirals, cast straight on to a blade 

whose decoration resembles than on a carp's tongue swords in 
the hoard (ibidplO. This would seem to be a local version 
of a more eacterlytype, like the other cast-hilt sword in the 
hoard (ibidql6) which copies the semicircles and ribs of late 
Urnfield E. French swords. Wing-decorated socketed axes, 
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terminal winged axeaq square-socketed axesp curved socketed 
knives (3103), vase headed pinst and two large hollow-cact 

engraved bracelets with everted terminals (63#69) ouggect, a 
correspondence with E. Prencb/S. German period Ila B3 (Vogtt 

1942093ff; ? r5Iller-Xarpe9l959, fig. 62). 

A sword of unusual form is known from the Gu6 de Velluire in 
Vend6e (fig*7)rwhich has a broad arched pommel nearest in 

shape to an antenna hiltp but with decorative terminals 

rI esembling a Taeblovice pommel. A. de Mortillet was the first 

to describe the sword, and states that the haft is bronzop 
the blade iron, but shaped like a bronze blade (l9l3l277)- 

Since that date the only-new evidence about the sword is con- 
tained in Halbertla work (1954) as-a photograph of the hilt 

and upper blade, but she makes no mention of, the. blade's 

metal composition. She presumably assumes the blade to be 
bronzey as does MlUller-Karpe (1961,111, Taf. 44pl = after Hal- 
bert's photograph)# butin the photograph it appears to be 
irong an far as one can tell without oxaminntion in the hand 
(op. cit., fig. 2)* A. de Mortillet suggests that tho haft wan 
not made for the present blade and as the latter does not 
fit the whole width of the butt opening there may originally 
have been a bronze blade on the sword replaced by one of iron 
(1913,278). The butt and cutout are cemicircularl the hilt 
rectangular in section with two projections in the middle. 
Above thia, the pommel is set on a circular band with four ribs 
(fig-7). Apart from the two rivets in the butt ends, holding 
the blader there is another in the centre of the hilt and two 

ot'hers above and belowp whether functional or simulated ie 

not certain. The central rivet seems to have had a cap at 
one time (A. de Mortilletol9l3sfig. 2) and may have resembled 
the 

- 
other two. The pommel decoration (ibid, fig-3) is com- 

posed of groups of lines and hatched triangles following the 
edge of the bronzel and a ring of small circles rurrounding 
the probably simulated tang end. 
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Halbert draws attention to two more swords which closely 
resemble the Velluire weapon, both from Scandinavia (Sk&nep 

and Jutland; 1913p416 ff. ) The Fuglie sword is very close 
to the French weapon and must have been made either by the 

same person or as a copy. It has a bronze blade, with 
haft chape exactly similar, and pommel decoration very like 
that on the Velluire sword. The Hundborg sword is slightly 
different# apart from being fragmentary# but the-pommel is, 

again vory similar in shapeg and the butt likewiaol-with' 
decoration of concentric circles. Whether the French sword 
should be seen as a Scandinavian import or vice verea is 

unsurep but there are several parallels from Francep of a 
slightly different nature but none the less morphologically 
close to the three swords* 

The sword from the Saone at Mhcon dealt with in detail else- 
where, has the characteristic square projections on the hilt 

aides, large rivets on the broad faces of the hiltp and a 
butt shape and cut-out reminiscent of Velluire. There are 
concentric rings decorating the butt (seen also in tho sword 
from H6rapel; Coutil, 19289M. IX914)p exactly similar to the 

sword from Hundborgl and usual on cup-pommel swords of 
Stockstadt type (L"Uler-Karpe, 1961, Taf-49). And there must 
surely be some connection between the square projections in 
the hafts of the antenna swords and flange-hilted swords with 
identical features ranging through Cowen's Klein-Anheim and 
Nifton types. Blade decoration on theso latter swords (of 

both groups) resembles-that on the Stockstadt cast-bilt type. 

The date of the Gu6 de Velluire sword mudt be somewhere within 
Ila B. If it does have an iron blade thie would suggest a 
late date - Ila B3t or if originally a bronze blade replaced 
by ironp then the, haft is earlier. From the decoration on 
the Jutland and the Mftcon swordst both close relatives, the 
date should maybe correspond, to that given by Mfiller-Karpe 
to the Stockstadt ýroup "Friihzeit von Ila B" (1961,49-50). 
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But as he says, spearheads with decoration like, Stockstadt 

swords tura up in Ila B2 or B3 (Vogt, 1942). Thý similarity 
to the Macon flange-hilted group (Cov; enPl955vlO4ff-) which 
seems contemporary with Tachlovice/Auvernier swords (Ha B3)9 

allied with the above dating, wo-ild give a relative date of 
Ila B2/Ha E3 for the Gue de'Velluire sword. 

There is only one other possible example of an antenna sword 
from France -a pommel from the Prairie do Mauves hoard'in 
Loire-Atlantique (Briardpl965#fig-70: 5). This is quite a 
small object# with a curved pommol plate somewhat similar 
to the Gu6 de Velluire sword# but undecorated except for 

ribbing, on the shank. The hoardp apart from other typical 

carple tongue materiall contains fragments of probably 
British Ewart Park swords: the date must be around IIaB3- 

\ 
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TACHLOVICE SWORDS 

This group comprices the following swords from Francat 

1 Alibs (Cantal) (fig. 1) 

2 Epineux 00te d'Or) (fig. 2) 

3 Humes (If. -Marne) (fig63) 

4 Oise at Chauny (Aisne) 

5 Rb6ne at Grigny (Rhone) (fig; 4) 

6 Saohe at Lyon (fig. 5) 

7 around Lyon (fig. 6) 

Find eircumstances: Alies and Epineu? e fro. m hoardav rest 

single finds. 

Fom: The hilt shape of these weapons is: straight or 
depressed short quillonel' with U or V cutout at 
the buttl a swelling at the lower third of the hilt 

similar to the profile of Klein-A-xI. heim swordeg and 
a curved pommel with additional riveted plate. The 
flat faces of the upper two-thirds of the hilt are 
hollowed to allow plaques of organic material or 
bronze to be held by three rivets; likewise the 

pommel must have hold a plaque of some organic material. 

Blades vary little in shape and decoration; most 
usual being a straicht/slightly leaf shaped formt with 
two parallel ribs following the edges. The cross 
section is elliptical# with a slight midrib on the 

sword from the Saone at Lyon, and in two cases (Rhýne 

at Grigny; around Lyon; figs-416) there is anýad- 
ditional short V-outline reaching down the blade 
from the butt. This feature is commoner on Morigen 

and Auvernier swordst and it is possible that these 
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two examples cited could be Auvernier'swords(Muller- 

Karper 1961) to which the Tachlovice variety is close- 

ly related morphologically, differing only in the 

pommele. This pommel shape and features of decor- 

ation are sufficient to separate the varietiesp a 
typological division supported by the mutually ex- 

clusive distribution'(Milller-Karpepl96lgKarte 8p9). 

Prequently, the top of the blade (nearest the haft) 

is decorated with incised semicircles and circles# 

a feature not usually found on other cast-hilt swords 

of this date* Thing along with the shape of the haft# 

suggests thatj as is so often the case, cast-hilt 

swords are the direct counterparts of flange-hilted. 

weapons of the period (see Coweng 1955p Abb l49lt5)- 

Do doubt a Xlein-Auiheim sword with its haft in place 

would resemble a Tachlovice weapon quite closelyl and 
the riveted plates found in the case-hilt examples 

probably reflect the influence from the other method 

of hafting. 

The three swords for which lengths are known or can 
be reliably estimated (nos. 10,5) vary considerably 
from c#62 cms for Rho5ne at Grignyj Humes c, 73 cm. 
and Alids 91 cm. # showing the prevailing tendency 
in the Final Bronze Age to lengthjR swords. A 

corresponding increase in weight/to be noticedp 
along with heavier construction which raises the 

weight per unit length as compared to-cays 3-ring 

swords from France which are of generally lighter 

construction throughout* Thus at 1270, gr. (211b) 

and 90 cm. long the Alied sword is not'just heavier 
in absolute terms than say the sword from OPrancel 
(Chapter X) (which weighs 821 gr. (11 lb) and 
is 70 cm- long) but is proportionally heayiero This 
might be explained by the increasing use ýad efficiency 
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of armour and defensive armament in the latter part 
of the Bronze Agog particularly in the Ila B3 when 
these swords were in current use. Nevertbelesel 

personal preference may have played a large part in 
determining the size of weapon, as the fragment of 
sword from around Lyon is much lighterl with narrow- 
er blade (even allowing for considerable wear); and 
possibly prestige also had its effect on size, 

Decoration on the hafto varies. Both Epineuse and 
Ali6s have the pommel plate ends incised in chevron 
patterns (figs. 1#2) with incisions or channelling 
on the sides of the haft* This reaches an extreme 
form in the sword from Humes (fig*3) and leaven 

small 'islands' of bronzep improving the grip as 
well as adding to the decorative effect. The 

quMons are decorated in two examples from Francet 
Epineuce (horizontaA, ines) and Grigny (possibly 

vertical linest uncertain). Thin along with the 

other decorative motifet occurs on various Tachlovice 
awords outside France. The elements of decoration 
dencribed above do not ueually. occur together on 
other sword groups of thin period and serve to 
differentiate Tachlovice sworda typologically from 
Auvernier weapons. But their handling in, uso 
must have beon quite similar to other Final Bronze 
Age awordsp no reasons other than purely military 
ones must have predominated to cause euch. an unusual 
distribution pattorn over Europe, commented on below* 

Ricassi are found on all the swords except Epineuse 
and Lyon (too worn to decide finally), on, AJJ613 
they are decorated by punch marks at two angles$ 
forming a herring-bone pattern. Various authors 
have stated that9 similar to Mediaeval patternt 

I 
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the index finger of the sword hand was hooked round 

one of the quillone, resting against the ricaesoo 
An a few o'f the swords from Europe do not have a 

ricasso this obviously is not the case in some 

specific instances, apart from the haft size being 

quite large enough for use; one's hand is comprensed 
into the centre of the hilt giving a firm grip* 
But the hooked finger grip does change the balance 

slightly and obviously the method and circumstances 
of fighting (unfortunately unknown) would affect 
the way the sword was held. 

Distribution: Happ fig*7* These swords are confined to 

East France (with one outlier in Cantal)j the 

usual sphere of Late Umfield bronze finds stemming 
from Central European workshops* But it is un- 
certain how far the French swords chould be con- 
sidered real imports or native manufactures# as 
the group varies so much in form and decorative 
features. Overallf Tachlovice swords have a con- 
centration in Bohemia and Central/East Germany. 
Ziller-Karpe shows 129 with one from Poland and 
another from the E* Alpine area (1961#Taf *99l 
Karte B)o There must have been contacts between 
France and the eastern group to transmit the typep 

since there is an intervening distance with no 
finds of these swordsp an area in which the related 
Auvernier swords were current (ibid, Karte 9)9 

Morigen swords also feature in this group of Ha B3 

weapons (ibidt Karte 8p variants I and II)p and 
the three varieties combine to show a most impressive 
distribution of advanced bronze working industry in 

weaponsp of which East France was the western fringes 
Tachlovice swords, found in this close proximity to 
the other groupsp must also stem from a common origill 
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aa their typological aimilarityiq most markedt various 
features of construction aind decoration occurring in 

all thre co 

Relative Dating: Two swords come from boardst-but of very 
different composition# Alids was found with two 

other swordep one of Mdrigenp Variant Is the other 
of Weltenburg typo (see relevant Chapters). The 
hoard was presumably one of finished articlesp 
maybe ready for sale# an all swords are in good 
condition (Ramesp 18729 in incorrect in stating the 

I. achlovice sword was broken in 3 pieces)# affording 
a more directly reliable association than a-founder'n 
scrap hoard. The sworde seem to have been pushed 
into the rock crack where they were found without 
sheaths or other covering, as the Tachlovice sword 
is unpatinated where it has rested against one of 
the othersi and the rveltenburg sword likewiset in 

contact with the rock. This gives an assumed 
contemporaneity at the time of deponition. of Tach- 
lovice - Weltenburg - Mbrigen Variant I groups in 
E. Prance. The Alibs Tachlovice aword can alsobe 
compared with a L'brigen Variant II weapon from 
Trevouxp which has angled hatched decoration on the 

outline ribs towards the butt# directly aimilar to 
the formor (see relevant Chapter). 

The Epincuee sword was found in a boardt broken in 
two pieces (Ddcbelette, 1910, IIj App-I, 24, Kimmig 
1954tfig-93) among other broken and finished articles 
which suggest a trader's or maybe founder's hoard* 
The finds include apearheads with ribbed socketp 
ribbed apear ferrules, engraved-socketed curved 
dagger, engraved-socketed knifeq winged axe with 
loopq and a tanged arrOWhead with a rivet hole in 
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in the centre of the head. This last somewhat res- 
embles Bourget arrowhýads in the use of a, rivet# and 
the date of the type varies from Sandars' Ha BI/II 
(19570196-8) to Soutoulq Ha C or D (1958; 1961)9 
The curved socketed dagger-like object appears to be 

awimport from the Late Bronze Age Atlantic orbitl 
as these objects are. *found in carps-tongue hoardep 

again of a Ha B date, later rather than earlier* 
The only drawing available makes it uncertain whether 
in fact this attribution is correct9 although stated 
to be a 'curved socketed knife' by Ddchele, tte (loco 

cit, )* 

The three winged axes and the Late Umfield socketed 
knife fall into the Ila B3 period (Milller-Karpep1959p 
Abb*62j13#15); the axes are co=on objects of the 
period both in Western Europe and on the Atlantic 

osealloard in carps'-tongue hoards. Likewise the 
ribbed sockets of the spearheads and ferrules 
suggest contemporaneity with the S. W. German and 
Swics hoards of the Final Bronze Age. 

The only other feature of use in the relative 
dating of French Tacblovice swords is the iron 
inlayb(Eisentamuchierung) on the sword from Humes 
(Maner-Karpe, 1961#82)9 Ile does not state where 
the iron is on the sword, but it must be taken to 
indicate a late date for the weaponj especially when 
the remainjng evidence from Europe is taken into 
consideration (MUller-Urpeg 1961,81-2), The 
French swords thus form the western fringe of 
Miiller-Karpe's Ila B3 phase (1959,216 ff)q the 
Final Umfield period; Sandar's Late Bronze III 
("Ila B3") characteristic of graphite potteryl 
concentric circle decoration, tumulus finds 
with M'drigen swords (1957,208 ff). 
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MbRIGEN SWORDS 

Miller-Karpe's scheme of dividing the type into variant 
groups (1961#73) has been followed for reasona explained 
below. Only two of the three variants are found among 
French swords. 

Variant 

Variant ii 

3 
4 
5 
6 
7l8 
9 
10 
11 

Others: 
12 

13 

Breguier-Cordon (Ain) (fig. 1) 
Montausain (C. -dOr) (fig. 2) 

Aliee (Cantal) (fig-3) 
Chapelle-St. -Ursin(Cher) 
Crenancey (H-Saone) 

Diville-les-Rouen(Seine-Mar) 
GresinelLac du Bourget(Savoie)(fig-4) 
Rolampont (H-Marne) (fig. 5) 
Trevoux (Ain) (fig. 6) 
Vienne (Icere) (fig-7) 

Rhine at Ottmarcheim(H-Rhin) (fig. 8) 
Ribeauvilli (11-Rhin) (fig-9) 

Possibly a M6rigen sword 
14 Blyez-aur-l'Ain (Jura) 

Find Circumstances: Two vwordsj Possibly three# come from 
graves (nos. Ij9jlO)j three from hoards (nos-3,6,13), 
two from a settlement at Grdsinep Lao du Boureet 
(nos-798) and the rest are single finds, 
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Form: The clans an a whole shares co=on features such as 

curved po=el-platep usually undecoratedp a haft 

centre swollen slightly from a straight configurationp 

usually decorated with three separate bands of oma- 

mentp and a butt of varying widths with different cut- 

out shapea* The blade is nomally straight or slightly 
leaf shapedl rarely tapering; and is decorated with 
*outlines' of ribs or grooves. Following MUller- 
Karpo(1961,73ff) the Frcnch swords of thin type are 
divided into two variant groups I and II, according 
to different details of decoration an the haft* 

Variant I aworde have three ribs on the haft left 

plain# or profilea into two or three mouldings on 
the actual rib. 

Variant II consists of three groups of two or three 

separate narrow ribs in place of the broad plain rib 
of Variant Iq and there may be decorative bosoon in 
between these or on the pommel plate. 

This division# although based solely on apparently 
insignificant differences-of decorationg becomes 

more meaningful when the dic! tribution of Variants I 

and II is seen on a European scale (MUller-Xarpeql96lj 

Karte 8). Variant II appears to be largely a Swisa/ 
E, French design of Morigen swordl with only 3 outliers 
to the east. Therefore it ia proposed to treat the 

variant groups separately, as products of different 
tworkshop, areaul. 

The sword from Montausain (fig. 2) typifies the swords 
of Variant I groupy broad bands on the haftl and high 
U-shaped cutout in the butt. The butt is not uoually 
as broad as in French Tachlovice swords, where short 
quillone are fomedg but in a few cases it is equa3_ly 
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as long (Ribeauvill6s fig*9)* The I-Iontaucain sword 
has a slightly leaf-ahaped blade of fairly light 

constructiony with two outlinet grooves running 
nearly parallel to the edges. The grooves are in fact 

quite badly executed# varying in width from about -5mm 
to 1 =1 and the curve formed by them is shaky and 
irregular up moot of the blade until they curve out- 

wards at the butt in the usual mannen On Morigon, 

swords the decoration of the blade cometimeo includes 

a abort V-outlina at the buttl seen on the other 
Variant I sword-, from Brignier-Cordon (figel)9 and 
on many cast-hilt swords of the Pinal Bronze Age. 

A classic Variant II sword is that from Rolampont 
(fig. 5) 9 combining the 3-rib pattern in place of the 
haft bands and decorative bosses in between these and 
on the pommel# The lower haft terminals are so broad 
in this case as to be termed quillons, and are slightly 
depressed* It is =certain whether these terminals 
did ever fulfil a function as a cross-guard an found 
in swords of the historical periodq but the width of 
these on the Rolampont sword would suggest this wan the 

cases Allied to this problem is that of ricasnip 
which are not present on eight of the French 116rigen 

swordal an unucually high proportion an against other 
Morigen swords from Europe* The ricasoo as a func- 
tional feature might be explained by drawing a 
parallel with the mediaeval practice of hooking a 
finger round the quillon when using a sword9 but its 

absence obviously precludes thin. Bosideop these 
French swords are significantly shorter than the 
contemporary Tachlovice and flange-hilted long swords 
(average about 64 cm)p Ro, the method described would 
not be necessary to balance the sword well. Deppite 
statements from various authors of the email size of 
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hilto on Late Bronze Age swords and thereby diffi- 

culty of use, specimens handled by the, author and 
full-scale-drawings chow that the hafts on MdriCen 

swords are quite large enough for the hand of an 
average person. Idontaucaint for example (see above), 
sits very well and comfortably in the handt and is 

nicely balanced for uce. 

Decoration an the swords is restrained, mostly being 

confined to the blade and taking the form of ribbed 
or engraved outlines. Two outlines are moot commont 
but Ribeauvillb (fig. 9) and Vienne (fig-7) have oeveral. 
lines incised close together, forming a group of dec- 

orative grooves running down both sides of the blade. 
The latter sword is also decorated on the hilt - two 
lines of punched dots frame each rib-group (fig-7v 

after Chantret Miller-Karpe's drawing is inaccurate# 
1961#Taf 650), and there is a button on top of the 

pommel which looks like the riveted end of a blade 
tang. Variant'II swordo like Polampont (fig-5) with 
a non-functional knob, cn^the'pommel are probably 
copying the originally functional feature of a tang 
reaching up throligh the hiltr as on many antenzia 
swords. I 

Tr6voux (fig. 6) is a Variant II sword with decorative 
bosses on the hilt (remnant decoration probably copy- 
ing the rivet placement on flange-hilted swords) and 
angled hbrring-bons incisions on the upper part of 
the blade outlines. This extends down for some 7cm 

and recalls the decoration on the Tachlovice sworde 
from Alitop although the M6rigen sword from that hoard 
seems to have plaing undecorated outlines. The central 
rib-group has a 2-rib rattern and not 3 as usual - 
this is fairly common on French Variant II swords, 
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2 and 3 ribs-being interchangeable and sometimes on 
the-same sword (Tr6vmuxg Chapelle-St. Ursin). 

Two swords have no decoration at all on the haft 
(Rhine at Ottmaroheim; Ribeauvilld; figs. 8j9). The 
fomer appears worn overall in Zumsteinto drawing 
(1966, fig. 51)t so it may have been completely ab- 
radedg, but RibeauvilU was obviously designed as ouch 
as the blade still retains sharp outlines. The oword 
is unusual in its short length and hollow-caot hilt 

with very thin walls# compared with other MOrigen 

swords. Formally the M6rigen hilt is a solid affair 
as can be deduced from handling and seen in the mould 
for casting massive hilts from Erlinshofen (Willer- 

Karpep 1961P75ff; Drescherj1958M)- The-hilt on 
thq Ribeauvilld sword is completely hollowp undecorated# 
and with very broad quillonr; '-, all of which suggest 
that it stems,, from. a founder unused to the usual con- 
struction of hilts for M6rigen swords. Since the pom- 
mel is broken off-the hilt, the light construction 
would seem too weak for the strain it had to stand. 

Among French Hdrigen swords the riveting of the hilt 
to the blade seems to have been less common than tho 
run-on method of fusing the weapon together., Only 
5 swords bave-rivets in the buttp one of which, 
Cresanceyp may even be a modern copy. So the solid- 
cast method seeme to have been much more popular in 
the manufacture of French swords. Wyse (1967sPl-13) 

shows an Auvernier sword from Switzerland manufactured 
in this methodg. with the resultant air pockets along 
the zone of contact showing up in the X-ray photograph. 

The eword from Diville-les-'Rouen, (00utilv1921 Pl. V) 
lying outside the main area of diatribution might be 
a local copy# as it differs in . bUtt %lidthl pommýel 
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sbapeýand haft cutoutý, - It its perhaps an Atlantic 

versionýof Mbrigen swordsp just as a local variety 

of an antenna sword is known from the large carplo 
tongue board of Venat (Inv. Arch. F. 6(2)19). Chapelle- 
St. Ursin (Coutil9l928, Pl. IX$18) shows influence. 
from other Ha B3 9words in the horizontal engraving 
along the butt. Although common on other caot-hilt 

weapons of this period it is unusual on M6rigen 

swords (Sprockhoff#1934#passim; MUller-Karpe91961, 

passim). 

Dietribution: Central/East France with one outlier in the 

north (Mappfig. 10; cp. Mller-Karpepl961, Xarte B)o 

The two Variant I swords represent an extension of 
the general range of these w pono to the wento but 

are insignificant beside the ! 
7umber 

of Variant II 

swords from France. They presumably represent either 
imported weapons from the main area of finds (C/S 

Germany) or local copies after the style of manu- 
facture of this area. 

With the increase in numbers of Hdrigen Variant II 

swords known from France oince Miller-Karpele map 
was published (op. cit. )l the westerly distribution 

of this type is even more marked than before. The 

production of the type must have been within a 
localised region of West Switzerland and S. E. Francel 

particularly around the upper Rh6nej with variations 
in form caused by local copying. The distribution 

of the two Variant 
' 
types supports the typological 

separation, as it would seem that the two different 

styles were producedl or at least usedt in two virtual- 
ly exclusive areas. 

Relative Dating: Of three possible grave finds, two (Rolampont 
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fig. 5; lBrignier-Cordon fig. 1) are associated with 
other objects$' the former with potteryl the latter 

with bronzes. Both finds come from tumulip as may 
have been the case with Trievouxt said to have been 
found among a heap-of stones (Chantre#1875oPl. XV). 
At Br6gnier-Cordon remains of an inhumed skeleton 
were found among a heap of stonesp along with two 
large hollow-cast decorated bracelets and a cylind- 

rical jangle (tintinnabulum)o Two years later in 

further diggings on the same spot a 11brigen sword 
was found. At Rolampont the burial rite was cremat- 
ion, under a tumulusp with grave goods of 3 Potst 
and a Mbrigen sword 4 mo away from these (Ximmiat 

1952,164-7tfigs*32t33; Millotte, 1963t275)- Sandare 
(1957,217) draws parallels to this pottery at Bingen 

and Giindlingenj and the graphite and concentric 
circle-stamped ware is characteristically late HaB 

as are the bronzes from Br6gaier-Cordon (Kimmigol952p 

166-7). These two tumuli are characteristic of the 

resurgence of tumulus burialt different pottery styleat 
bronzeworkletc. # which mark a cultural change from 

the earlier part of the Ha B period. The latter 
part of this period sees a multiplication of bronze 
hoardep weapons$ and other remains which suegeet a 
prosperity and expansion of population in the areas 
where the later Hallstatt culture is found (Bandaral 
1957P190ff)- 

The small hoard from Ribeauvilld is another manifest- 
ation of this pre-Hallotatt C prosperity and offic. 
iency in weapon production. The Mdrigen sword de- 
scribed above was found with a blade fragment of 
similar appearancep and a terminal winged axe(fig. 9)e 
This axe type is characteristic of the Ha B3 period 
(Miller-Karpe, 1959pAbb 62) all over S. Germany and 
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Francep including the Atlantic coast in carp's 
tongue hoards* 

The hoard of three swords from Alie6q including one 

of Hdrigen type Variant II (fig-3) is interesting 

and important because of the direct association of 
this group with a Tachlovice and a Weltenburg (antenna) 

sword., The swords have unfortunately been dispersed* 

One is in the British Museumt the others' whereabouts 

are unknownpbut all are usually dated to the Ha B3 

period* A correspondingly late date is suggested by 

the presence of iron inlay on other Mbrigen swords 
from Europe, (Muller-Karpepl961973ff)o 

Two swords appear to'have been found at GresinepLac 
dulBourget (Chantre#l875jPl*LVIIIt2; Perrinj18749plo 
XIXt7)t although it may only be one# drawn differently. 
If twot both are Variant III brokenj one with ribs on 
the blade and one with plain blade* This is the only 
French Ila B3 settlement site (lakeside) which has 

yielded a Mdrigen sword# and it corresponds to the 
swords found in tumuli (above)* Some idea of the 
spread of late Ila B activity can be seen in Sandars' 
Map XII (19579371)9 There are also close relations 
with Central and South Germany and Switzerlandp as 
seen abbve in respect of Variant I distribution, 

Although it is likely that East Prance was closely 
linked with Switzerland (SandardPl957p293)j a munber 
of unusual weapons are known which look like Prench 
versions of Xbrigen swords* Two of these are the 
swords from Vienne (Fig-7) and 'Prance# (a 3-ring 
sword)p the latter being almost an exact decorated 
copy of the former. The Vienne sword has most of 
the features of a Variant II Morigen weaponpbut 
with a butt and cutout more typical of Urnfield 
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swords of -Ha' B1 or earlier (MAller-Karpe, 1961lpassim). 
The rib-group outline on the blade is'also unusual 
for Mbrigen swords. Both these characteristics are 
present on the weapon from 'FrancellAnoluding the 
dots each side of the haft rib-groups. This sword 
has been included In the Stocketadt type by WrIler- 
Karpe (196lp49ff) because of the characteristic 
decoration; he dates the group, to Ha'B2. This implies 

either someýsort of remnant influence on the-Wdrigen 
groupAn France from ear2ier Stookstadt swordsq or 
that these two swords are an early form of the Ydrigen 
type* The former appears the moot plausible explan- 
ation, assuming a retarded Late Urhfield style of 
manufacture in France. 

The Dýville-lea-Rouen hoard (Coutilpl921,804) in- ' 
eludes fragments of the haft and blade of a M6rigcn 
Variant II sword with flat pommel (ibid; IPl. 5)* 
The hoard contains fragments of a bronze helmet or 
bowl in fine embossed style (Coutil91927, P1.7,19), 
a chape with ribbed decoration (ibid, Pl-5), 3 sickleal 
2 buttons, 4 amuletat a mould for a wing-decorated 
socketed axe (ibidpPl-7)v 3 gougesp and a variety of 
ringap braceletep and a tore. There is also at least 
one bugle-shaped object from the hoardl and razor 
fragmente, both significantly carps-tongue typeop 
as might be expected from a find in Seine-Maritime. 
The chape is characteristic, with some direct parallels. 
An object from the Ldtzen hoard in RoGermany (Sprockhoff 
1934, Taf*3293) with an iron core, associated %Yith a 
Mbrigen sword might be a chape of this type, while 
the best parallel known to me is from 14brigen (Vogt, 
1942pTaf 79#15)along with another# not quite so aim. 
ilar; both of which munt probably date to the latest 
period of Bronze Age occupation# Ha B3. 
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Another German M6rigen boardl ITachstenbach(Sprockhoff# 
1934#Taf33/5) 

- 
contains a conical chape with knob end# 

and some ribbing at the narrowest partp and also a 
wing-decorated socketed ax& similar to that at Deville. 
An exactly similar chape comes from the Kerzers hoard 
in Switzerlandp which also contains a large hollow- 
cast engraved bracelet with outturned teminalo and a 
wing-decorated socketed axe (both found in the Deville 
hoard (Vogt*l942jTaf81j2O-23)* Other similar chapea 
known come from the Croydon hoard (containing inter 

alia a Tachlovice or Auve=ier sword fragment -Tnv. 
Arch*GB39tl, 2)p the Lulworth and Wilburton hoards 
(where they may not in fact be chapea but shaft fer- 

rules) and Epineuse (Kimmigtl954, fig-93). 

The large hollow-cast bracelet from Deville (Coutil, 
1921#Plo7tl) is a characteristic form of S, E, French 

and S%viss Ha D3 ori=entj in Vogt's incised style 
(1942y201). Such bracelets are occasionally found in! 
carps-tongue contexts (Briard, 19659fig*82); Inv. Archo 
P6(3)63#69-Venat) and must represent actual imports. 

It thus seems that the Deville-lee Rouen hoard contains 
mixed Atlantic and S*E* French elements, witha relative 
datel like the rest of the MO'rigen group of Ila B3. 
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CARP'S TONGUE SWORDS 

The Carp's Tongue complex is named after the sword type moot 

co mmonly found in the Atlantic boards of this group., Of all 
the Atlantic bronze swords (see earlier Chapters) this is the 

. 
'type which has been most fully identified and debated on a 
European scale. Many of the bronzesl including the swordsp 
have been discussed by Briard (1965#199ff. ) who has summed up 

the present state of information of thin group in France: a 

situation conspicuously lacking for many sword types. Briard 

has also consolidated much factual-knowledge of the contents of 

various of the Breton hoards (see Bibliography). Since a full 

survey of the background to the swords found in carple-tongue 
boards would inevitably involveýrepetition of many of Driard's 

statements and conclusions# it is'proposed to deal only with 

specific points of interest and typological connections of 
these weapons. For a catalogue of Breton boards and their 

contents# the reader is referred to Briard's Appendix 1 (1965, 

303ff-) which repeats many hoards contained in D6cheletto's 

list (19109III#Appendice I)# covering the whole of France. 

The carp's tongue sword represents the final typological dev- 

elopment of the Atlantic leaf-shaped swords of Classes I and 
II (see above)p into a plain, wI ell-designed weapon. Various 

shapes of the hilt and blade are common9but the most common 
characteristics are a broad and high midrib set in a straight- 
sided blade which often taperz to a concave-edged point, hence 
the name. The hilt is normally either straight-sided or slightly 
swollen in the centrej and the butt extended sideways into 

narrow pointed shoulders with a concave upper edget above deep 
square ricassi. It is a variable factor whether these are 
flanged or not, but the square profile is nearly always present, 
with the bottom of the shoulders. at a right angle to the axis 
of the blade. Slots or holes are used interchangeably to secure 
the hilt plates, and frequently a combination of both in seen 
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where the rivet holest particularly those in the buttv are 

set in a cbannel# possibly to make the punching or drilling 

of holes easier. One of the more constant., characterictics 

-in 
an almost total lack of decoration on the bladep cave for 

a single line etched each side of the midrib, ending at the 

, _putt 
where the lines curve outwards to the shoulders. 

i., 
One of the main differences from preceding swords in in the 

use of a flat or very slightly flanged hilt platep although 
thin feature is again variable in its occurrence. Some im- 

pedence to the sideways movement of the hilt platen would be 

created by the thinning of'the hilt towards the centre where 

'the rivet holes or clots are situated, although obviously 

not as efficient as an H-vection hilt in this respect. This 

`-Is Just one of the indications of a more gencralioed weapon 
than earlier swords't which bear the marks of much more careful 

work and appear less "mass produced" than the carple-tongue 

sword. The hilt of a carple-tongue sword fragment from 

Chedigny (Indre-et-Loire) (Cordier et nI-ll96O9fig. 6#3) ex- 

emplifieti this# with a plain unflanged edge but Very efficient. 

_"Jy 
cast channel with three rivet holes. Thin simplification 

may of course be explained by, tbe larger amount of bronze 

artefacts and boards, and presumably a larger market for which 

,, 
bronze founders would cater. There is certainly no falling 

off in the quality of castingg since many of these carple- 
tongue swords are fine regular weapons, and also efficient: 
the high midrib is juxtaposed with a distinct edge on the 

blade to produce a cutting and thrusting sword. The edge in 

however ground at, a broader angle th'an, the preceding Atlantic 

leaf-chaped specimens, and in a few cases in backed with a 
low rib so as to prevent the edge turning when meeting a hard 

surface (IM. Arch. F6(2)18)o It',, is possible that this may 
have arisen from the arris produced when the edge wan oharpencdp 
but it is also interesting that the feature is far more common 
on bronze Hallstatt swords to the East 00wen. 

919671pansim). 
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The larger features of the swords# for example length and 
blade shape are much more difficult to determinep for, an 
Briard points out (19659203) moot of the swords from boards 
are broken fragmenter of which there are unusually few points. 
The longest sword quoted by Briard is 79cmP somewhat longer 
than the largest Atlantic leaf-chaped weapon, the average 
being some lbcms. longer than these. Thus all carp's tongue 

swords are significantly shorter than contemporary Long Swords 

in the Eastp but they are closer to late caut-hilt weaponeg and 
succeeding Gundlingen type Hallstatt swords (Cowontl967#394). 

Unlike any of these they seem largely designed for use in action 
_ýsboth a heavy-slashing sword, and with a thrusting stroke: 
thepoint would'seem to have been developed especially for thin 

purpose. The concave-edged point noted by many authors is 

sharpened round to the level of the midrib on both sides so an 
to-give better penetrationt supplemented by the thinness of the 

, -cross-cection for the 10cms or so between the point and the 

midrib end. 

The pommel ends of the hilta vary markedly from the flat-topped 

narrow variety which seems to be carried on from leaf-ohaped 

swordal to those with a V- or T-configuration: in a very general 
way, somewhatý, similar to Cowen's three main classes of pommelo 
on Gundlingen Hallstatt swords (1967v402, fig-l0: a1-b#c#d). The 
distribution of Powen's class c and d (ibidgIZap E)t entirely 
confined to Britain and Irelandl save for one specimen, is 
interesting in the light of trade connections with the Atlantic 

coast in V-notched shields (Coles#1962, Map 1) and bronze cauldrons 
'(11awkeDjSmithtl957#fi9-l0); other influences may have included the 
pommel shape. It seems likely that in-any case the V- and T- 
pommeýja would have developed later than the plain narrow variety, 
which like the leaf-ohaped blade was taken from earlier types 
-and marke some intermediate forma. Good examples of these 
typologically early swords are shown by Briard (1965, fige. '64,3; 

. 69,1), and in fact Atlantic leaf-shaped swords Of Class III 
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(see above) are morphologically very close 
'to 

the carple- 
tongue weapons of early type. 

But'while one may talk of a typical weapon of the groupp and 
typological characteristicsp mattera are very different when 
the swords are studied indf4idually. There would seem to have 
been an astonishingly varied use of"'611'sorts of different 

features on swords from different areasp speaking for greatly 
increased trade and contacts between larger and more remote 

regions. Many of the swords have typologically early and late 

characteristics side by side, and frequently these occur in 

the same board. Two swords shown by Coffyn (19670,40) from 

the Lower Garonne area, illustrate this: one ban a carple- 
tongue point on a sword typical in all respects save for an 

angled ricassop like that found commonly on Class Id leaf- 

sbaped weaponal that is# a typologicilly early feature* The 

other is an entirely average'weapon apart from a straight blade 

with a rounded tapering point; again thin ýAght be considered 

a transitional specimen. Examples of a plain point on the blade 

are known (Coutilpl9289Pl. VIII; Wller-Xarpetl959, Abb, 62t8; 

Sprockhoffj1931jTaf. 18j2; 25t12) from all over the rango of 
distribution# and there seems to have been considerable variat. 
ion in the form of the point. Thus, 

Leven 
if Cowen's suggeationa 

about the origins of these carp's-tongue, swordsg deriving them 
from St. Nazaire weapons, is accepted (1956,639-642), it is 

certain that the leaf-shaped or atrixight, blade and curved 

point continued in use alongside the new, carp's-tongue shape, 

Li kewise manj forms of hilt seem to have been in use contemporarily: 
Three varieties at least occur in the hoards of Notre-Dame d'Or 
(MillottegRiquettl959tPl. 5t38t4O-2) and Venat, (Inv. Arch. F6(2) 
The first contains examples of V- and T-; ýý p-omm'els, and a variant 
with a cast pommel. This last form is seen'in two examples in 
Vdnat (nos. l7vl8)9 and Briard cites other similar spocimens 
(1965,205, fig. 70)t while another from the AZay-le-Rideau 
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hoard appearo'broken along the, cast line dividing the hilt 
bottom from the blade (Cordier et al. 9 1959PPl-3,22). This 

small casý, pommel would be best-paralleled in Ha A Urnfield 

swords in the cast of France# implying however a far too 

early date; it is more likely that Ka B flange hilted swords 
such as the Forel typet with a-short pommel tang might have 

provided the model. Or it is just possible that the cant 

pommel copies the far larger, features on Hallstatt swords 
(Cow_enpl967$Pl*, XLVI, 6; XLVIIt3o6)'suitably scaled down. They 

are perfectly functional features and serve to give come 
indication of some of the hilt-patterns; ' but in at least one 

case-take on an almost unusably exaggerated form (FabrevlMs 

fig, 3,2) with a long cross7ý6ramel on a sword evidently in- 

-fluenced 
by Sardinian weapons (Henckentl9569137). Other 

-, pommel shapeop such as those with V-'or T- profileng may have 

supported hilts that resemble those on the cast-hilt swords 
from'the Huelva-find'(Ihoard' seems a misnomer for a find 

while dredging: Inv-Arch'. E*ltl-39)*' 

The_, shape of the lower part of the hilt is evident on some of 
swords# as a result of casting. the hilt plate thicker 

than-, the upper bladep and shaping this toýcorrespond with the 

,, Organic facinge. Briard, (196592059fig. 69t5) comments on one 

example from Nantes# but there are others from Venat (Inv. Arch. 
F6(2), 16)9 Caumont (Eure) (Coutil91921tPl-5) and Azay-le-Rideau 

. 
(Cordier et Rl., 1959, Pl*3922-specimen with cast pommel)* The 
intention would be probably -to strengthen the hilt in use. This 
Cutout is also seen on cast-hilt weapons: those cited above 
from'Nuelval but also two from France - one inýthe Venat hoard 
(op. cit. 119) and the sword from Uzbo (Gard) (see fig. 1), 

found with its scabbard of beaten bronze. This is a considerably 
Inori decorated weapon than most "carp' s-ton'gue swords# with 
coppir inlay on the pommel framed with punched dots, a stip 
of incision on the hilt# and the scabbard with bons-and-circle 
dec'orationj dated by Sandars to-her'Late Bronze 111(1957,241). 
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I ''I 1ý 
But Ihe blade is a standard developed carp's-tongue shapet 

with, fine point and high midribl. and. no ricassig-as is the 

case on the Huelva cast-hilt swords. 

The-cast-hilt antenna sword from 
, 

the What hoard is mention- 
e dýeltiewhere (AntennR swords) but it seems to have little in 

common with eastern weapons of this type, (Inv. Arch. P. 6(2)19) 

and-is'obviously a local copy* Five Abs-decorate the narrow 
flattened hilt# which is provided with a pommel inrolled at 
bo''th7--ends, while there are 'low ricas"s'! "on - the blade, decorated 

with six incised lines, It appears that a founder unused to 

the late antenna swords of the eastt has copied possibly a 
Tarquinia weapont and has used a decoration like that seen on 
I, ate Class II leaf-shaped swordo'(St-Nazaire type), and on 
Morigen weapons in. -E. France. Another sword from the Vinat 

hoard (no. 18) with a cast pommel has, eight such-inciced lines 
--"1, 

on the blade# with decorative punching in the, tops of theseo 

This is more likely to be a, straight, copy from such Morigen 

swords as Tr6voux (q. v. ) with, punchedrrib outlines on the 

1bladeq_ as this exact pattern occurs on another sword with flat 

cast hilt in Venat (no. 16)s Thie-. has a rib, either side of the 

vquare, section midribg and in the, spacesýbetween these can be 

seen, the remains of incised-decoration. - five longitudinal 

outlines each sidep with a row oftsemicirclee below the cutout. 
: precisely this pattern is current on flange-hilted Long Swords 
(cowent1955tAbb. 149109 Tachlovice: and other late Ha B cast. 
hilt, swords (Lqdller-ýKarpe9l961#Taf*0*9; 52), 

: Et"therefore seems likely that several of these carple-tongue 

weapons were modelled on HaýB swordep either in hilt or pommel 
9hape, 'or in decorationg but in 'cases of incised outlines this 

could refer to a remnant St. Razairi' tradition (0-9- PlOunevezell 

Ca'brolt193894159fif; -9). But-other contacts , are present in 

g3word'typest shown by numerous finds of British Ewart Park 

ovword fragments in various of the Loire Breton and Channel 

I 
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coast hoards. Briard mentions some of these (1965,205-8), 

but there are more in Picardyq in the, boards of Marlera; Le 
Plainseaul and an unprovenanced, board from around Amiens 
(Breuilql900pfies-4v5)- -Two'POSBible *fragments are known 
fromýthe Chamery hoardq in Marne, , (Doiz6#lq5qq533, Pl-I, 3,4), 

and an, almost complete specimen from Ste-Pierre-i-Gouy(So=e) 
(Bre4il#l900pfig. 5#48)9 while a'Gundlingen Hallstatt sword of 
Thames Type (Briardpl9651208#fig*, 7lt3; Cowen, 1967oIl-LXII, 7) 
is. known from Plourivo# in'CO, t6B!, du-TTord* Theas Ewart Park 

swords imply a general post-Wilburton datep exactly that of 
carp's-tongue swords, in France, post-Classes I and II leaf- 

shaped swords, with a considerable length of use of both 
tI ypes. , There would seem to have been trade in ocrap objects 
in'both directions between Britain and France. 

Trade with other areas 'i's less 'ividentp at least-in so - far as 

it'affects the swords, To thi'south'the characteristic French 

carp's-tongue swords largely give way after the Gironde area 

toýthe Spanish variety. Mostýspe'cimens of these'show features 

. different from the French weapons; the casting is in many cacao 

, 
less efficientq and they repreeent hvbridisation between later 

Atlantic leaf-shaped swords and-carple tongue weapons* Thin 

is very evident in the shape'4f the point, and'the ricasai 
iav. Arcb. E1 1-10; Almagro#1966'-fig-56; Sav'ory9l949tpasuimj 

1966,216ff. ). Other articleii-we're"carri ad _ in trade along the 

Atlantic coast to Spain (Savorytl949; l966j'216ffjbUt there 

seems to have been a distinat'style'of s1 word manufacturep 
linked to the Mediterranean' (H'enckentl956#passim). One definite 

'routelby-passing the Iberian peninsulat' is-illustrated by 

trian . gular scrapers and their distribution up"the' Garonne to 
Ifarbonnet and through to'the'Mediterranean coast. It appearo 
-that this may have been linked'with th6'tin trade (Gaudron, 

-Souto 
I ik, 196lt583ff-, j'fig. l) along" the' 'couloi 11 r languedocien', 

but how far it is to be seen I as-an activity of tho Late 
jjzjjf ields in this 'area and t- he Halls ta tIt. C expansion in the 
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"Tumulus causeenards" is not known (Soutou, 1958; 1961). There 

-'was certainly a large expansion in the South of France, and 
westwards along the South coast (Sandarstl957,296ff, Maps 
'XIIIXIII) with the establishment of most important settle- 
ients; and the impetus of the Greek trade to spur on private 
enterprise from the Garonne area. This may be the route 
along which, in the other direction from the scrapers and 
possibly tinp the Late Bronze III sword decoration and hilt 

shape arrived at the Venat board. And possibly the Venat 
fibula came along the came route (Henckentl956tfig. 6)lmaybe 
from Italy (ibidp132). 

Briard comments upon the difficulty of precise dating within 

, thess large hoards of the Final Bronze Age (1905p239)9 but 
I at least the general correlationebbetween France and our- 

, rounding countries seem clear (for Gemany see MUller-Karpep 

., 1959#Abb. 2)o What. is not so certain is the duration of the I 

-carp's-tongue swordp but certain finds, such as the wheel 
and double duck-headed boat pendant from Charroux (Abauzitj 

'1'962gfig. 1#8) and several objects quoted by Briardp'suggest 
a continuance into Ila Ce Týere are no Hallstatt bronze 
swordsp save two from the West coast of France, and few 
on the channel coast; the furthest west they occur is an 

. 
"far as'Haute-GaronnelLot, and Indre (Cowentl967). If there 
were no other evidence it would be reasonable to assume 

"that the presence of the last French bronze swordep the 
carp's tongue group, caused this lack of Hallstatt swords 

ýin the Atlantic provincet and this seems to be cupporte 
by. the dating. The carp's tongue sword does not appear,, to 
be succeeded by any other weapon of bronze and so it, peerip 
to have continued until replacement by Hallstatt antei. ma 
daggers or iron weapons* It seems unusual that no fifids 
of Gundlingen swords have 

K 
been made in the westj sind4 there, 

was trade in Ewart Park/Hallstatt swords with Britain* 
There is a possibility that the shorter British Hallstatt 
swords were more suited to the likes of the Atlantic users, 
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especially as the British weapons also tend to have a finer 

point. It would not seem too unreasonable to see the heavy 
Hallstatt sword of East France as the weapon of a heavily 

armed warrior or as Cowen (1967#391) suggests of a mounted 
warriorg and the carp's tongue sword of the Atlantic province 
a lighter cut-and-thrust weapong possibly of greater use on 
board shipe All through the Atlantic Bronze Age extensive 
use must have been made of boats or shipal especially in the 

massive trade of the Final Bronze Agep and a long Hallstatt 

sword would not be a suitable weapon in close fighting of 
this kind. It is possible that the British Hallstatt swordep 
many of which have V- or T-po=elsp acquired this feature from 
the existing carp's-tongue varieties when they were carried 
into the sphere of influence of the latterl that is, South- 
East England* Certainly there was much trade between the 
British Isles and France, as seen abovel with further con- 
nections between the carp's tongue sword and eastern Urnfield 

weapons via the 'couloir langueldocien'. 

Thus despite some Urnfield encroachment into the westp with 
maihly pottery as evidence of this (Sandarstl9579246ff)ptbe 

Atlantic and Channel coasts seem to have a continuous history 

of bronze working# particularly in swordal and during most 

-of this era appear to have been large-scale entrepreneurve 
This pattern continues and expands into a-considerable 
industry in the carp's tongue groupt dealing inter allia 
with Mediterranean trade, and supporting what seems to be 

a separate identity from bronze--, morking areas in E, and S9E9 
France throughout the Pinal Bronze Age into Ha C times* 
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HOARDS AND fVTiTALLtMGY 

With a lack of any good cultural contexts within which to 

study French Bronze Age awords, it is necensary to use as- 
pociated artifacts as a means of assigning a relative date 

and oometimes a cultural context to these weapons. Thin 

would moot conveniently be done by using material assigned to 

gravesp in which it is assumed that the possessions of the 

pecupier would be deposited; but graves containing sworda 

are very rare in French, and unknown on the Atlantic and 
Channel coasts. So one is thrown back onto bronze hoards 

for any indication of the background in which a sword was 

used. 

Various assumptions about bronzc boards have been made over 
the years; the basic definition of a bronze board has been 

a group or collection of bronze objects deposited together 

, 
in the pact.. Hodges (1957451) has questioned even this basic 
definitiOnp but only in pointinC out the more evident misuce 

'of 
the concept, such as taking finds from a river ford9 or 

from different places in the same areaq as closed finds. He 
states that only when the find place has been thoroughly 

examined can the hoard be accepted as such. But here againt 
this embodies an unproved or unlikely assumption, in come 
caceso, there seems no reason why the same spot sbould not 
have been used on successive occasions for hiding other 
objects when all, come or none of the former objects had 
been lifted. 

IThis 
is especially so when the recipient hole 

in the ground has been propared in some wayt sueb as a wooden 
box inserted (Penavern board; Briard, 1965,53)9 or a wooden 
chember with a stone floor (Menez-Tocta; Briard, 1958,2); or 
even the common practice of using a pot would provide a per- 
manent hiding place, cloned by a stone. Do Lisle (1883t64) 
describes his examination of the Prairie de Mauves hoard, 
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found in a clay pity below a large stonep and situated right' 

on the bank of the Loire. He comments on the situation of 
the findl and its accessibility to anyone using water transport; 

such hiding places might be passed on over some considerable 
time and used over an extended period. This idea is not put 
fonvard as a possibility only, as a counter to too uncriticnl 

an acceptance of a board as a contemporaneously deposited 

group of artifacts. In fact most boardsq especially before 

the carp's tongue horizon, seem to bave been put straight 
into a bole in the ground, possibly in a-bag (e. g. Tr6boull 

in, a linen bag)v and probably represent single assemblies; 
but definite information on circumstances of find is con- 

opicuously lacking in very many cases. So to re-define a 

board: a group of objects found-together, and assumed in moot 

cacce to have been deposited at the same time. 

Differcnt sorts of boards have been recognined for some time. 

_Evans 
(1881,457-9) divided the boards into three typeng de- 

pending on their contents: personal traders', and founders' 

boards. The first category is self-evident: an individual 

would bury valuable in troublesome timent or just for general 

security. Traders' boards in Evans' scheme contain finished 

objects ready for trading, and founders' boards brokenj wora 

out objectst casting wastel rougb metal and moulds. Rodges 
(1957,51ff) has followed this scheme in huis studies in the 

. 
Late Bronze Age in Ireland, addinC one categoryt that of boards 

of metal-workers' toolsp and dividing the rest of the knomn 

boards along Evans' types. Given the unusual lack of founders' 

-hoards 
in Ireland, thin leaves the Ydst majority pernonal 

hoards - 39 in allp from, which Hodges draws various social 
conclusions, 'Via a simple statistical study of the contents. 
I'do not intend to follow thin scheme for two reasons: first 
there in a totally different accent on the various sorts of 

. 
boards in Franceo and, secondly, I feel that Hodges' concept 
of, a personal board is untenable. Under very few conceivable 
circumstances would anyone bury his weapons in time of troublep 
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and likewise in normal untroubled timesp yet "rather loon 

than a quarter" of Hodges' personal boards are weapons only, 
in which the sword is the more common arm. A quarter of the 

personal boards contain both tools and weapons, and bere I 

feel that the same criticism would surely apply; but the rest 

of the hoards would suit an attribution to an-individualg with 
tools and personal ornaments only. There seeme little point 
in any individual bavin&ouch an expensive weapon as a sword 

or a opeart unless he intended to use it in combatp and if be 

fled bin home at the approach of a hostile band he would 

certainly not leave it behind buried. in a bole in the ground. 
Con cepts of prehistoric society or usage cannot be ouncoptible 

to proof in the final sense but they ourht at least to be 

plausible. Sol in the vast majority of caceng I would limit 

personal boards to valuables (tools or ornamento) difficult 

to carry or susceptible to tbeft, at least in co far as the 

French material is concerned. 

Likewisep the concept of a trader's or merchant's hoard would 

seem to be perfectly valid in a general sense, but I feel 

that Hodges' definition is far too restricted, confined as 
it is to assemblages of'artifacts ready for trade and in 

considerable numbers. Ile admits the difficulty of ceparat- 
Ang small merchant's and large personal boards and yet goes 

on to draw social conclusions from the latter. The definitions 

of founders' and merchants' boards should probably in part be 

amalgamatedl as suggested below, since many of the finds could 

well be covered by both. 

Cbantre in 1875 divided the French hoards into three claseec 
Trdsoraq Fonde: ýies -and Stationog which broadly correspond 

'to Evan's last two categories, with the Stations compricing 
various aorta of finds grauped under their similar provenance, 
that in, from settlements (largely lakeside). Decbelette 
reduced Chantre's number of categories to two (1910, lIi, 163-7) 
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founders' and simple boardog but limited the concept of 

a founder's hoard to those finds containing ingotaq casting 

wastet and whole moulds. Heý, makea the point that boards of 

wbole objects, unused, could represent monetary assets, 
buried for safetyl and not necessarily outgoing traders' 

stock. He also assigns boards with metal working tools to 

artisanB9 and quotes the gold tore, bammer and anvil from 

Frean6-la-Mere as a jeweller's kit. But his 'simple' boards 

are those which shom no evidence for connection with someone 

specifically engaged in the 
, 
bronze industryg leaving very 

varied material under the same heading. Since Ddcbelettel 

the position has remained much as be left it, with work baned 

upon his list of boards (1910, II, ig Appendice I) and his 

dating and board classification in use until comparatively 

recently. Very little discussion as to the limitation of the 

use of boards for dating has Lvone ong or varieties of boards 

which might be discernible through their contents: so before 

consideration of the French sword boardsp some ideas for 

classification and suggestions on the possible background of 
these in set out below. I 

Possible depositors of the hoRrd, eitber in time of 
trouble or for general security: 

A private person 
B someone in metal working trade, wbicb migbt 

include: 

i founder 
ii smitb, or travelling smitb 
iii. baviker9pedlar 
iv tinker 

2 9, tFtte and composition of the board: 
A Composition: 

i weaponst amour 
ii toolo(arriculturalgwoodgmetal-working, ate. ) 
iii ornaments 
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iv ingotBp canting waste 
v vehicle components 
vt other objects 

B State of objects: 
i complete (a) fresb cast 

(b) finisbodgunueed 
(C) used, worn 

ii broken (a) accidentially 
'(b) deliberately 

111 (1) and (ii) above in combination 

Possible ressons for object's deposition in honrd: 

A fashkng, social conformity 
B replacement by more efficient artefact 
C accidentally broken 

D wear on artefact 

In Section I suggestions have been made about various people 

who might deal in., the metal tradeg and at the base of thin 

iEi the bronze founder, canting the basic artifacts. It in 

felt that the eatablisbment of a foundryq with a furnace, 

supply of charcoal, and numerous moulds of all sorts come 

of bronze, stoneq or clayt would lead to a static bronze 

founder# at least in the context of a flourishing highly 

developed metal industry such as that in the Final Bronze Age 
(carp's-tongue group) on the Atlantic coast. This has already 
been pointed out by de Lisle (1883p68-9), and seems generally 

accepted. The concept of a smitb (defined as one who works 

metal with a hammer) receiving roug. b goods from a founder, 
riijishing and decorating them is also no new concept: this 

would also comply with the idea of a travelling artisan 

which ban been mooted from time to time. It is possible aloo, 
that such a person might be a coppersmith, that inp workinj; 
in sheet metal as against cast wares, and possibly moving 
from place to place effecting repairs on metal vessels. 

0 
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The tinker is a minor version of this concept, doing small 
mending jobsq selling small articlesp but also, to take a 
modern, parallelp collecting scrap metal from households as 
exchange$ for return to the founder or emith. There could 
easily be various degrees of these ideas; a large smithy, 
with clamps and benches, set up would obviously be a static 
feature# while the smaller smith would perform much of the 
functions of a tinker. Likewise# small cacting jobs might 
be carried out by any of the travelling artisanst such as 
bronze running-on repairs onto a broken aword hilt or a bronze 
bowl (e. g. Droscherpl958, Taf-33)- All these people would. 
want bronze scrap# especially the founderg who would probably 
get, it via a hawker, +dlar. Tbece may also havo supplied 
ingots or smelted metal to founders and smitbB from mining 
centrest or from workers of alluvial mineral deposits (Briardt 

19650fige. 2t3). ' 

Hawkers and pedlars may have been the intermediate traders 
between the public and the founders and/or smiths, and must 
b, ave operated on various scales. Much of the bronze material 
of, the Atlantic coast seems to have been transmitted by ceap 
and a great deal overlandl especially in the east of France 

along the Safte - Seine - S. Germany routest seen by the dis- 
tribution of the Urnfield and to some extentp imported At- 
lantic material. Thin brings to mind various reference in 
the mediaeval Icelandic sagas, of traders' boats plying between 
1, Torway and Iceland in the summer monthat and also of hawkers 

often with a companion, and pack horset trading various wares 
1, at homesteads. Section 2B above is particularly applicable to 

, the idea of hawkers trading bronzesl since no-one would wish 
to carry large amount broken or old bronze artefacts on an 
entire trading excursion and might hide these for future col- 
lection. It ban been assumed by various authors that a traderle 
board would contain only fresh objects ready for tradel and 
such would doubtless be the case at the beginning of the journeys 
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but at any point from then on the proportion of old bronzes 

would increase until the whole trader'n stock would be com- 
posed of old pieces being taken to the founder. Section 3 

contains suggestions as to why people might, exchange their 
bronzes to a hawkerp and in cases A and B the object might 
appear to be fairly unwornp or in circumstances of a rapid 
development of different bronze typeal almost new. So it 

cannot even be assumed that since complete bronzes are found 
in a board, it represents an outgoing traderla stock. Howevers 
the situations suggested in C and D of Section 3 would seem 
more likely to be the prevailing factors upon the trading in 

of objects, especially so with weapons and tools, lees so 
with ornaments. Tbeoreticallyt it ought to, be possible to 
divide boards by their contents into various apecialiced 
or general cmiths or hawkers; in come cases this can be done 

with the sword hoardst to which this study is limited, and can 
also be choArn in other-cases in E. France. One assumption# 

., embodied in Section 2B is, I feell justified on the present 
'knowledge; it in that when objects are found in a hoard broken 

into short lengths, this represents the work of someone in the 
metal trade# and not a private person. It may be that it ban 
been done for convenience in carrying, or an a preliminary to 
being melted downg but it is difficult to see what circumstances 
would make an individual do this apart from these reasons. It 
is not always possible to tell whether an object has been broken 
accidentally or deliberately, indeed both may have been done; 

and if the object was of fairly small size, a single, poccible 
accidental break would reduce it to a portable size for a hawker. 

Thus a situation merges where many Possible explanations may 
be possible for a single board, and to take a single one and 
draw conclusions may be highly misleading. Others seem to be 
more susceptible to speculative classificationg particularly 
where other evidence is possible, but until much more in known 
of the structure of the societyt and of the Organisation of the 
metal trade# goat of the French boards containing swords will 
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I 
be susceptible to a broad range of explanation. Soma of the 

more likely explanationa for some of the oword hoards will be 

considered below. 

Personal boardn: As stated above, this would seem a likely 

categoryt especially, if weapons are excludedl only 
it will be in most cases, impossible to distinguish 

a large personal from a small traderle hoardp as 
Hodges noted. 

Founders' boards: Those should ideally include casting wastet 

ill-cast and therefore useless objecta, mould fragments 

and possibly ingots. If founders and smiths are not 

treated as separate artisans, then motal-working tools 

should be included# as well an bronze scrap. A good 

example of tbiu would seem to be the Larnaud hoard 

(Coutil, 1914, Pls. I-VI) which includes all the abovog a 

socketed bammer, aawal a die for punching obeet metal 

(ibid. pPl. III027) narrowtedgefýdchisclaj and a punch 

or burin for engraving four parallel lines on bronzep 

most likely onto a sword blade (Pl-III, 30,30A). There 

are few early boards containing swords which can 
definitely be assigned to this type: two Treboul boards 

have ingots (Cbapelle-Glainand Cbatillon-sur-Seiche)t 

but none show other likely indications. The Honnoen 

group is however significantly different, and of these 

the beat example is the hoard from Condd-our-Noireau 

(q. v. ). It co4#ýined several finished swordst several 

deliberately broken swords, ingots# and a bronze axe 

mould. Four but of thirteen boards include socketed 
hammerog whil6 tne Ru-Caoudal hoard also includes two 

burins. This last hoard might well have been deposited 

by some amithl but it is not known whether socketed 
hammers represent purely metal-working tools or were 
in use in other trades. So one likely founder's and 
one likely smith's hoard are all that can be confident- 
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1Y claimed for this group, although the possibility 
of a coppersmitble tool in three others must be kept 
in mind. In the two succeeding Atlantic groupQ the 
incidence of casting'waste and particularly ing 8, 
(Briardpl965p225) risen to ito peak., in the carplti- 
tongue hoards: no less than nine ou f eighteen of 
the leaf-shaped sword hoards containligots or cas t- 

ing waste. Briard suggests that the piano-convex 
ingot represents the stock of the founder, and while 
thin is no doubt true in many caseal it seems that it'ý 

could apply in some cases to traders* melting down 

scrap. Such a case is seen in the Longueville board 
(Lamarreol945) whore a scrap hoard with a largely tin 

bronze content in the artefacts is accompanied by an 
ingot, seemingly cast in the pot the hoard was found 
in. An analysis of this shows a low tin and high lead 

content: it would seem that the trader bad malted come 
of the objects with high lead content and bad lost the 
tin through overheating. 

It would thus seem that by the carp*o-tongue horizon 
the metal industry was in a much greater state of or- 
ganicationg and either more ingots were being imported 
from mining areasp or founders kept their stock standard- 
ieed into specific alloys or pure metals in ingot form. 
There seems in any case to have been a great increase in 
the amount of bronze in use. 

Traders' boards: The majority of Dword, hoardn might fall into 
this type. The Tr6boul hoards show a pattern of four 
hoards out of eight containing deliberately broken ob- 
Jectog the others with some objects brokenj possibly 
accidentally. The Roanoen boards chow nine out of thirteen 
containing smashed objects as against four with broken 
objects (i. e. pre; sumably accidentally broken). The hoards 
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of 'Atlhnti'c"leaf-4haped 'swords" show a "proportioia of 
fou'rtebn finds vitý 'amasb6dobfectsp an'against two 

with"broken contents. * 'This-"culminates, in the scrap-' 
b'oards'of carpls-4ongue-timeo in which there are very 
few'complete"objectsp most''oVthe complete swordo 
baving-comeýfromý-'oingle'ý'finds. It in to be presumed 
that this'systema-tioýýUreakageýbecame necocoary no the 

ftrade along the Atlantic-coasts volumeýand, 'distance of., 

and overland increaeodt andr'perbaps it was-more ac- 

ceptable to the bronze founder"in this'form. Certainly 

it must have involved'a"great-deal'of trouble, to breakp 

sayp a palotaveýacroas the, flanged butt just to reduce 
It in volume'from, "Aat in some, casen must have boon a 

relatively'-cmall-axe-;, '-Irorhaps moro, of these hoards 

are pre-meltingfounderol%boardo, than'-io-rocognitscd 

becauso'of'the'lack, of, casting wastototo., included 

ý'Such, 'dasen-may-be the two Cannen-'Ecluse before burial; ' 
hoards (Gwacherg'Robort#1967) found around a settlement 

of come'twenty,, -houseE;, $,. amongýwhich were areas of very 
burat-earthp suieested by, thetauthorli, to-have been-the 

,4 

site of a, foundry. ' -The boards being-co'clooe to a, vil- 
lage"and"composed ofýdeliberately broken pieces might, 
in'this-case'auggest a-founderlo hoardýmoro than a 
trader! s*-x-But evidenceýeven an imprecise an this isý, 

rarely met with*--,., Moat,, of the finds assumed to be 
traderSO hoard6 Ci=tain'both weapons and toolng but 

come specifically sword hoards are known. Since this 

studý is Confined to swords# no attempt ban boon made 
to differentiate tho'boards containing owords in respect 
of other contentsp ainc WRoartificial division has al 
ready been taýen (only/with swords considered) and an 

Anbal anded conclusion ijould result. 

,, word traders' hoards: 
-A 

few-of these only are knowng, from 

varioun, pqriode. Le Castello (Brim--d, 1965,29ff) is 
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perhaps best knownp containing seven swords and a 
dagger, while Duaultj another Treboul, ", hoard9 con- 
tained mainly weapons and possibly a razorp although 
the hoard has been loot. The find from Le Cheylounet 

of two swords (q. v. ) in not well documentedp blit 

might be the stock of someone executing a particular 
commission. Better known is the hoard from Penboat 
(Briardpl961,26ff)l composed of twovhole and several 
broken and fragmentary Roonoen swords buried under a 

stone in. _., an_ýlignment. The two complete weapons ocem 

serviceable, one has had the butt repairedg and leav- 

ing aside possible votive explanations, these two may 
be finished swords for oaleg mixed with acquired 

scrap. The Boud-Gwen and Octon hoards, although con- 
taining scrap weapons only, may just be general traderol 

hoards with a chance exclusion of other material$ but 

the only other find of thin type, from Alien (Rameo, 

1872, Pl. XXV) seems a certain sword trader's deposit. 

Three swords# all completel very fine cant-hilt 
specimens of different types were found together in a 
rock crack, pushed in there without scabbards, it would 
appearl since the contact points between them show un- 
patinated bronze. This seems to be one of the very 
few (less than half a dozen) 'outgoing' traders' hoards 

of finished bronze swords known in France; and it in 
the only one of the Urnfield period. 

Thus from the above it is evident that no rigid classification 
can be imposed upon hoards. For the reasons explained shortly 
above no attempt has been inade to analyse different hoard 
types atatisticallyl since 'sword hoards' are an arbitrary 
division anyway. That they must be random in content is aeon 
in the concept of the trader's hoard -a mar-collecting out- 
of-fashionj inefficient or broken objects in various states of 
disrepair will obviously be offered in particular cases arte- 
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facts of greatly different dates. The chances are that hie 

trade will be largely concerned with objectscf a fairly 

recent nature, but as we have seen they may be mixed with 

now or old pieces as the circumstances dictate. In some 

cases it would appear, howevery tha 
*t 

other factors were at 

work# that the trader may have boon trying to sell or acquire 

particular tools or weapons. The beat indications of this 

come from East Francep with boards such as Briod(Couti191914; 

l, lillotte#196391ýý'-XXXVI, 15-21; 1966tPl. xxIII), where come 250 

sickles'were foundl., broken and %Yholog a dozen pieces of 

other scrap (kniveop etc. ) and casting waste. Here it ap- 

pears a founder was specialising in a particular form of tooll 

possibly# an Coutil suggests (1914,15) for a opecialiced 

market# such as vineyards or other specific occupations. 

There is also the possibility that a specific form of scrap 

might be collected because of its metal content: some nicklec, 
for exampleg are high in tin; but in the present state of 

metallurgical knowledge in Franco it is impossible to draw 

any conclusions of a far-reaching nature like thie. Finally 

there is a likelihood that scrap metal itself would be traded, 

especially to those areas without their own metal resources# 

or cut off from normal supply by political factors. If hawkers 

were collecting scrap''fro'm a founder or smith (or from scrap 
dealerep to draw a modern parallel) such things'aa casting 

waste and broken moulds might be included, thus further con- 
fusing the picture, leading to anattribution as a' founder's 

hoard. So in this study it has been assumed that hoards are 

only useful in dating if they show a specific 'horizon'' of 
bronze - several different types occurring more or less 

regularly together in an area - for example, mid-winged axes, 
button sickles# late ankletep collared pins in the E. French 

and S. German Bronze D hoards. This combination of types 

as a criterion for a specific horizon may at least help tý 

explain come of the larger anomalies - or at least, ýtnken`, 

with the conception of a hoard laid out abovep may-stop 
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false conclusions being read into finds like St. Genoupl 
(part carp's-tongue, part Atlantic rapier group)p by offer- 
ing a number of suggestions for any one hoard. More bac 

been said about this in the chapter on Atlantic leaf-shaped 

awords, but by taking a number of common types in various 
boards it abould be possible to establish a 'dating tbroubold' 

which is either broad or narrowq depending on how far the 

contents of a find vary from the common pattern. Most of. the 

, sword boardo in France have a broad dating thresboldl but an 

overall study of all French boarda would probably show a 

clearer pattern# within the inevitable limitation of finds 

found in unnoted eircumatanceof divided or amalgamted boards$ 

and whole bronze assemblages either soldt melted downg or 
loot. 

metallurp. 7- 

Various metal analyses of bronze artefacts have been executed 
in France up to the present, but until recently it has been 

of only passing int erest to most. Since the time of Ddchelotto 
(1910tIIiiP178) it has been known that a tint., bronze was in 

use through his periods 1-1119 and that in period Wa a tin 
bronze with more or less high lead content came into being. 
Recently the work of Marechall and the Laboratoire of 
Anthropologie Prehiatorique in Rennes has provided over- 
growing evidence of metallurgical compositions and working 
tecbniquesp especially in the west of France. Giot et nI. 
(1966) have clarified the composition, of various of the Breton 

and other hoardap from the Early Bronze Age to the Final 

Bronze Agop with special emphasis on the latterp and although 
this book is the most valuable work on this topic in France 

and records over four hundred analyses, this is comparatively 
little in the light of the material yet to be covered. The 

other large source# recorded in this booky is the succession 
of analyses conducted by Mar6cbal (Briard, Y. arerchal, 1958). 
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The results are not and probably will not be as spectacular 
as analyses for the Early Bronze Age alone, with possible 
identification of the sources of the metal. The prevailing 
custom of re-using earlier artefacts as sources of casting 
metal was prevalent throughout the Middle and Late Bronze 
Agest with a resulting amalgamation of the trace elements 
whichmight have permitted identification. Thus the position 
at the present is much more detailed than in Dechelette's 
time$ but the broad development of tin bronze appears much 
the samet with the introduction of a lead content in the 
Late Bronze Ago. Swords have had no specific studios ex- 
ecuted upon them, so it is only occasionally that a metal 
analysis is known for a specific weapon, but they seem to 
follow much the same trend. 

Mareebal (BriardgMardebaltl958) bao analysed various objects 
from the Trdboul board, including sword blade fragments (noo. 

32,33). These have been discussed and tabulated by Giot et 

al. (l966jI7ff, 9q), iivho note the surprising amount of lead - 
in one of the blade fragmentep much higher than the 

normal, below 1ý,. Tin in the sword blades is 'between 10-11ýj 

normal Ifor this date. A rapier from Thouard (G. 60p6l = Giot 

et al. 1966pnos. 60p6l) shows a slightly lower tin content# 
with a rivet from its butt containing 10.5ý, tin for hardnoBB. 
Leadp while negligible. in this weapont contrasts with another 
Treboul sword from Plourivo (G-51) with 0-3V, lead content, 
9-35OP tinj showing the variability of lead in these swords. 

The Penavera hoardp characteristic of a Middle/Late Bronze 
Age pbacep has been analysed (G-101-131)p including many 
of the swords. Tin is more importantl with a mean value of 
13f.., giving hardness to the blades. These values are con- 
siderably higher than those for three contemporary swords, 
given belowq which all show less tin. 
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Cu Sn Pb An Sb Ag Ni Bi Fe 

A. 91 -0 7.5 -4 11 . 065 . 20 . 12 -03 t» 

B. 89.5 9.4 . 23 n. d. -063 . 054 ' '003 (. 005 . 17 

Gl. 89.6 10.0 tr, . 10 -05 lo . 05 

C2.87.1 12.5 tr. . 08 -07 . 12, 010 

A is the Bukovh sword from Auvernier (G-2621cee P-46), B 

the Monza sword from the Seine at Parin (analysin Brownp 

Blin-StoylevlMpno-9: their Group I), and C1 and C2 two 
Seine at DliEny analyses of the rod-tanged sword from the ki 

by Y1. Varecbalt who has allowed me to use them for comparison. 
All three show a 11-liddle Bronze Age' compositiont in Brown 

and Blin-Stoyle's classification, indicative perhaps of the 

early date assigned them on typological grounds. The Rosnoen 

sword from Longueville (Seine - ot - Marne-, Lamarre, 1945) 

has not been analysedt but a mid-winged axe nnd sickle frar. m. ent 

show a low lead content, 8.571 and 10.183" of tin, so the sword 

may bave been mueb the came. The ingot in the board contained 

only 2.92, f tin, but 3-W, leadq the former lost Lamarre suggente 
tbrou9b overheating, the latter maybe comes from Atlantic leaf- 

shaped sword fragmento of which possibly one occurs in the heard. 

Only two Hemigkofen swords have been analysed both by Bourbis 
, 

(G. 1329133). They seem to be local copies from their appearnnee, 

so the 87 - to 10-, ýf tin and O-V lead content renembles that in 

use in native leaf-sbaped swords. The frapmento of a sword blade 

analysed from tI)e St. Brieuc-des-Iffs hoard (G-Ma142) showo 
a very similar composition, but a sword fragment from Dinan 

7ý of leadp which becomes more common among the (G-134) has 1.5. 
AtIt. "itic leaf-shaped swordsp but is always variable. 
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Two hoards in the Gironde, of this type, corresponding to 

Classes II and III contain analysed sword frafnmento. Pineuilb 

(Coffyntl967,795-6) contains swords with very different tin 

and lead contents - 22. W1 tin, 0.45' lead in the blade fratpentg 

12.0ýtin, 2.0**f lead In the bilt fragment-, also, the trace el- 

ements differ markedly in concentration. St. Denio-de-Pile 

(ibi4. ) includes various sword fragmental of which one has 

13.041 tin, 14.8,1 lead$ With ouch variation in two similar 

boards in the same areaq little can be concluded from the 

analyses except that these three weapons must have differed 

markedly in efficiency; the bigh tin content would make a 

bard cutting edgep but the hiýb lead content would surely 

render this sword into a very poor cutting weapon. 

Few carple-tongue swords have been analysed for metal content; 
Giot et al cite one fragment from La Ville-Eon (G-Mal 51) with 

" tin, nnd only O-W lead, which might suggest that almost 107ý I 
the inefficiency of a lead-alloy for a sword had become evident 
by this time. The Bwart Park/Hallstatt sword from Plourivo sbotilis 

a similar small lead content and 9-35/' tin (Briardgl965996). 

The great efficiency in metallurgy in the carple-tongue horizon 

shows in the large number of plano-convex ingots of variouo 
metals found in scrap boards and in boards by tbemselvev (Giot 

et al, 1966,27ff). Those have been discusceds listed and an- 
alysed in the work citedg and seem to represent either stock 
for casting (bronze ingots) or fresh-mined copper ingots. On 

the face of it, tbio last explanation would seem moot likely, an 
Giot et n1 stateop mentioning the great purity of the copper 
ingots (1966938); but Drescher (195802) quotes an eleventh 
century. text on the method of removing lead from bronze by the 

simplest of methods - scattering ashes on the surface. He aloo 
quotes from Pliny (ibidp13) on a method of extracting impurities 
from copper by sieving it into waterp and couLments that this 

method is efficient. So if all lead could be removed by the 

metbod above# thin would be at leact part way to re-melting old 
objects into pure metal. It is not known if i simple method of 
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extracting tin from bronze was known to Late Bronze Age 

founderst so it might be better to see the ingots na trado 

objects from mining areas. Tbeeep as Briard suggests (19659 

15ff) may have been either on the Atlantic coact (Irelandp 

Comwall, Iberia) or may have come from the cast with Alpine 

bronzes. The deposits of leadg tin and copper in Brittany 

are possibilities, especially in the later Bronze Agep but 

working at this date is as yet unproveng despite Marechal's 

suggestion that some iron-bearing slag found may in fact be 

from copper smelting (1963t42). 

Virtually nothing has been published in France about the 

actual production of swords; most information is by inference 
from studies of swords in other countries. Thus, Hundt(1962; 

1965) has contributed a good dealto the understanding of the 

manufacture of cast-bilt swords9 and Drescher (1958) to the 

study of repairs on bronze. Both require a considerable 
measure of technical knowledgeg and apart from noting the 

presence of repairs on some swords it-ic not possible to define 
the actual techniqueAused. A possible example of soldering 
has been noted under Rod-tanged swordeq Class B, but araing 
this will need investigation by a metallurgist to decide on 
the date of this most unusual piece of metal working. On 

occasions the picture in confused by a modern repairp with 
attempts to conceal this: such is the sword in the British 
Museump ML1206, an Atlantic leaf-abaped weapon which ban had 
the blade riveted togetbarl and copper or bronze run onto the 
joint. File marks and a visibly modern patina give thin away, 
likewise another sword in the Morel collection with a decorated 
blade soft soldered onto a plain buttv almost certainly a 
modern repair. Various specific examples are discussed in 
the relevant chapters. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
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, CONCLUSIONS 

This work has shown that the sword was current throughout 

the Prench Middle and Late Bronze Age as it is known todayl 

and that it was in extensive use over much of the area under 

consideration. Present numbers although a rough guide to the 

amount of any type in use in the pastj have, for moot of 
the earlier groupot undergone depletion as a result of re- 

melting, But sufficient evidence remains to show that the 

bronze oword was an important weapon in its surrounding 

society. 

Hoards of bronze objectog which form the main basis for 
dating these swords and relating them to their former social 
environmentp have been discussedg and evaluated. They are 
not the ideal associations for datingg but it is suggested 
that within a broad threshold they may well represent a 
sample of the objects in use or those recently taken out of 
useq within a society; or at least there seems a reasonable 
probability of this, especially if the same combinations 
of objects occur in an area. Some suggestions of -the cir- 
cumstances of their deposition have been madeq and of the 
people who may have laid down the hoards; it is felt that 
with so many explanations of most finds# a definite as- 
signation to a typeg with social implicationsy should be 

avoided until more evidence is gained* But on the premise 
thAt systematically broken objects represent the work of 
someone in the metal tradeq most of the hoards can at least 
be placed within this broad class, It is also felt that in 
no likely circumstances would an individual bury his weapons, 
particularly a sword, least of all in time of troublep and 
so this class of hoard phould be limited to tools and per- 
sonal ornamentst whole or broken accidentally. 

Within the metal trade# the rise in an efficient bard 
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bronze alloy, hao been noted throughout the Middle and earlier 
Late Bronze Agog with an addition of lead for easier casting 
in come cases in the latter part of the period* At least one 
sword would seem to have had a low efficiency with too high 

a lead contentp but normally the practice of adding tin up 
to a level of c-1541p and hammering the edges for sharpening 
would give an excellent cutting or thrusting weapon as the 

case may be* In the Final Bronze Age the normal addition of 
c. Z, of lead or lower would improve cautingg and the blade 

construction of carp's tongue swords would in any case com- 
pensate for lack of tensile strength, Repairs are known on 
bronze swords, but it would appear to have been a much more 
common practice to melt the weapon down completely and cast 
another. Several repairs noted are evidently modem joinings, 

using both bard and soft solder and run-on metal over rivets; 
but one most interesting possible soft'soldering repair of 
maybe Bronze Age date has been noted. 

The overall growth and development of the sword is now clearl 
over the area of finds in. France; from the basic of dagger 

and dirk types the gradual lengthening of the blade produced 
the earliest swords of the Middle Bronze Age with constructions 
based on the daggero Nowhere is this better seen than in 
Brittany, where-the Armorican series of long daggers seems 
to, buve given rice to Treboul rapiers or swords. - These are 
niarged ogival daggersp frequently with cast hiltep which 

appear to have continued as a opecialised weapon form in 
Brittany like the long-lived cast hilt triangular daggers 
in the S. East of France* Other areas developed the ogi, ýal 
dagger towards, a more slender# lonper weapong with noticeable 
minor differences which allow various groups to be demarcated. 
In East France these Atlantic rapiers appear as imports# im, 
pinging upon thp,, Late Tumulus form of weapong and continuing 
in use alongside these. Rapiers of one form or anotherlmost 
with trapeze-shaped butts, were current over much of Western 
and Northern Europeg and show a specialised form of fighting, 
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doubtless deriving with the format from their dagger an- 
cestry. France and Britain'were in close contact at this 
time# and many of these rapiersp some identical in ebapej 
are known from the Thameep Seine and Somme Rivera. Brittany 
was largely by-passed in the development of these weapons# 
conserving the Treboul rapier as the main type. Later evol- 
ution of the Atlantic rapier was towards a blade with oval- 
cross-eectionj and in the east a narrowing of the butt is 

noticeableo Both these features constitute the basis of the 
Rosnoen swordp the ensuing type with a broad distribution* 
How far the Late Tumulus rapiers of the Alsace/Lorraine/Upper 
Sa6ne region. with oval sections and rounded butte played a 
part in this is uncertain but they also underwent a change 
at about the same time as the intrusive Roenoen swordso 

A series of typological changes gave rise to a weapon with 
straight blade; 'butt-plate' and thin-rod-tan'g, at the came 
time as Rixheim swords appear in the Saone Valley and the 
upper seine/Yonne region. The appearance of these typeag 
and the copies of imported Rosnoen sw I orde'j' constitute a 
generally similar method of sword constraotion using a 'butt- 
plate'. All examples of these are largely grouped in the 
British Islesp Francep Switzerland and Upper Italyp so it 
could conveniently be called a"westernt format of sword* 
The exact development of the Owestern' pattern is obscure, 
but it has been possible to show convincing ancestry for 
both the Roenoen and rod-tanged swordo, while nixhaim swords 
appear to be intrusive weapons. All these rely on much the 
same blade and butt form and must have been used in combat 
in a similar ways The distributions are generally different, 
but mix in the Upper Seine/Marne/bise areag and further south 
as scattered examples in the Sabne Valley, ' The Rosnoen swords 
are markedly coastal and riverine in distribution, the others 
are generally to the South and East of these. In this latter 
area there seems to be direct connection with Urnfield 
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settlement and burials for Rixheim swordsq and some evidence 
for this in respect of Monza-weapons* At the came period 
further Urnfield evidence is to be no*ted in the spread of a 
few Nenzingen flange-hilted swords up to and into the area of 
the butt-plate seriesp which they resemble in blade shapep 
and the introduction from the south of short leaf-shaped 

rod-tanged swords of Class B from Italy* It has been possible 
through these weapons to show the growth of the leaf-ehaped 

; bfýA_b in the westp and the effect of these on flange-hilted 

swords in Western Germany and Switzerland, 

As a result of these crooo-currents and influences the 
leaf-shaped flange-hilted swords came into being in the area 
just describedp and was shortly afterwards taken up as the 

principal sword type throughout France. In the Atlantic 

coastal areas Urnfield sword exports gave rise to a series 
of leaf-shaped weaponst developed in large numbers by the 
flourishing Atlantic bronze industry* In the East of France 

a somewhat similar trend was in progress, but with more 
, diversification of typeop due no doubt to the more varied 

bronze tr4ditions continually arriving from further East* 
There-is a gradual lengthening all through the Later Bronze 
Aget and an increase in decoration on these swordsp until 
the very long and highly ornamented baroque weapons of the 
Ha B2 and Ha B3 periods* The hilts underwent various 
changes in this time, identifiable as typological progressions 
along two main series* None of these types are very num- . 
eroust and all together do not, equal the numbers of flange- 
hilted weapons of the Atlantic coast, wherep by the final 

stage of the Bronze Age# the carp's-tongue sword was current* 
This latter type's unusual formp degree of standardisation 
and simplicity of ornament are mostly -perceptible -in the 
earlier seriespout of which it grow. Some contact with the 
Urnfield swords is evident however, ' in the decoration on 
Ste Nazair (Class II)p and some of the very few ornamented. ", - 
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carp's-tongue weapons; while it is likely that the East again 
gave the impetus to the development of the whole Class II 
leaf-shaped (St. Nazaire) series. 

From Early Urnfield times a somewhat different aeries of 

sword types is present in South-East Franceg and these occur 
thinly in the North-East as well, They are swords with hilts 

cast entirely of bronze# mostly either imported from Bavaria 

or further East# or copying swords of these areas* Such 

weapons are well documented in Central Europe$ and when id- 

entifiable it has been possible to assess their date and 

place of origin. Quite different from thesep and slightly 

earlier, another small group of cast-hilt swords had been 

identified as belbnging to the rod-tanged weapon seriesp 
thus elucidating a previously anomalous classification, since 
they have been considered in the past along with rapier and 
Treboul hiltse 

Although in general'the French caot-hilt swords follow the 
German patternp some small groups have been identified which 
reproduce the name shape as some flanged hilts in the round. 
Others rhow traces of decoration and uhape which imply clone 
association 'with a W. German/E. Prencbttypel known as Stockatadt 
swordBI and carry these features onto later weapons of the 
area, These lattery coming into use contemporarily with the 
long Swords mentionedabove, are largeIýYeaponsj normally 
well caetp and in the first instance probably imported from 
Central and East Germany Native vercione, appearedp related 
to those produced in Switz6rland; many are exact counterparts 
of late flange-hilted weapons (Long Swords) and in this they 
follow a practice also common outside France, 

All these different sword types disappear quite suddenly, 
giving way to the Hallstatt sword of Ha 0, in many ways a 
very different weapon# and manifestly not in the sword 
tradition which had emerged in the Pinal. Bronze Age* It has 
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been noted that the swords of Ila B9 especially the later 

weaponsp are sometimes too ungainly to be other than parade 

precis-, others by contrast are excellent hand weaponag and 

must have been powerful and efficient in use. 

From the distribution maps prepared for these different sword 
typesp areas of contact and possible routes of trade can be 

determined. A surprising feature to emerge from this study 
is the extent of contact between S. Britain and the Atlantic 

coast of France, already noted in part by Briard and Savory# 

but stretching through-the whole of the Bronze Age. South- 

East England and France were much more closely in contact 
than East and West France during the period, although bronze 

typen are not wholly identicalt as might be expected. Thus 

the British Isles were part of the 'butt-platel-tradition in 

sword manufacture, in a very similar manner to Francep before 

the advent of the leaf-shaped sword. The most marked contacts 

seem to have occurred between the Thames and the Seine/Somme 

areaq largely in Atlantic types but in other bronzes also# nuch 

as rod-tanged swordst Picardy pins, spearheads, etc. This 

route is the start of the main contact between the Atlantic 

and Urnfield areas# which must have continued up the Seine 

and across to the East or down the Sa6ne. There is a continual 

overlap between the Atlantic and Umfield types in the Upper 
Seineq and frequently in the Upper Saone area. Contrasting 
Rixheim with Rosnoen swords it is seen that the latter ex- 
panded in a South-Eaotg and the former in a North-West direct- 
iong and both must have been used at the same time by the 

same groups of people. At the same date rod-tanged cworda 
were being transmitted along this very route in a Northam 
direction after being carried over the Alpine pasceog and 
all three types were impinging on Nenzingen Urnfield swords 
issuing from the Middle Rhine area. 

Although exact correspondence with most Umf ield groups in 
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impossible, seen. against the background of the Urnfield 

movements studied by Kimmig and Sandars these sword trans- 

missions and influences become much more understandable. 
As trade objects of considerable use they were quickly carried 
over the boundaries implied by background material; this is 

why, for examplep a Rixheim sword is known from Rennes and a 
Rosnoen sword from S. Germany. Apart from these ill-defined 

routes of transmission between different areaeg the division 

of France into an Atlantic and an eastern province Continues 
right through the Bronze Ageq and is marked by more than just 

sword distribution. It might seem reasonable to talk in terms 

of different peoples in the West and Eastq with different 

preferences and traditions in the form of their main hand 

weapong the sword. 

One of the conclusions of, this study has been the impossibility 

of inferring cultural changes or 'invasions' from typological 

changes alone. The East/West division in France through moot 
of the-Bronze Age is evidentp asýjuot mentionedo in the sword 
distributionsp but it is confirmed by other evidence. The 
spread of Urnfield customs or settlementp often linked with 
folk movementel occurs only sporadically in the Alest of Francep 

and rarely in the North-West. But it cannot be assumed that 
the changes in weapon form which mark these Bronze Age swords 
are anything else than the influence of better weapons in other 
areas on the makers, or the importation of new ideas via 
actual swords. The speed of change from one type to'another 

would depend on various factorsg such as the intensity of 
trade between individuals and founders or smitba, fasbiong 

or efficiency of ' 
the new weapon. Some developmento appear to 

have taken place quite speedilyg such as the adoption of the 
leaf-shaped flange-hilted format in the West and North j with 
very few intermediate weapons between the butt-plate Roanoen 
swords and the new type. Others sbox a progressive develop- 
ment from one type into another; but where intrusive weapons 
appear it is not possible without supporting evidence to * 
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whether it implies 'invasion'. 

It has also emerged from this work that there in little 

evidence in France to suggest the place of the sword in 

society. Graves with swords are too few in France to be able 
to confirm or reject the idea that as expensive weapons (con'- 

taining much bronze) they would be owned only by the wealthy. 
It, would seem probable from the Gorman Bronze Ageýtbat thin 

would be the case# with the more numerous and less costly 

spear used by the average persont and rarely included in 

graves. What seems certain is that combatq or the possibility 

of warfarel was commont and swords represented a large part 

of metal workers' output. Again no circumstances are certain 
for the sort of warfare carried outp but in two casesp at 
Gugney and Fort-Harrouard# awords were found inside defensive 

hilltop fortifications. There are various finds of bronzes 
from such sites, but virtually no examination of Bronze Age 

fortified settlements has been carried out (or where executed$ 
then badly)f so again the background is scanty. But it would 

seem possible that defended enclosures in the style of Ha D 
times and later were in use in the Late Bronze Age in France. 

Different situations must have prevailed in which swords were 
used at this time, the most evident being the contrast between 
the Atlantic and Urnfield provinces. Sea and river transport 

was certainly in usep and carried objects over very long 
distances along the Atlantic and Channel seaboards; and this 
doubtless involved raids and fighting. The correspondence 
between most of the distribution maps of Atlantic aword types 

and Viking raids on France (The Viking (1966) 129) suggests 
the ease with which raiders or traders could penetrate large 
distances inlandl never leaving their boats. Contrasted with 
the possible image of shipboard fighting is the Urnfield 

swordsman to the East and Southt on foot or in later times 

possibly on horseback. A gradual increase in size of the 
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sword types of the Urnfield province inti 

weapons of Ila B suggests the growing use 
armourp the great importance of fighting 
being a warrior. The style of swordplay 
a great deal between East and Weat/North 
largely by the circumstances of combat. 

D the very large 

and efficiency of 
and the prestige of 
must have differed 
Francep dictated 

A chronological table has been made to clarify the various 
sword developments in East and Westj and this is included with 
the illustrations. As this study has shown, there is no in- 

dication to suggest the date of bronze swords in statute years 
B. C-r so this has been avoidedv and the layout is based on a 
relative system. These relative dates have been arrived at 
largely by the use of typology# and the association of various 
objects in bronze boards. Discussion of these has shown the 
largely random nature of their contents and imprecise con- 
clusions to be drawn from them. For this reason the idea of 
'time-lag' for the development or transmission of an object 
from one area to another must remain speculative. Obviously 
the recipient area will begin its production of an object 
after the parent areap but with no indication of the paosage 
of time, 'long' or 'short' periods in terms of production 
of an object are meaningless, based as they are on quantities 
of objects. Although typological factors help to some extent 
in assessing changes in a swordp there is no means of knowing 
how long this process takes. So although a period of delay 
is likely in peripheral areas in taking up a new sword type, 
the chronological table has been arranged in horizontal div- 
isions, as the parallelism between sword groups is the most 
important featureq except where direct association with a 
different group has been found. This shows one of the more 
striking differences between East and West France in the 
Bron ze Age: the homogeneity of the sword types in the West, 

and the different types and variants produced in the East. 
It is also illustrated by the crossing and interaction of 
trade routes in the Eastj where there must have been many 
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more workshops producing swords based on different traditions 

than in the West. Perhaps this ties in with the greater ease 
of transport in the Atlantic coaotj leading to a standardis- 

ation of typesp and greater difficulty of movement overland 
in East Francep allied with the continual impetus of now 
types from Urnfield groups in Germany and Switzerland. 


